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PREFACE

Some time ago I was confronted with the problem
• of designing a beater for handling rag stuff. My
particular object was to evolve a design which would

handle twice as much stuff as an existing small beater

and give double the output without altering the char-

acter of the finished stuffs. The complete absence of

any theory of the action of the beater immediately

made itself felt. No basis existed for establishing a

comparison between different beaters. I was, therefore,

led to conduct a series of investigations, the results of

which are published in the present treatise.

The investigations were undertaken from the physi-

cal and mechanical point of view. The chemical and

papermaking aspects were only dealt with where it

was found essential to include them, for the beater

and the beating process have already been described

at length elsewhere from the standpoint of paper-

making technology. There has, however, always been

a marked scarcity of information on the physical side

of the problem which has been- felt tpot least by those

occupied with the design and constructop of beaters.

The complete inaccessibility of the actual beating

• zone renders it impossible to observe visually what
takes place between the roll and the bedplate. It was,

therefore, necessary to proceed in the first instance by

measuring everything that could be measured. • The
problem then devolved into discovering in the labyrinth

of experimental data the trail of a theory consistent
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with the whole of the observed facts. The future alone

will •show whether this object has been achieved, for in

order to establish the theory firmly it must first be

tentatively applied to a far larger number of cases

than has been practicable up to the present. It is

hoped, however, that the present work will be of interest

if alone by reason of its having demonstrated that the

beating problem is capable of scientific treatment. In

the past doubts as to the possibility of this have not*

infrequently been expressed.

I have necessarily been confined to indicating the

factors and dimensions which determine the behaviour

of the beater, and must leave for the future the collec-

tion and co-ordination of the experimental data which

are required to produce a numerical basis for design.

The experimental results obtained so far are not

sufficiently extensive to form a reliable framework for

the construction of such a basis. For the present

they should be regarded merely as an example of how
the theory can be applied to practice.

It will be realised that the beating tests now

described arc only the first steps towards a comprehen-

sive investigation, and they may, therefore, still appear

in some respects to be incomplete. On the other hand,

it was necessary to«carry out these tests without interfer-

ing with the normal work of the paper mill in which'

they were cond^utted. They occupied the entire time

of an engineef, and it was impossible to repeat them,

desirable as repetition sometimes appeared after results

had been worked out and omissions thereby discovered.*

In certain sections of the work there are even consider-

able gaps, such, for example, as in the determination

of the elfect of the beating pressure and the consistency

on the olitpftt of the beater. The analysis of the specific

power consumption of the beater and several other
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important questions have also unfortunately been un-

able to receive the comprehensive treatment \^hich

would have been so desirable.

The present volume is a translation of the revised

edition of my Danish dissertation, entitled “ Hcltojs-

hollaenderen,” I. and II. By revising the original

dissertation it has been possible to include reference

to the latest investigations on the effect of beating on
the character of the stuff, and this has now been in-

serted in the appropriate portion of the work. The
section entitled “ The Theory of Beating ” has merely

been simplified by omitting some of the mathematics
in order to make it more readily understandable. In

the second part of the book it has been possible to

enlarge considerably the chapt(T on “ T(“aring Experi-

ments,” as in the meantime numerous further experi-

ments have been carried out in this connection. Finally,

the conditions governing the formation of fibrages on
the edges of the flybars have been carefully investigated.

For the reader’s convenience a table is appended
explaining the meanings of the somewhat numerous
mathematical symbols employed.

SIGURD SMITH, Dr. techn.

CHARLOTTEM 1 .ND.

Denmark, Sepicmbcr 1922.





FOREWORD

iN^commendin^ this treatise to technoloj^ists for careful

and conscientious study, it may be pointed out that,

with increasing recognition of the value of research

work, such as the author has carried out and brought

to successful fruition through the equally difficult task

of critical exposition, there arc very many who have

not passed the stage of pious opinion in regard to

science : and especially in the industry of Papermaking

the pious opinion only advances very slowly to the

conviction that science determines technical progress

always, and in its higher flights or deeper probings

creates industry.

The beater, as the pivot of the mill, and the beating

preparation of the fibrous raw material, as the paper-

making operation, arc recognised as presenting a

number of unsolved problems, with the attraction of

unrealised margins of advantage J^oth as regards

quality, qualities of product in relation to raw material,

and costs of production, values of papers in relation to

expenditure on account of power, labour* and upkeep

of machinery. Hence the long history of invention

4n improved design of beater, based rather on empirical

study and characterised by adaptation or tiHonnement,

to use the expressive French word.

Contrariwise the present treatise is bojdly theoretical

and implicitly affirms that the beater and its functions

as an operating machine admit of (jeftnprehensive
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quantitative expression and methodical treatment by

the generalised procedure of science.

At this date there are many converts to “ theory ”

as potentially useful in the mill : but there are the un-

converted who are antagonised by the discipline of

theory, even to active opposition and resentment.

On reflection they will discover that the cause of

opposition to “ theory ” is that they are theorists

:

they have a philosophy of “ practice ”
! But so Jias

science. In controlling the operations of the beater

the personal factors of judgment and experience are

much more effective when in turn directed and con-

trolled by system and method. Science strengthens

craftsmanship and in no sense supplants it.

In illustration of this point the reader may turn to

Chapter VI. of the treatise, pp. 77-87, and note how

the author applies theory to the discussion of the results

of the comparative investigations of previous observers

towards the quantitative evaluation, of economy and

efficiency of beaters in terms of the factors generally

recognised. He will find that the theory of the earlier

chapters establishes a basis of very practical criticism.

But another fruitful result of the author’s work is

to give prominence to the consideration of a factor,

which, while recagnised as operative, has for obvious

reasons eluded measurement. This is the fibre attach-

ing itself to tht* bars and brought under the direct

milling actio#i between the bars of the roll and bedplate.

For this a simple descriptive word has been found,

viz., “ Fibrage ” or “ Bar-fibrage,” which has beefi

adopted by the author and translator and already

favourably received by the technologists of the industry.

t)r .Smith has singled this out from the many factors

of the integral result, that is “ whole stuff ” preparation,

as the most* direct measure of beater efficiency, not-
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withstanding that actually it is only susceptible of

indirect m?asurement.
^

•

This is the subject of a later exposition (1922), a

paper communicated to’ the Royal Society of Arts

{Journal of, 8th December 1922), of which readers are

fully aware through the technical literature of the trade

and industry.

This treatise claims attention, therefore, on its basis

of fesearch work, comprising the records of systematic

investigations in the mill : through formulating a

main factor as a more direct definition of aim towards

improved construct'on ; and lastly through clciiring

the w’ay for the wore direct investigation of those quali-

ties of whole stuff" which arc developed in the

physical-chemical region of phenomena, that is the

unseen or sub-sensible arena of molecular interactions.

The treatise marks a stage of technical progress

to which many have contributed by researches which

receive the author’s appreciative criticism.

In the form of the present translation it will stimulate

the scientific-technical development of the papermaking

art in English-speaking countries.

C. F. CROSS.
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TRANSLATOR’S NOTE

In casually turning over the leaves of this book for the

first time, the impression may possibly be produced

that it is of more interest to the mathematician than

to the papermaker. A little closer study will, however,

show that this is not the case. The mathematical

treatment of the subject represents the application of a

method of strictly logical definition and reasoning

necessary to the investigation of the action of the

beater : also it will be found that the mathematical

processes involved are of the simplest order.

The summary at the end of the book sets out the

author’s conclusions in non-mathematical terms, and
would at once appeal to any reader interested in the

main subject. Even if the mathematics be ignored

the book on general study will be found to set forth

interesting and stimulating matter, with results of

numerous tests carried out under mill conditions,

recorded and criticised in terms easily understood.

The translator and the paperma^ing world are

indebted to Mr C. F. Cross for the wo»ds “ fibrage
”

and “ cell.” The former is a new word ft> express a

phenomenon newly appreciated in regard to the func-

tions of the beater, and prominently dealt with in the

present treatise. ” Cell ” is an expressive and not

unfamiliar >yord to denote the pockets formed by jthe

spacing of the flybars on the beater roll.

It would have been an easy matter to». reduce the

weights and measuHfe from the metric fystem of Dr
xiii
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. Smith’s original dissertation to the - time-nonoured-
s^tems of measurement in use here and »n the other
side of the Atlantic. One of the objects of this book

""

however, IS to assist in establishing the beating problem'
on a logical, and consequently a scientific, basis. The
metric system is common to scientists in every country
and It has, therefore, been thought only fit and proper to’
adhere to this system in the English translation.

R. M.

London, March 1923.
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KEY TO MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS OCCURRING
IN THIS VOLUME

A few symbols employed exclusively in connection with speciiil

calculations are not included in the following list

Symbol.

•

Meaning. Dimension.

Page on
which ex-

planation

may be

found.

B, B' Width of bedplate - metres 23
C A coefficient (greater than 1) - 148
D Diameter of beater roll - metre.s

F Beating surface (according to

Kirchner) = total surface of

contact between flybars and
bedplate bars

s(l metres 2!»

G Rate of travel of stulT round the

trough = 1 *02 V
kg./.see. 148

K Aggregate length of <i]l por-

tions of b.ir edges engaging
with one another at any
given moment

metres 27

L Width on face (length) of roll • metres
L. Cutting length per second inetrcs/.sec. 24,

*25

Lt(r^.4-J,

)

Beating surface per second sq. mctres/sec 28
N Total power consumption of

the beater

horse power 92

Nc
1

1

Power consumption measurcd|

with the roll raised
” 92

Nm Power consumption of beating

tackle

91

Nk Power consumed for rotating

the roll in the stuff
'

1

91

Nli- Power absorbed in bearing

friction, etc., at pressure P
i

91

Nlo

m-

Power absorbed in bearing

friction, etc., under zero

pressure

” 92

P ' Roll pressure (i.e., effective

weight of the roll)

kg. 23, 51

Beater furnish (fibrous material) kg. 14

Sy, St- “ Slant ” of bars - metres 23,
T Resistance to the rotation of kg. 161

the roll in the stuff (tangen-

tial force)

• •

•
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Key to Mathematical Symbols—
! E.

Symbol. Meaning. Dimension.

Page on
which ex-

planation

may be
found.

T;„ Beating time, having regard

.solely to the shortening effect

produced

hours 40

•

T,„ Beating time, having regard

solely to the wetting effect

produced

hours 43

U Submerged perimeter of roll - metres 147, 168
V Rate of travel of stuff round

tlie trough (bv volume)
litrcs/scc. 06

a Interval (clearance) between
two consecutive llybars

metres 189

c, c' Coefficients not dependent on
the design of the beater

40, 43

d. I’itch of bedplate bars and fl) -

bars respectively

metres 23

e Energy consumption for cut-

ting, per metre of cutting

length

m.kg./metre 102

f A coefficient of friction or

tearing
|

103

g Acceleration due to gravity - metres/sec.

X Number of points of intersec-

tion between flybars and bed-

plate bars at any given

moment

20

k Specific shortening perform-

ance
kg./metre 47

k' Specific “wetting” perform-

an<^e

kg./sq. metre 47

m. Nurfiber of bedplate bars and

^

hybars respectively

m *A factor indicating the number,
of times a fibre has been
cut

14

%
n Revolutions per minute •

P Beating pressure - kg./sq. cm. 39,’*61

Pj Surface pressure according to

Kirchner
29

P^ Edge pressure - -
•

j

kg./cm. 27
Pr<^uctivity of the beater in

achieving a given shortening
« effect

kg./hour 41
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Key to Mathematical Symbols—

Symbol.

1

Meaning.

i

1

Dimension.

Page on
which ex-

planation

may be

found.

9

•

Productivity of the beater in

achieving a given wetting

effect

kg./hour 44

' Thickness of bcili>late bars ami
flybars respectively

metres 23, 2r)

V Speed of Ilybars, r.c peripheral
'

sj)eed of roll

metres/sec. 23

X Depth of stuff in cells mm. tin

a ' Cutting angle 23

, Angular “ slant ” of burs 23. 25

Widths of fringes of fibrages on

bedplate bars and Ilybars

respectively

metres 52

(i An angle .... Jfil

7 Weight of fibres per cm. length kg./cm. 14

5 Number of hbres cut per metre

of cutting length

38

d Weight of square rod fibrage

per metre length

grams/inetre 184

1

i € A coefficient - - - - 158

!
X 1 Mean length of fibre 14

\ Mean lengtli of fibre on com-

mencing to beat

cm. 14

I ^ ;

Beating coefficient • 1)2, JU3 I

1
M Specific power consumption - ni.kg./’sq.dcm 105

i
P ;

Consistency (based on weight
' of fibrous material)

kg./litrc

•

102
1

1
Coefficient of internal friction kg,/sq. metre 157

1

{
w, Wj, (a., ta ' Beating degrees (degrees of 20 :

i

i wetness) •

•
i





The Action of the Beater

INTRODUCTORY

It is a matter of common knowledge among those

connected with the art of papermaking that the beating

process exercises a very marked influence on the

character of the finished sheet of paper. If the stuff

has not been properly treated in the beater, the utmost

skill in handling it on the paper machine may be

unavailing, and with such stuff it will frequently be

impossible to produce the required quality of finished

sheet. In fact it has become almost proverbial to say-

in connection with many classes of papers that the

sheet ** is made in the beater ''

Notwithstanding the recognised importance of the

heating operation, however, the existing state of know-
ledge of the principles which it involves is distinctly

unsettled. This is pretty clearly evidenced alone by

the numerous articles on beating appearing in the

technical press which give the imj^ession that the

subject is practically inexhaustible. •

Some maintain that the most economical beating

js obtained by employing thick furnishes, others

recommend rapid circulation, while a third school

advocates that the beating time should be kept as short

as possible.^ While some claim that with the modern

* Wockenblatt fuer Papierfabnkation, 1915, p. 171f (htreinafter

referred to as W.f.P.).
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large beaters it is impossible to achieve the same

bating effect as with the old-fashioned small beater,^

and adduce numerous examples to support their case,

others again will contest this view and assert that it is

merely necessary to adapt the new beaters to the mill

conditions of operation.^

One of the chief reasons for the inaccurate argu-

ments so frequently encountered is the extraordinarily

large number of factors involved in the beating process.

One or other of these may so easily be overlooked

or forgotten, and the prospects of agreement between

two controversialists thus reduced to zero. No biased

and subjective method of examination is likely to lead

to a clear understanding of the action of the beater :

on the contrary, any reliable theory of the beating

operation must be largely based on detailed investigation

of all the factors concerned and on the properly co-

ordinated numerical results of experimental observations.

Makers of beaters are also far from unanimous as

to the principles on which the dimensions of beaters

should be determined. Different firms frequently re-

commend very different dimensions for beaters of the

same dry capacity. It will be shown later that the

cutting length per second is a most important factor

in determining the output of a beater, yet an examina-

tion of various makers’ lists shows this figure to vary

from about 7,3^0 to 25,000 ft. per second for a 3-cwt.

beater, for the same peripheral speed of beater roll.

Some makers increase the value of the cutting length

per second in approximately the same proportion a«

the furnish of the beater increases. Others, foi

example, only increase the cutting length per second

in the ratio of 1:1-4 when the dry capacity of the

beater is ^increased from 3 cwt. to 12 cwt. Usually

1 W.f.P,, 1916, pp. 1355 and 1494. 1915, p. 1676.
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the weight of the roll is not stated, although the relation

of this to th* number, size, and spacing of the bars# is

of considerable importance.

It is scarcely surprising that under these conditions

papermakers are sometimes sorely disappointed when

changing over from one size of beater to another :

and not infrequently refuse to depart from a type and

size with which they are .already familiar. Builders

of beaters lack definite data on which to base the

relative dimensions of beating tackle - roll and bed-

plate. If a firm of engine builders is asked to build

a steam engine to develop a certain horse power at a

given speed and under a given steam pressure, they

will have the main dimensions of the engine ready to

hand, for these are calculated according to certain

definite and proved methods, and the dimensions

adopted by different firms will tally very closely with

one another. Buying a beater of a given capacity

is a different matter. It would appear that makers

are under the necessity of dimensioning beating tackle

on a somewhat insecurely founded method of estimation.

Turning from papermakers and machine builders

to professors one finds a similar absence of agreement

on the points in question. If, for example, it ^\ere

required to design a beater to produce ^stuff of the same

character as an existing beater, but to give double the

output, the literature on beating wo«kl be found to

provide an odd assortment of directions. •
^

The first attempt to lay down definite rules for beater

«^lculations was made by Ferdinand Jagenberg,^ of

^ Jagenberg comes from an old papermaking family, and after

completing an educational course of studie.s, himself became a paper-

maker, turning later to the manufacture of beater rolls and bedplates.

The book referred to is a result of his latter activitic.s. It has met with

widespread success, and has formed the basis for the wrTtingf of the

majority of subsequent workers.
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Remscheid (a former papermaker). In his little

bQok, “ Das Hollaendergeschirr in Briefen an einen

Papiermacher,” Jagenberg in 1887 attempted to describe

the principles on which the beating pffect of a beater

can be determined.

Later Professor E. Kirchner,^ of Chemnitz, devoted

himself to the subject, and was followed by Strobach,*

manager of the Olleschau paper mill.

In his book, “ Der Hollaender,” ^ and afterwjirds

in the Wochenblatt Juer Papierfahrikatioji^^ Professor

Haussner, of Bruenn, publishes some theoretical discus-

sions on the action of the beater. In 1907 Professor

Pfarr. of Darmstadt,*^ produced a study of the beater

in which he attempted to evolve an expression for the

beating output. Finally Clayton Beadle and Henry

Stevens have carried out very extensive experiments

in connection with the economy of beating, in addition

to micro-measurements conducted with a view to

ascertaining the effect on the fibre.

Of these investigators, Jagenberg concludes ’ that

the main factors which determine beating output are

the beating pressure and the number of cuts per second.

Kirchner is of opinion that the cutting effect of the

bars depends on the cutting length per second, on

the beating pressure and on the number of points of

intersection between the fiybars and bedplate bars.®

^ Various artiucs in the W.f.P. and in Kirchner’s treatise, “ Das

Papier. IV., tianzsioffc.’'

W.f.P., iy04, “ Hollaendcrtheorie.'’

.
^ Stuttgart, 1902.

*
li'.f.P., 1908, “ Die Zcrkleinerungsarbeit im Hollaendcr."

li'.f.P., 1907, “ llollaendcr uiid deren Kraftverbrauch.'’

** Clayton Beadle and Stevens, “ Chapters on Papermaking,” 1908.

Vol.A^,, “ Concerning the Theoiy and Practice of Beating.*’

^ “ Hollalnderge.schirr,” 2nd Edition, Remscheid, 1894.

“ “ Das Papier. IV., Ganzstoffc," p. 43.
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Haussner, on the other hand, holds that no

takes place between the flybars and the bedplate bars,

and that the beating action depends entirely on

crushing and tearing between the surfaces of the

bars.^

Strobach ^ regards the cutting effect of the beater

as being proportional to the cutting length per second,

and the crushing effect as proportional to the product

of tfiree factors, viz., the area of the bar surfaces in

mutual contact, the roll pressure, and the speed t}f the

flybars. Kirchner,^ however, confines himself to stat-

ing that these three magnitudes, in conjunction with

the number of intersections per second between the

flybars and bedplate bars, materially affect the tearing

action of the beating tackle.

Pfarr ^ supports the view that the beating output

is affected by the speed of circulation of the stuff round

the trough, but is undecided as to how much importance

should be attached to the cutting length per second,

nor does he express any definite opinion as to the

importance of the product “ flybar speed ” multiplied

by “ area of contacting surfaces.”

Beadle and Stevens maintain that no cutting takes

place if the flybars and bedplate bars are parallel,®

but only if they form an angle with one^another. These

authorities also assert that the speed of circulation of

the stuff has no effect on the beating*^utput.® They

consider that, at any rate as far as confhioner classes

** ^ “ Die Zurklcinerungsarbcit im HoIIaender.”
“ “ Hollaendertheorie,” W.f.P.^ 1904, pp. 758-760 and p. 2155.
•* “ Das Papier. IV., Ganzstoffe,” p. 43.

^ “ Hollacnder uiid deren Kraft\'erbraudi.”

“ Beadle and Stevens, “ Theory and Practice of Beating.”
•* Ibid. Haussner also opposes the view that the rate df cirtulation

directly affects the beating output.
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• of papers are concerned, the chief function of the beatihg

tackle is to tease out the fibres. «

Thus there is abundant divergence as to the identity

of the factors which determine beating output—

a

divergence which discloses the obscurity surrounding

the subject. The majority of writers do, however,

agree that this obscurity is largely due to lack of service-

able experimental data.

There are still far too few and too incomplete

reports available on beating tests to afford in themselves

the basis for a saHsfactory explanation of the beating

operation.

The object of the present treatise is to throw more

light on the conditions which govern the output of

whole stuff from the beater. The theoretical methods

of investigation adopted arc based on observations

obtained under mill conditions and on the results of

experiment. Incidentally, the various opinions which

have just been referred to are subjected to critical

examination.

The experiments on which the work has been built

up were all carried out with whole stuff. The theory

which is developed applies primarily to well-beaten

strong sheets prepared from chemical wood pulp and

rag half-stuffs.
^
It should, moreover, be remarked

that no claim is made for the correctness of the

present theory,* 'except in conditions under which the

beater is reilly employed to disintegrate the stuff

thoroughly, t.e.^ as a beater and not simply as a

mixer.

Taken as a whole, the present work may be regarded

as new, both with regard to its results and to the

methods of treatment employed. In dealing with parts

of th^ subject which have been treated so thoroughly

by previous workers as to require no further comment,
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the necessary reference alone is given. ^ The only

portions of this volume which are based to any considv-

able extent on earlier work, are the section dealing

with the effect of beating on the stuff and to a lesser

extent the section on the mechanics of the beating

tackle.

* Thus, for example, with respect to the variation in the area of

contacting bar surfaces during a revolution of the beater roll, and also

withfespect to the conditions under which the stuff leaves the roll.





PART 1

METHOD OF OPERATION
AND OUTPUT





CHAPTER I

THE EFFECT OF BEATING ON THE
. CHARACTER OF THE STUFF

Generally speaking, the ideas which prevail as to the

effect of beating on the properties of the stuff are not

very clear. It is true that every good practical paper-

maker can tell whether the stuff in the beater is ready

or not by observing it and feeling it. This same person,

however, might experience considerable difficulty in

defining more closely the physical changes which the

stuff has undergone.

The beating process is frequently explained by

saying that with thin consistencies and heavy roll

pressures the fibres are mostly cut (free beating).

With thick consistencies and lower pressures the fibres

are treated more gently, being partly torn and partly

crushed (wet beating). The latter method results in

the splitting of linen and cotton fibi;es—fibrillation

—

while wood fibres are merely torn.

Careful examination shows, ho^^ifver, that this

explanation will not satisfy all contingencies. If, for

example, a piece of spinning paper is examined under

wile microscope, the fibres will be seen to be present

in the sheet in an almost uninjured condition. It is

almost impossible to distinguish a difference between

the fibres in the sheet and those in the raw material.

Nevertheless, the sheet must necessarily hav^ been

prepared from very ”'et beaten stuff in orejer to acquire

11
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• its special characteristics. The above explanation of

the beating process is also insufficient t# show why

a sheet prepared from wet stuff should be thinner and

more compact than a sheet made from free stuff, nor

does it serve to indicate the reason for stuff becoming

freer as its temperature rises. As the sheet runs over

the papermaking machine wire it parts with its water

quickly or slowly according to whether it is free or

wet, but this is not a direct logical consequence of,the

above explanation. The latter, therefore, only covers

a portion of the ground, and on the whole is unsatis-

factory.

Our immediate object will now be to describe in

more detail what takes place in the beater. The

description will be based on the experimental data of

important authorities, and will deal particularly with

the physical changes in the stuff and their influence

on its further treatment on the papermaking machine

as well as with their effect on the finished sheet.

The Shortening of the Fibres.—The fibres arc

cut between the edges of the flybars and bedplate

bars. The thinner the layer of stuff betw^een the bar

edges and the greater the pressure, the more pro-

nounced will be the cutting. A. B. Green ^ has shown

that the thinner the consistency of the stuff in the
'

beater, the thinner will be the layer of stuff which

finds its way b^tw^een the flybars and the bedplate

bars. He foimd that with the roll pressure remaining

constant, the clearance betw^een the bedplate and fly-

bars is small at thin consistencies and increases as the,

consistency increases. It might be supposed that no

cutting would take place unless the roll w^ere so hard

dov^n as to bring the surface of the flybars into actual

^ A.‘B. (jrreen, “ Management of the Beater Room/’ Paper^ 1917,

No. 23.
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contact with the surface of the bedplate bars, that is

to say, unleas all the fibres were severed. This is not

the case. Even if the roll is not right hard down on

the bedplate, but “ floats ” on the layer of stuff present

between the roll and bedplate bars, actual cuttinf^ will

nevertheless take place to sonic extent.

Fin. 1.

A pair of bars is in some respects similaV to a pair

^f shears. The author has found experimentally that

even if the shear blades are not pressed closely together,

a certain amount of cutting nevertheless takes place.

Bundles of hackled hemp were wound round the sta-

tionary blade and rounfl one of the revolviijg blades

of a lawn-mower (see Fig. 1). Tlje blades were not
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sharp and were adjusted to give a running clearance

oMess than 1 mm. The mower was then worked so

as to pass the one bundle of hemp over the other bundle.

Subsequent examination showed that a considerable

number of fibres had been cut, the major proportion

consisting of those situated nearest to the blades.

Clayton Beadle has examined microscopically the

variation in the length of fibres at different stages of

the beating process. Providing that the fibres have

not been too badly damaged owing to prolonged

beating, his method ^ enables the average length of

fibre in a beater furnish to be determined at any time

during the beating operation.

Let us assume that the average length of fibre

has been reduced by beating, to a fraction
( )

of its

\ml

original length. Then on average each fibre will

have been cut (m -
1) times. Now if the original

average length of fibre was centimetres at the

commencement of beating
;

and assuming that the

fibres weigh y kilograms per centimetre of length
;

then if Q is the total weight of fibrous material in the

beater, the total number of fibres in the beater on

commencing beating must have been So that if

each fibre has been cut (m -
1) times, the total number of

Q
cuts effected during beating will be^ (w - 1). This

expression, therefore, represents the shortening actioii

which has been effected by beating.. At the commence
*

ment of beating, when the fibres are comparatively

long, the shortening action will progress rapidly
;

but

as the beating proceeds the# average length of the

* Clayton Bq^dle, “ Chapters on Papermaking,” v., diapter xvi.
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fibres will diminish more and more slowly. In order

to reduce thS average length of fibre from to jAi

~ cuts are required. The same number of cuts is

yAi

also required in order to reduce the average length

of fibre from JA^ to JA-i, or, in the general case, from

^Aj to —-^
1 . This corresponds exactlv with the

n . n + 1

results of Lehmann’s ^ theoretical investigations, and of

Clayton Beadle’s micro-measurements.^ Owing to the

fact that y, the weight per centimetre length of fibre,

is unknown, the expression can only be
yK

employed for the purpose of comparing the shortening

effects produced on two furnishes of the same fibrous

composition.

Even if the roll is not hard down on the bedplate,

,, as the flybars move round, a drawing-out effect—a sort

of carding of the fibres—takes place, which disintegrates

the fibre bundles. It must be assumed that the edges

of the flybars play a special part in this connection,

such that those fibres which, on attempting to enter the

roll cells are caught and retained on the bar edges,

are torn completely away from the rest of the stuff.

Wet Beating.—As previously remarked, the stuff

which makes its way between the workpg surfaces of

the flybars and bedplate bars is subjected® to a tearing,

pressing (and partly squeezing) action. This results

the formation of fibrillse from those fibres which

'can be split lengthwise, while the other fibres are

^merely teased out and become ragged. As a conse-

i^quence the interstices between the individual fibres

,

,
» 1008, p. 1373.

Clayton Beadle, “ Ch^ters on Paperma£ing,” v.? p. 161.
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become partly filled with fibrillae and particles of
cellulose.

If the beating operation is continued further, cellu-

lose mucilage may be formed, due, according to

Schwalbe,^ to a partial chemical change of the cellulose

into hydro- and oxycellulose. The rapidity with which
the mucilage is formed in beating depends on the nature

of the raw material. For example, with Mitcherlich

sulphite, which has been specially cooked for. marking

imitation parchments, mucilage commences to form
after a comparatively short beating treatment. Cotton,

on the other hand, requires very prolonged beating

before mucilage is formed. The formation of fibrillae

and the teasing out of the fibres, as well as the presence

of mucilage, all tend to slow down the rate at which
the sheet parts with its water on the wire, owing to the

constriction of the pores in the sheet through which
the water drains. Although mucilage in itself does

not make the sheet felt better, it contributes indirectly

to the production of a better felted sheet, because the ^

slower drainage allows the sheet more time for felting.

Another effect of the mechanical treatment of the

stuff between the roll and bedplate bar surfaces is to

make the fibres softer and more flexible. If, after

beating for sorae time, a handful of stuff is taken up,

it will be found to be much softer than on commencing
to beat. Provided that this softening can be carried

out withoiit injuring the fibres, i.e., without cutting or

tearing them, a stuff will be produced which, examined

under the microscope, appears similar to the spinning

paper stuff referred to previously. The increased

softness and flexibility of the fibres also increases their

felting properties, and they will distribute themselves

on the wire in a thinner and denser layer, thus producing

JT./.A, 1920, p. 1480.
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a thinner and less bulky sheet than they would have

formed in tlieir original condition. The denser this

layer becomes, the smaller will be the interstices between

the fibres (pores in the wet sheet), and the more slowly

will the water drain away. Thus the greater softness

of the hbres contributes both directly and indirectly

to improved felting and so tends to add in a double

measure to the strength of the hnished sheet.

Already in 1907 Klemm ^ suggested utilising the

softness (plasticity) of half-stuffs as a qualitative basis

for comparing them with one another
;
and constructed

his so-called Sedimentation Tester consisting essentially

of a glass cylinder with a machine wire bottom. If the

water is allowed to drain away from a known weight

of half-stuff, the stuff will occupy a certain volume in

the glass cylinder. This volume—termed the sedi-

. mentation volume—provides a good guide to the

character of the stuff, inasmuch as a soft mellow pulp

will settle in a thinner, denser layer than one composed

of hard stiff fibres. The utility of the results given by

the apparatus depends on the assumption that the

fibres of the half-stuff are all of the same length and

fineness. This is, generally speaking, true when

chemical wood pulps are being compared which have

been produced from the same class of wood, in which

case the magnitude of the sedimentation volume

depends solely on the softness (plasticity>^f the half-stuff.

The increased flexibility of the fibres may be

regarded either as a direct result of the pressure and

friction of the beater roll or as an indirect consequence

of that action. In the latter case the mechanical

treatment causes the fibre to take up water in the

walls and cavity and thus to swell. Clayton Beadle is

^ 1907, pp. 3882, 3986 ; 1908, p. 1215. • •

Clayton Beadle, “ Chapters on Papermaking,” i., p. 104.

2 •
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also of opinion that the flexibility of the fibre increases^;

with the amount of water which it takes up (hydration).

He urges, moreover, that hydration necessitates lengthy

beating, so that his view conflicts with the known fact

that stuff begins to soften as soon as the roll commences

to whip, without necessarily beating. The softening

of the fibre can easily be demonstrated on the Schopper-

Rieglcr beating tester
;

for this apparatus shows that

stuff taken from the beater immediately after whipping

has commenced already commences to drain more
slowly.

Under certain conditions the swollen or expanded
fibres may become so thick as to double their volume.

This increase in volume probably also causes all the

small water drainage channels to be reduced in size,

thus again reducing the speed of drainage. The “ water

of hydration” which is absorbed by the fibres cannot.^

be removed by simply applying ordinary pressures.

Extraordinarily high pressures would be required to

remove it, and the “ degree of hydration ” of the stuff,

therefore, exercises a very important influence on the

amount of water which must be evaporated from the

sheet by the dryers. When highly hydrated fibres arc

dried they become, according to Clayton Beadle, stiff

and hard. They produce a strong sheet with a good

rattle, but the sheet shrinks a great deal in the dryers.

Unfortunately y^ery little definite information is avail-

able as to the*.water content of hydrated fibres. Claytor

Beadle ^ believes that at ordinary temperatures the

amount of water contained is about equal to the drj

weight of the fibre, and that on heating, the watei

content is reduced to approximately 67 per cent, of the

drjr weight of fibre.

The processes which have just been enumerated—

^ Clayton Beadle, “ Chapters on Papermaking,” i., chapter viii.
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fibrillation, softening, hydration, possible formation of

mucilage (arri to some extent the drawing out of tfic

fibres), all combine to produce the changes which are

at the root of what the beaterman calls “ wet beating.”

It is true that the shortening of the fibres also

exercises an effect on their capacity for retaining water
;

but according to the diagrams ^ published by L. Skark

it appears that the effect of shortening is quite slight.

In a general way wetness may, therefore, be defined

as the capacity of stuff for parting with its water slowly
;

and by wet beating is understood the processes in the

beater which induce in the stuff a reluctance to part

with its. water. The drainage may be compared to

the flow of water through capillaries, and follows

Poiseuille’s law, inasmuch as it depends on the cross-

sectional area of the pores, on their length (fc., on the

thickness of the layer of fibres), on the pressure head

of water, and on the viscosity of the water.

It is commonly assumed that so-called capillary

force or surface tension alone determines the rate of

drainage or flow of the water. This view is incorrect

;

for the effect of surface tension only commences to be

felt when the sheet has drained to the point where the

fibres are no longer freely suspended in the water, but

rest directly on one another : z\e,, in the second stage

of the extraction of water from the sheet (on the suction

boxes)

Microscopy has furnished a means or a^cermining

numerically the shortening effect of beating on the

fibres. Fortunately it is now also possible to measure

the degree of wetness of stuff and to express this in

terms of numbers, by employing a Schopper-Riegler

or Skark tester. The former apparatus indicates the

wetness and enables a test to be carried out ia five

* Papierfabrikant, Festheft, 1910, pp. 63^ 54.
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minutes with sufficient accuracy for all practical

purposes. •

The Schopper-Ricgler beating tester divides the

water into two parts : viz., slow and quick draining.

If a perfectly wet stuff were being tested the amount

of quick draining water would be nil, while with

perfectly free stuff the amount of quick draining water

would approximate to 100 per cent, of the total amount

of drainable water in the stuff. »

If X represent the amount of quick draining water,

and if it is assumed that the degree of wetness of the

100 -;r
stuff is denoted by the expression oj =

,
then the

degree of wetness (beating degree) of free stuff will

be approximately zero, and perfectly wet stuff will

possess a degree of wetness equal to 1 -0.

The process of transformation of a beater furnish

weighing Q kilograms from an initial degree of wet-

ness ct>i to one of may be expressed by the product

Q(oj 2 - o^i) which will be regarded as a measure of the

effect produced. It should be observed, however, that

this is not an absolute measure, but is only applicable

in comparing beating processes which have been

carried out with identical stuffs. Let it be assumed that

the attained effect, Q(a>2 - Wi), is due partly to tearing,

squeezing, and pressing between the bar surfaces, and

partly to the Snipping action of the flybars.

Q(w 2 may then be put equal to Q(co2 - w') +

Q(a>' - Oil) where

Q(a)2 - w') represents the effect due to treatment

between the bar surfaces,

and Q(oj' - wi) represents the effect due to whipping.

It will be shown later how, by means of beater trials,

each of tliese two products can be determined separately.

In order for the stuff to be suitable for making a
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given sheet of paper, it must have attained a given

degree of wAness and the fibres must have reached a

given average length. Thus the two terms to and
in

jointly represent the character of the stuff, or more

correctly the character imparted to the stuff by beating.

By proper manipulation, beating can be carried out

in such a way that the fibres are shortened without

making the stuff wet (beating of stuff for blottings).

On the other hand, intense wetness may be sought after

in combination with a desire to preserve the length of

the fibre (beating for spinning papers) Finally, any

character of stuff varying between these two extremes

can be obtained.

The Effect of Warmth on the Stuff.—It has

been seen how the various effects of the beater on the

fibre conduce to forming the characteristics possessed

by the finished sheet. There is one other factor which

has an important effect on the product of beating,

namely temperature. Every papermaker knows that

it is impossible to keep stuff wet if prolonged beating

has caused it to heat. The reason for this is easy to

understand from what has already been said. The

viscosity of water decreases with rise in temperature :

in fact the decrease is very consideraWe, even at com-

paratively low temperatures, such as normally obtain

in the beater.^ For example, if the tetnjjerature rises

from 5° to 30° C. the viscosity of water wil^ be halved

and its rate of drainage will be increased in the same

proportion, i.e., it will be doubled. The rate of drain-

age may, however, sometimes be increased in still

greater proportion than that in which the viscosity of

•

^ Sigurd Smith, “ Ueber den Einfluss dcr Ternperajur auf die

Wasserablaufgeschwindigkcit von Zellstoffbrei,” Der Papierfabrikant,

1919, p. 1121.
•
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the water is increased. Such additional increase in

drainage is probably due to the fact thafi on heating

the fibres become dehydrated,’’ shrink and become

thinner. This causes the interstices between the fibres

to become larger, and since they represent capillaries,

the water is able to drain away more rapidly than it

would if the size of the fibres remained unchanged.



CHAPTER II

THE MECHANICS OF THE BEATING
TACKLE

The following symbols will be employed :

—

P = Thc pressure of the beater roll on the bedplate measured
in kilograms.

D = The diameter of the beater roll in metres.

L = Length on faee (width) of roll in metres.

= Number of flybars.

Number of bedplate bars.

and s,. represent the thickness of th(‘ bedplate bars and
flybars respectively, measured at their working
surfaces.

d. and represent the pilch of the bedplate bars and flybars

respectively (see Fig. 2). This i.s always measured in

the direction of rotation of the roll.

B' = The width of the bedplate in metres (measured in the

direction of rotation of the roll).

B=The width of the bedplate + the clcaranc'e between two

adjacent bedplate bars.

B is therefore equal to B' + d.. - = w, .d.

.

S^. and S,, represent the “ slant ” in metrat^ in cases where

the bedplate bars or .flybars arc set o^licjuely to the

axis of the roll (see Fig. 3). •

« = Number of revolutions per minute of the roll.

v — is the peripheral speed of the flybars in metres per

second.

a^^and a,, represent the angles which the bedplate bars and
* flybars respectively make with the axis of the roll.

a=«a^. ±a., is the cutting angle, />., the angle befwet^ the

flybars and the bedplate bars. •

23
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For the purposes of the following mathematical

Seductions the beating surface between the roll and

bedplate will be regarded as a plane surface. This is

a slight approximation, hut is sufficiently accurate for

practical purposes. In reality the beating surface will

usually be approximately cylindrical in shape.

For the sake of simplicity it will be assumed that

all the bedplate bars are straight and of uniform

thickness alAng their length. Mathem.atical treatment

similar to that shown can, however, also be applied

to the case of “ elbowed ” bedplates or to bedplates

built up of bars of varying length.

L, represents the cutting length per second, and is measured

j

in metre cuts per second.

A- proper conception of the term “ cutting length
”

will be more easily obtained by considering the action
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of a shearing machine with paralJel shears such as is

used for cuttifig sheet metal, etc.

Referring to Fig. 4, a is the cutting angle between
the shear blades, and L is the length of the lower

blade which is located at right angles to the direction

of motion of the top blade. When the shear black's

Fig. 3.

are in operation, L is termed the aittirfg lengthy and
it is seen to be independent of the size of The cutting

angle. Thus, whether the cutting angle be large or

small the cutting length is equal to the projected length

of the moving blade measured in the plane perpendicular

to its direction of motion.
^

Similarly, when a flybar passes over the .beclplate,

whether it be set obliquely or not, the cutting length is
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just the same, and is equal to the width on face of the

rdll. When one flybar passes over the w<iole bedplate

it traverses a cutting length of metres. In each

second there are flybars passing over the bed-

plate, so that the total cutting length per second

becomes

U (
1
)

Let i be the average number of points of intersection

between the flybars and the bedplate bars at any

moment. This number will vary slightly during the

course of a single revolution of the roll
;

but its mean
value can be determined in the following manner

(see Fig. 3). Treating the flybars and bedplate bars

as straight lines, one flybar will intersect on average :

—

S^, ±
^ bedplate bars at a time.

Now since m,, is the total number of the flybars, it

g
follows that at any one moment there will be — . in^,

7tD

flybars located immediately above the bedplate. The
aggregate number of points of intersection between

flybars and bedplate bars at any moment will, therefore,

be

ttI)
(
2
)

At cvei*y point of intersection the working surfaces

of the bars form a parallelogram, two adjacent sides of

which are comprised by portions of the working edge

of a flybar and bedplate bar respectively. The sum
of these two sides is equal to

sin(a^±tt„)‘
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Let' K be the sum of all the portions of those working
bar edges which are simultaneously in engagement
with one another which at any moment are helping

to form the parallelograms). It then follows that

ir _S.±S^
ttL)

'^jf ^
sin

and putting = L tan a., and S,, = L tan a,, the alcove

expression becomes

ttD

tan a,. + tan a,,

sin (d,. ± «,,)

Now tan ± tan _ 1

yin (a.,+ ttj,) COS COS a
’

so that
+ s^)L

('!)
TtI) cos COS (ij.

' P

aOOKyj

represents the edge pressure, the

pressure exercised by the roll per centimetre length of

bar edge. For the moment this can, however, not bo

regarded as anything more than a mathematical sym-

bol
; because when the roll is hard down on the bedplate

it cannot rest solely on the working edges of the bars,

so that^^. is not a magnitude which can be determined

by physical measurement. The importance of for

purposes of calculation will be explained later.

From equation (3) we have

ttD cos cos a^,PA =
100 + s.)L

C>0v
,

(
4

)

and substituting in equation (3) for ttD, it becomes

. __ n.m^r.mj,(Sjr + J»)L _ s» + s„

cos cos V COS a,. COS a„

=
t^.COS a COi>

'

"T)0

:L

L.
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From this it follows that

T S\)=^ K?/ cos cos a,

The magnitude
( j

is known as ihe heating

surface per second of the heater. If neither ihe flybars

nor the bedplate bars are set obliquely cos and cos

will be equal to 1. In the general case also cos

and cos a,, each may be regarded as equal to 1. This

is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes
;

since

thf flybars will either be parallel to the axis of the

roll or will be set at such a small angle thereto thai

cos ttj, will appro^cimate to unity. Similarly the bed<
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plate bars will usually not be set at a very oblique

angle to the a^is of the roll, so that cos a., can generally

be assumed to approximate to unity. This considerably

simplifies equation (5), which then becomes

L.fj,, + .V
)
= K?'.

It will be noted that the dimensions of the beating

r 1 /
metres^ \

surface per second are —
^

sec.

It has already been shown that if the roll is touching

the bedplate, the working surfaces of both bar systems

will engage in a number {i) of small parallelograms.

The total surface of contact, measured in square

metres, will be denoted by F. The mean value of F
can easily be calculated thus :

—

The area of each of the (f) parallelograms is

V.
sin ((x^+a

)

(see Figs. 5a and 5b),

Equation (2) gives the number of these parallelo-

grams
;

so that in the same way as equation (3) was

deduced we have

irl) cos COS a-

and in a similar manner to equation we have

^ _ P _ ttD COS tt., cos a.,P

^'""ITOOO F” WOOO
*

Substituting in equation (6) for ttD ill the same

way as equation (5) was obtained, we get

= Fv cos (X., cos a,, -

From equations (3) and (6) it follows that

F_ SjrS,

K Jp + s~,

(8)
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and from equations (4) and (7) it follows that

Pf_
1 OOs^j,.

(
9

)

Equations (1), (2), (6), (7), and (8) have already been

deduced by Kirchner in his work, “ Das Papier. IV.,

Ganzstoffe.” Equation (7) is the Jagenberg “ crush-

ing ” formula.

In the foregoing calculations it has been assumed

that the bedplate bars are all of uniform thickness and

unidirectional. It is, however, quite possible to evolve

a similar series of equations to cover conditions where

the bedplate bars are not unidirectional, arc not all

of the same thickness, and are set at varying angles

to the axis of the roll {e.g.y zigzag and elbowed bed-

plates).



CHAPTER III

THE THEORY OF BEATING

SOM^ years ago a theory was advanced that the output

of a beater increases in proportion with the speed of

circulation of the stuff. This theory was based on the

assumption that the oftencr each particle of stuff passes

between the roll and the bedplate in a given time, the

more opportunity it is afforded for being beaten J Care-

ful consideration shows, however, that the theory is

illogical and therefore untenable. The speed of circula-

tion is proportional to the quantity of stuff which enters

the roll cells. This quantity is a totally different one

from the quantity of stuff which is actually subjected

to the beating action between the roll and bedplate

;

and it cannot be assumed that the two stand in any

definite relationship to one another.

As far as the author is aware, no experimental data

have been adduced to show that output varies with rate

of travel. It is quite true that in some cdses the output

of^a beater has been increased by increasing the rate of

travel of the stuff
;

but the increase in output has not

risen proportionately with the rate of travel. The

I author has carried out some tests with four beaters of

different sizes and very varying speeds of circulation.

'/According to the theory referred to above, the respective

^outputs of these four beaters should have been in the

fratio of ,1 : 32 : 32 : 47 ;
whereas in actual fact tfie

^ Pfarr, “ Hollaender und deren Kraftverbrauch.”
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respective outputs were in the ratio of 1 :
2’5 : 2*7 : 4.

It therefore follows that the theory must-be incorrect.^

It will now be attempted to elucidate what factors

actually determine the amount of stuff treated between

The observer is imagined to be travelling with the Hybars. Fig. Ha shows

the flybars eciiering the stuff. The apparent motion of the sfbff

in relation' to the flybars is indicated by arrows. The stream of

stuff is 'cleft by the flybars and a fibrage adheres to the edge of the

flybar.

the bars, and to explain how this treatment is effected.

It is impossible to observe by eye what goes on, for the

action takes place at high speed and in an inaccessible

^ ^The' experimental data will be found in “ Heltojshollaenderen,”

Table I., p. 30. '
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spot. It is therefore necessary firstly to propound a

theory and then to examine whether the theory fits

in with all the known facts.

It is well known to every papermaker that if a bar

or rod is drawn through the stuff, fibres will adhere

transversely across its edge. The same thing will take

place if the bar is held fast in a stream of stuff in such

a way that the bar cleaves the stream in two, one

Fig. Gb.

Fig. 6b illustrates two flybars over the bedplate. The observer

watches the bedplate pass by in the opposite direction to the motion

of the roll, but at the same speed as the latter. In each of the cells

there is an eddy of stuff which is kept in motion by the edges of

the bedplate bars, thus causing a deposit of stuff ffibrage) to be

formed on the edges of the bedplate bars. The relative motions are

indicated by arrows.
••

portion passing along each side of the bar. Applying

the same idea to the working edge of a flyb’ar, it will

be realised that this also cleaves into two portions a

stream of stuff which relatively speaking advances

towards it. One portion of the divided stream then

moves along the front surface of the flybar and enters

the roll cell, while the other portion passes ak>ng the

working surface of the flybar. Fig.*6A illustrates the

3
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cleavage of the stuff stream. The arrows indicate the

motions (relative to the roll). This clea^fage has been

referred to previously in the literature of beating
;

^ but

as far as the author is aware the adhesion of the fibre

transversely across the edge of the flybar has not been

observed or described. To describe the formation

of fibres across the bar edge, C. F. Cross suggests the

apt term “ fibrage.”

The motion of the stuff along the front edge of the

flybar produces an eddy or rotary motion of the stuff

inside the cells. It is highly probable that this eddy

action does not cease even when a cell is immediately

above the bedplate and the entry of additional stuff

thereby prevented. On the contrary, the friction of

the stuff against the bedplate will probably tend to assist

the eddying. Fig. 6b illustrates such conditions. Here,

again, the observer is supposed to be moving round with

the flybars, in which case the arrows indicate motions

(relative to the roll).

When the cells with their contents of stuff pass over

the bedplate it is probable that fibrages also adhere

to the edges of the bedplate bars in the same way

as they are formed on the flybars. The formation of

fibrages on the edges of the bedplate bars is not quite

so easy to understand as on the flybars, for it is unlikely

that any eddy motions can take place in the spaces

between the ^bedplate bars. Other methods have,

therefore, ^be^n sought to explain how the fibres come to

be deposited on the edges of the bedplate bars. For

instance, it might be imagined that the fibres which

adhere to the bedplate bars are removed in a simple

manner by the flybars
;
and that each time a flybar

passes over a bedplate bar a few of the outermost fibres

1 Lehmann, W'./.P., 1908, p. 1374; Kirchner, “ Das Papier. IV..

Ganzstoffe,” p. 14.
"
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on the Hybar are cut by the edges of the bedplate bars,

while a few idhere to the bedplate bar to be crushed

and squeezed by the surface of the flybars which

follow.

Experiments have been carried out on eighteen

beaters in one mill (seven papermaking machines),

and examination of the flybars of these beaters appears

to have shown that fibrages actually arc formed. In

thiscnill the beating action was very gentle, the whipping

Fi(, 7

effect of the roll being chiefly relied on, so that there was

no heavy wear on the working surfac^s^ of the bars.

The china clay used was somewhat coarse, ^nd it was

found that in all the beaters furnished with china clay

the front surfaces of the flybars became worn away in

the manner illustrated in Fig. 7.

It was satisfactorily demonstrated that this wear

was not due to chemical action, but to mechanical action

exclusively. The wear only commenced at* a • little

distance (a few miflimetres) from tlfe edge of the bar,
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the edge itself being protected from wear by the fibrage

adhering to it.

In other cases where the roll is run harder on the

bedplate (thus increasing the wear due to friction

between the flybars and bedplate bars) the flybars

usually wear down to the shape indicated by the dotted

line.

If the rate of travel in the beater is too slow, or if

the flybars are not spaced sufficiently far apart from

one another, no appreciable quantity of stuff will be

able to enter the cells, and the fibrage on the bar edge

will accordingly be too small. In both cases the output

of the beater will, therefore, be reduced considerably

;

and this is probably the reason why so much importance

is frequently attached to rapid circulation in the beater.

If the flybars are further worn down to such an extent

that there is too little room for the eddying “ rolls
”

of

stuff in the cells, the rotation of the roll will be checked

by the braking action of the stuff against the wooden

fillets. If the fillets are removed or trimmed down

efficient beating can be resumed again.

Prior to the discovery that stuff is deposited on the

bar edges, it had been difficult to see what really causes

the fibres to be cut, z.e., by what agency they are made

to lie transversely across the bar edges, which is the

most favourable position for cutting.^ It had also not

been easy to understand how in fact the stuff penetrated

between the Surfaces of the flybars and bedplate bars

at all unleb it was carried by the bar edges or retained

by them
;

for there must be a considerable amount of

pressure between the bar surfaces due to the weight of

the roll.

Jt would, also be of interest to examine whether the

^ Iflrchner, “ Das Papier, IV., Ganzstoffe,” p. 49 ; and Haussncr,

** Die Zerkleinerungsarbbit im Hollaender,” 1908, reprint, p. 4.
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stuff does not adhere to the working surfaces of the

bars as well»as to their edges, as is shown in Fig. 9.

This is a priori an unlikely hypothesis
;

nor have the

numerous experiments which will be referred to later

been successful in establishing it. At the moment it is

only necessary to describe a friction experiment in which

a weighted bar was drawn over a layer of stuff resting

on a bronze plate.

This experiment showed that when the baws drawn

over the stuff in the direction indicated in Fig. 8, the
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stuff is carried along entirely by the edge of the bar,

the rearward portion of the stuff always remaining

stationary. In the second portion of this book experi-

ments arc described in which weighted bars were

dragged over layers comprising several sheets of

unsized wet creped serviette papers, similar in character

to whole stuff. These sheets were spread out on smooth

as well as on ribbed metal surfaces. When smooth

surfaces were used, the stuff was carried forward by

the edge of the bar
;
but with ribbed surfaces the sheet

stuck fast to the latter, being retained by the edges of

the ribs. It will, therefore, be assumed in the following

discussions that the stuff is held and carried forward

by the bar edges alone
;
and on this assumption we shall

endeavour to calculate the output of the beater.

When a flybar traverses a bedplate bar, a portion

of the fibres which lie transversely across the edge of

each bar are cut. It is desirable to investigate this

cutting action rather more closely. The number of

fibres so cut must be proportional to the projected length

of the bars on the plane of the roll axis
;
and this number

will be denoted by 3 (expressed per metre projected

length of bar). Theoretically the amount of the cutting

action will not vary, irrespective of whether the angles

aj, and are large or small. There are, however,

practical limits to the sizes of these angles, as will be

seen later.

During the passage of a flybar over the bedplate,

the cutting effect is 8.w^.L, or in each second :

—

= * -
- (lA)

^The value of can be calculated from the dimen-

sions ,of %the beater, and it might be expected that the

.cutting effect of two beaters each performing the same
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cutting process would be proportional to the values of

L^, providing ithat the fibrages in each beater are well

developed, i.e., that they attain their maximum possible

size. It is true that in many cases the cutting effect

may be proportional to the cutting length if both

beaters are working with the same consistency of stuff,

^

and are correctly designed so as to give sufficient circula-

tion and to leave enough room in the roll cells for the

stufl^ to eddy : in fact so as to permit of unrestricted

formation of fibrages on the bar edges. On the other

hand, practice shows that the cutting effect of a beater

can be varied within wide limits. If the consistency is

kept constant the cutting effect can be changed by

altering the roll pressure
;
or if the roll pressure is kept

constant an alteration to the consistency will alter the

cutting effect. Practically speaking, alteration of the

consistency and roll pressure ^ are the only means open

to the beaterman for regulating the cutting effect.

Although other factors, such as the state of the beater

bars, may also come into play, it is only intended here

to consider consistency and pressure as affecting cutting

effect
;

for if the bars wear down normally no special

importance need be attached to their state of sharpness.

It therefore follows that 8, which denotes the number

of fibres cut per metre of cutting length, is a function

of the consistency and of the actuaf pressure p (in

kilograms per square centimetre) whiefc^is exercised by

the roll on the fibres (beating pressuren). It will be
•

^ The size of* the fibrages depends on the consistency of stuff in the

trough. This is confirmed by Green’s experiments from which it appears

that when the furnish is thin the layer of stuff betweep the flybars and

bedplate bars is thinner than when the furnish is thick.

Strictly speaking it is the heating pressure which directly affects

the cutting action. This is explained below. The beating pressmre is

largely governed by the edge pressure, and to that extent IS dependent

on the roll pressure, f.e., on the effective weighs of the roll.
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shown later that this pressure varies during the beating|

process, as it is dependent on the. length of the fibres,^.

The value of 8 will, therefore, also not remain constant'^

throughout the beating process, but will alter as the i

beating progresses. Let J represent the mean value,

of 8 taken over the entire beating time.

If it is desired to achieve a certain definite cutting ;

effect with two beaters under comparison, the time,

required in each case must thus be inversely prgpor-

'

tional to the value of ^.L^. Let denote the

number of hours which are required to beat Q kilograms

of stuff in a beater until the average length of fibre in

the furnish has been reduced to ~ . We then have
m

~
^)=A.L,.3600.T,„.

Both sides of this equation express the total cutting

effect (t.e., the aggregate number of fibre cuts) during

the whole of the beating time
;
and by putting 3,600

yA we have

- - - (io«)

where the coefficient r includes all factors dependent

on the nature ^nd preparation of the fibres (such as

diameter, weight, and divisibility) and on the roll

pressure and th^ consistency. It should not be forgotten

that the coeffifcient c obviously depends also on the mean

value A
;
\hat is to say, c is governed by the initial and

the final state of the stuff, and will, therefore, vary for

different beating processes. On the other hand, c is

independent of the design of the beater or of the

hearting tackle (providing that the formation of fibrages

can proceed unhindered). It is, therefore, to be

expected that the ivalue of c will remain the same if
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any given beating process is repeated in different

beaters using «the same consistency and roll pressure,

and if it is assumed that the pressure and consistency

do not vary during the beating processes under

comparison.

The output capacity of a beater is the number of

kilograms of stuff which it will beat to readiness in

an hour. (This definition corresponds to those laid

dowg by other writers, such as Kirchner and Pfarr.)

If a beaterman is asked to say when he considers the

stuff to be ready he may reply that beating is finished

when the stuff has become short enough or when it

is sufficiently wet. Both these qualities are, of course,

important, and if the stuff has been shortened in the

proper manner it should also be of approximately the

desired degree of wetness
;

while conversely if the

stuff is beaten wet enough it should also be sufficiently

short. It is difficult to say whether the beaterman’s

judgment as to the stuff being short enough actually

corresponds exactly to the attainment of a definite

mean length of fibre
;

but for the present this will

be assumed to be the case, and the productivity of a

beater may, therefore, be stated as the number of

kilograms of stuff which it will beat per hour to a given

shortness. It is denoted and* if this value is

substituted in equation (lO^z) we get

= - - (lOA)

The tearing and crushing action on the stuff

[wet beating effect) will now be examined a little more

:losely, commencing again by a consideration of ^e
ibrages adhering to the bar edges. Every time e flybar

passes over a bedplate bar, quantities of stuff which are
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proportional to
L

cos a,.

and respectively are pro-
cos a„ *

s s
pelled through distances —^ and —^ respectively,

cos ttj, cos

through the action of the working surfaces of the

opposing bars. The result of this alone would be to

produce a tearing action which is proportional to

_ it. ^
L s^_ ^ L

cos cos COS COS COS COS a.,

In point of fact, what actually happens is not quite

so simple. It must frequently occur, for example,

that one fibrage carries away a number of fibres belong-

ing to another fibrage. Again, as will be shown later,

the tearing effect is not caused by the surface of a

fibrage carried on one bar being abraded against the

metallic surface of the engaging bar. It is much more

likely that at some point on the carried fibrage a

cleavage surface is formed, such that one part of the

fibrage moves continuously with the bar, while the other

portion is held back by the engaging stationary bar.

This produces internal friction within the fibrage, but

no appreciable friction between fibre and metal.

Notwithstanding the fact that the actual process

is not quite sipiple, the above equation for the tearing

action is probably applicable. It would then follow,

that for one complete revolution of the roll the tearing

action can be expressed by

cos cos a,,

and the tearing action per second is then proportional
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This quantity can be calculated direct from the

dimensions of tthe beater; and one would expect to

find that the wet beating effects of two different beaters,

each performing the same heating process, would be

in the ratio of the respective values of expression (11).

Practical experience, however, as well as measurements

with the Schopper-Riegler beating tester, show that
’ other influences besides the design of the beater have

an efl^pet on the rapidity with which the stuff becomes

wet. As with the cutting of the fibres, the beaterman’s

chief means of controlling the wetness of the stuff are

the consistency and the roll pressure, and these factors

must, therefore, be taken into account. The wetness

may also be affected by other factors, such as heat,

the addition of viscose, size, or other materials
;

but

in order to avoid unnecessary complication, it will be

assumed that the character of the beaten stuff is con-

trolled by the consistency and the pressure alone.

In order to obtain an expression for the “ wetting
”

effect of the beater, the quantity (11) must, therefore,

be multiplied by a coefficient r' which is a function of

the consistency and of the actual pressure p of the

roll on the fibres. Supposing a change of wetness of

is required to be produced in a furnish of Q
kilograms of stuff, then the amount of^time required

to carry out this work must be inversely proportional to

c- - ^ +
cos COS a_.

If T^ is the beating time in hours required to accomplish

this effect, then

Q(<u., - w) = c (s, + i„)T„ - (11a)
“ COS (ig cos a-,

%

As explained above, c' is dependent on the consist-

ency, on the pressure exercised on the»fibres, and there-
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fore indirectly on the nature and preparation of the

stuff
;

but not on the design of the beater or beating

tackle. It is, therefore, to be anticipated that one

and the same value will be found for c\ if the same

beating process is carried out with the same consistency

and beating pressure in two different beaters. It will

be noted that c\ being dependent on the initial condi-

tion oj' and the final condition cuj of the stuff, will,

therefore, possess different values for different beating

processes.

9' Q
T.

may be termed the productivity of the

beater per hour in altering the stuff from an initial

wetness w' to a. final wetness wj. Substituting in

equation (lla) we have

cos COS a.
' ^

- (
11 #)

Equations (103) and (113) have thus been developed

from theoretical hypotheses by mathematical methods.

It can only be determined by practical experiment

and measurement whether the hypotheses are correct

;

and the practical application of these equations will,

therefore, be dealt with later.

Before prqceeding to discuss the meaning of the

equations which have been developed, it is proposed

briefly to examine what would be the result supposing

the stuff wbre carried and held fast by the working

surfaces* oi the bars instead of their edges, and so

treated between the roll and the bedplate. In that case

the quantity of stuff taken up by each flybar would

be per metre length of flybar
;
while each metre

length of bedplate bar would take up stuff. On a

flyl^ar •passing over a bedplate bar, the tearing or

crushing effect of each bar would then be proportional
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to the product of the amount of stuff on the bar multi-

plied by the tiistance traversed, i.e., the combined

effect'of the two bars would be

^
. S's,.

.

-i- + .

COS tty cos COS COS a

If the same method of calculation is applied as was used

in connection with the fibrages adhering to the bar

edgest the following equation will be obtained :

—

- w') = c —— s. . j,.,

COS cos o,.

or with the assistance of equation (8)
:

—

w')— /F.?'.

This equation is of interest, inasmuch as it appears to

show that the wet beating effect is proportional to F.r.

The equation would, therefore, appear to confirm the

hitherto widely held view that the product Y.v governs

the “ wetting ” output capacity of a beater. In point of

fact, however, this view is not really confirmed, because

there is no reason for assuming that the working surfaces

of the bars carry or hold the stuff. Kirchner, in his book,

“Das Papier. IV.,Ganzstoffe,“more than once examines

whether the wetting output capacity qf a beater is

proportional to F.v
;

but no practical proof of this has

been adduced. (Under very special •conditions in

which the fibres are so long as to extend ffom the bar

edges right along the working surfaces so as to cover

the latter in beating half-stuff), the value of F.v

does probably exercise a determining influence on

output.)

Where the bedplate bars are straight (/.^., npt

elbowed) the angles a*, and will usually be so sipall

that no appreciable error will be introduced by taking
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the cosines of these angles as equal to 1. The equations

are then greatly simplified and become

- (Hr)
or ~ ^

/

while from p. 41

II - (10^)
“j

If it is desired to produce beaten stuff of a given

character, w, oig, then it will be necessary so to sele*ct the

consistency and pressure that the stuff is of the desired

wetness at the moment of attaining the requisite short-

ness
;
that is to say, when T,„ =T,„. This makes

and equation (11^) divided byequation (103) then becomes

= + . . . (
12.)

The left-hand side of this equation is the expression

for the character of stuff attained
;

and it will be

remarked that the cutting length per second does not

affect its value. The character of the finished stuff is thus

determined exclusively by the consistency, the pressure,

and the sum of the thickness of the flybars and bedplate

bars. (For a given beating process the coefficients c

and c' depend on the pressure and consistency.) It

therefore follows that any beater is capable of being

adapted to a wide range of beating processes
;

for

with the same flybars and bedplate bars it is possible

merely by Varying the consistency and pressure to

obtain very different beating effects. Equation (12c)

shows, however, that with a given thickness of bars

Sjj+Sgt the production of a given character of stuff is

conditional on the pressure and consistency being

variable between sufficiently wide limits to enable the

correct ratio between c and c to be secured. In order

to be able to utilise this equation, c and c' must be'.
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determined as functions of the pressure (p) and con-

sistency for th? given beating process. But how can

(p), which is the actual pressure on the fibres, be ascer-

tained in practice ? No really accurate method of

doing this has yet been discovered. The pressure on

the fibres can only be determined if it is known precisely

how the hhres are distributed between the surfaces of

the flybars and bedplate bars. It will, however, be

showrt later that some guide as to the value ofp can be

obtained by putting p and thus expressing it

as a function of the edge pressure. The coefficients

c and c' for a given beating process can then be regarded

as functions of the edge pressure pk and of the con-

sistency. These functions are best represented by

means of curves
;
but before going on to describe how

such curves can be plotted experimentally, the foregoing

equations will be reduced to somewhat simpler form.

In view of the fact that c and c*

,

as previously shown,

are dependent on the beating process (and consequently

on the initial and final states of the stuff) the equations

can be so framed that the terms involving the length

of fibre and degree of wetness are simplified. In

other words, if we put

=/(- and -f-—,-fi
m -- 1 U)q — (D

*

equations (103) and (11^:) then become ,

- (lOdT)

and / = - - ’ -

In dealing with the above simplified expressions it

must be remembered that the values of k and k! are

dependent on the beating process under investigation,

i.e., on the nature of the stuff, its initial condition

(Aj, a>'), and its final condition Wg). For any given
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beating process k and k‘ depend on the edge pressure^*

and the consistency.

Equation (12r) thus becomes

= - - -
- (\2d)

From this form of the equations it is seen that k
represents the number of kilograms of stuff which will

be reduced to the required length in one hour by a

cutting length of one metre per second : k is, therefore,

the specific shortening performance for the particular

beating process ^shortening the fibre from an initial

length to a length — Similarly k* represents the
7il!

number of kilograms of stuff which will be reduced to

the observed degree of wetness in one hour by one
square metre of working surface per second : k' is,

therefore, known as the specific “ wetting ” perform-
ance for the particular beating process (increasing the

wetness from w' to wg).

It will be remarked that this final form of the

;quations enables them to be employed even if the

degree of shortening of the stuff and the increase in

wetness have not been determined numerically
;

that

s to say, if <the state of the stuff, instead of being

expressed numerically, is defined by the beaterman
IS being “ short enough ” or “ wet enough.” In that

:ase it ^^iir not be possible to ignore the influence of

whipping, and the difference wg - must, therefore, be

eplaced by the difference wg - a>i, so that

(U„ - (Uj

iThe equations in their final form (lOd, \\d, and I2d)

:an be used fre<5iuentlv in oractice. because the effect
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of whipping is nearly always slight and need not be

determined separately.

It will now be indicated how the coefficients k and k!

(or c and c*') can be found experimentally. Let us

assume that for a given beating process, for example

for beating a certain sheet of writings from bleached

sulphite, the character of the half-stuff is given by \ and

cji, while the character of the beaten whole stuff is given

by -- and cog. It will further be assumed that (by a
fn

method to be described later) we can ascertain what

proportion of the final wetness is due to whipping,

so that the value of co' can be determined. The values

of Lj and of can be calculated from the

dimensions of the beating tackle.

A number of tests is made at various pressures and

consistencies to determine the respective quantities (^)

of stuff which will be shortened to the stipulated length

per hour of beating time. For this particular purpose

the beating time T,„ is reckoned as being the time

required to attain the given shortness without reference

to wetness. The values of ^ are then calculated from

equation (10^) and those of ^ from equation (10^/).

By means of similar tests at various pressures and

consistencies, the values of q’ and gire determined

(the latter without reference to the shortness of the

stuff). Values for c' and W can then *be found from

equations (11^) and (IW) respectively. •

We will now assume that curves representing the

values of k and (or c and c) have been drawn, and

that it is required to design beating tackle suitable

fpr carrying out this particular beating process, the

output of the beater to be q kilograms per hour.

Equation (lOdQ or (10^) gives the total cutting lepgth

per second (L^) of the beating teckle, and from

4 •
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equation (I2d) or (12^) the sum of the necessary

thicknesses of flybars and bedplate bart can be deter-

mined. The dimensions of the beating tackle are thus

completely defined by our original expression for L,.

It is presupposed that a definite consistency has been

decided on and that an advantageous edge pressure

has been selected. (The consistency will depend on

the shape of the beater trough and the slope of its

floor.) ,

The converse problem of finding what output a

given beater should be capable of in carrying out a

given beating process may be approached in the follow-

ing way : it is found from equation (10^) or (10^)

what number of kilograms (q) of stuff per hour will be

shortened to the required degree with a certain pressure

(p) and a certain consistency. Equation (11^) or (lie)

will then give the corresponding value for q\ Should

q happen to be equal to q* the output of the beater for

the particular beating process is given. If q* is less

than q it follows that with the assumed pressure and

consistency, the required degree of wetness cannot be

obtained with that beater without shortening the

fibres too much. If, on the other hand, q' is greater

than the beater, under the given conditions, will

make the stuff too wet. By making trials with various

corresponding values of k and k* (or c and c*') it is

possible to pertain whether the required character

of stuff can 6e obtained at all with the selected beating

tackle. If this should be impossible, it would become

necessary to alter the widths of the bars in order to

obtain the desired beating effect.



CHAPTER IV

THE BEATING PRESSURE

In order to confirm by means of beating tests the

correctness of the theory which has been evolved, it is

first necessary to examine the influence of roll pressure

(p) and consistency. It is clear that the pressure

which governs the beating process is that pressure which

acts on the stuff located between the surfaces of the

flybars and bedplate bars. This pressure wc have

denoted by p (kilograms per square centimetre), and

strictly speaking it is termed the beating pressure in

order to distinguish it from P which is the downward
force exercised by the roll in virtue of its weight. The
question arises as to how this beating pressure can be

calculated if the roll pressure P is known. If the total

surface of contact between the flybars and bedplate

bars (represented by F square metres) were covered with

stuff, then the beating pressure could be found from the

P
*•

expression p = p
- the previous chapter, how-

ever, it was shown to be incorrect to assume that the

beating surface is entirely covered v/ith stuff under all

circumstances. As a corollary to the assumption that

the stuff is retained exclusively on the edges of the bars,

it follows that any adhesion to the working surface t)f

a bar will be in the form of an outcrop or fringe. The
width of this fringe will probably depend on the capacity

61
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of the stuff for felting, and particularly^ on the length

of the fibre.

If a pocket knife is dragged through the stuff, it

is possible to estimate the length of the fibres by

observing those which adhere to the blade. Similarly,

in the case of the beater, the fringe will be wide or

narrow according as the fibre is long or short. Very

little is known as to the actual width of the fringe. It

has already been seen that the fibrage is able to protect

from wear 2 mm. of the front surface of the fiybar
;

and one is tempted to assume that the actual width

of the fringe in the beaters in question was about this

amount. The width of fringe measured in metres will

be denoted by

The surface of contact between a flybar and bedplate

bar will now be considered. If there is no stuff between

these then th^ surface of contact will be a parallelogram,

of whicl^ two adjacent sides are formed by portions of

the working bar edges. One of these sides is formed

by the bedplate bar and the other by the flybar. In

Fig. 10 the fringes of stuff are indicated by shaded

lines drawn in the direction of rotation of the roll

(perpendicularly to the axis of the roll), that is to say,

in 'the' direction in which the fibres themselves tend to

lie across the edges of the bars.
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The lengths of the sides of the parallelogram are

and
Jsin (a^ ± a,,) sin (a^. ± a.

)'

The width of the fringes o.f stuff, measured at right

angles to the sides of the parallelogram, is P metres.

The area of the stuff-covered portion of the parallelo-

gram at this one point of intersection between flybar

and bedplate bar is, therefore,

sin (tt^, ± a„) (sin ± a.) sin (a^, ± a,,)

It will be assumed that all the bedplate bars are of

the same width and lie at the same angle to the axis of

the roll. The number of points of intersection between

bedplate bars and flybars has already been given as i.

There are therefore i parallelograms similar to the one

just dealt with. The total area of stuff which undergoes

pressure between the roll and the bedplate is, therefore,

--

tan « ± tan

ttD sin (a^, ± a,,)
^ ’

(13)
ttD cos a^. COS a,,

One square centimetre of stuff is, therefore, subjected

to a pressure of fi kilograms, where
*

P P.tt.D cos tt,, cof
/ =

10000 t.f. 10000
(14)

ttU cos cos a-,.p + X,. _

where r; = 1

100 sA+^-A--PA

- (ii-t)

(15)

The actual beating pressure {p) can thus .always

be calculated from the edge pressure provided that
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the width of the fringes of stuff on the bars can be

determined. '

The various conditions which are liable to arise will

now be examined.

If the widths of the fringes and are equal to

or greater than and s„ respectively, this will

necessitate the parallelogram of contact being completely

covered with stuff. In equation (15) may then be

set equal to and ft, equal to s^,. Then

V
1

wo
- (15a)

Reference to equation ('9) shows that in this

case p^pf.
If, on the other hand, the widths of the fringes are

less than the widths of the bars, and if, as is usually

the case, the angles and a,, are small, then one may
put

Finally, if the fringes are very narrow in comparison

with the widths of the bars we get

1 1

’ Too li

-

(
15^)

Let us assume that it is required to compare the

actual beating •pressure exerted on the stuff in a number

of different beaters, the stuff in all the beaters having

reached Ihe same beating stage. It will then be seen

from the foregoing that one is able to assume with

reasonable accuracy in the case of fairly stout beater

bars, that the beating pressure (p) actually exercised

on the stuff is proportional to the edge pressure
;

.

because with stout bars the value of has little

influence on thci value of t]. On the other hand, if
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the bars are very thin, or the fibres very long, so that

the value of»j3^j3,, assumes greater importance, the

conditions will not be as simple
;
and it will then be

necessary to try and estimate the values of and in

order to arrive at some estimate of the value of (p).

g
Let the average length of fibre be taken as — ^ - or

cos

B—--
. By occasionally measuring the length of the fibre

COSCCj,

during the beating process, it is possible to examine

how the beating pressure on the stuff increases as the

fibres are shortened. If the fibres were originally long

enough to cover the whole of the surface /, then the

value of rj would require to be found from equation

(15^z). Later on in the beating process equation (153)

might be employed
;
and finally about the end of the

beating process the value of rj would probably best be

found from equation (15r).

Example I .

—

= 2 mm.
;

= S mm.
;

~ 45“
;

a^, = 0".

The mean length of fibre A is originally 3 mm. and after

beating is 1 mm. Since — . cos we there-
100

^ s

fore find from equation (IS^a:) :

—

P
0-002-1-0.008

Too ' 0-002 X 0^008

If. the stuff has been shortened to the point where

the mean length of fibre A is 2 mm.,' then = 0-002 x

0-71«0-0014 and =0-002. From equation (153)

we get

1 0-002 -f- 0.008
^

°
100 0-002 X 0-002 + 0-008 x 0-0014 - 0-002 x 0-0014

*

= 8 -0 /,.
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For A = 1 mm. we get = 0-001 x 0*71 =0-0007 and
=0*001. From equation (153) we then get

0.002 + 0-008
^ 100 0-002 X 0-001 + 0-008 x 0-0007 - 0-001 x 0-0007

‘

= 14 * 3 /,.

Example 2.

—

s^, = s„ = S mm. cos a^.cc 1, cos a ,=-. 1-0.

For the same lengths of fibre as in the above example
we find from equation (15^) :

—

for X = 3mm.; fJ= 0-003; jy= 4-1;/^ 4-1/^

for A = 2 mm.
; ^ = 0-002; 7;=^^^^^= 5-7;/= 5-7/^

for X = 1 mm.; /? = 0-001
;

7/= = 10-7
;
/=10-7 p,.

It is thus seen that the beating pressure (p) is approxi-
mately inversely proportional to the mean length of
fibre, provided the latter does not exceed 2 to 3 mm.



CHAPTER V

THE INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE AND
CONSISTENCY ON THE BEATING
ACTION

It has already been mentioned that the values of the

coefficients c and c' (or k and k*) depend on the con-

sistency and on the beating pressure (/>) which is

exercised on the particles of stuff during beating. In

the last chapter, this pressure in turn has been seen to

vary with the average length of the fibres. The beating

pressure (/>) as such cannot, therefore, be taken into

account for purposes of practical calculations, and it

is necessary to deal only with the edge pressure (/^),

the value of p usually standing in some simple relation

to the value of p^. In comparing beating processes

carried out at different pressures, the comparison is

made on the basis of the edge pressures, which, for the

same beating process, will bear approximately the

same ratio to the beating pressure in the case of each of

the beaters under comparison. In imjividual cases

where the value of p^ will not serve a» a basis of

comparison, it is necessary in one way or afiother to

estimate the true value of p. One such case has been

referred to in the previous chapter.

Experimental data are much to be desired as to the

effect of beating pressure and consistency on the beating

effect (i.e., on the values of c and c ox k and A
few tests have been carried out in tiiis direction, but

67
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they do not clear the matter up completely. In some

of the experiments carried out by the author it was not

possible to express numerically the degree of wetness

of the stuff or the shortening effect on the fibres, because

suitable apparatus was not available at the time. The
experimental results described below will probably prove

to be of some value, however, inasmuch as they tend to

shed a little light on the action of the beater.

In addition to the work carried out by the author,

use will also be made of the numerous beating tests

carried out by Dr Schubert ^ at Darmstadt. Un-

fortunately, all these tests were carried out at consisten-

cies of between 1 per cent, and 4 per cent., which are

rather outside the field of practical mill conditions.

The highest pressure employed was /y=7*15 kg. per

square centimetre, which corresponds to an edge

pressure of 1*1 kg. per square centimetre. It would

also be desirable to learn whether the tests were con-

tinued with still higher pressures, for in practice, as is

well known, considerably higher pressures are frequently

met with. Nevertheless these tests are of material

scientific interest
;

and use will be made of some of

Dr Schubert’s curves in the present work.

Comparative trials carried out with a given beating

process in difljprent beaters would furnish a basis for

judging the respective merits of the beaters, for dis-

covering faults and for introducing improvements. It

is, therefore,* highly desirable that as much of this kind

of data a% possible should be collected and co-ordinated.

In view of the fact that the coefficients ^ and k!

are functions of two variables—viz., consistency and

pressure—they should, strictly speaking, be represented

Schubert, Dissertation, Darmstadt, 1919, “ Ueber den spezif.

Mahiungsgrad und dem spezif. Mahlungskoeffizienten bei der

Hollaenderarbeit.*’ •
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by surfaces in a co-ordinate system of three dimensions.

For present purposes, however, it will be sufficient to

represent them by means of plane curves
;

and each

coefficient will be shown as a function of the pressure

at various consistencies, or as a function of the con-

sistency at various pressures.

Fig. 11.

(a) Experiments on the relation* between the

specific shortening performance {fi)
ahd the edge

pressure (p^).

With the object of investigating the effect of the

pressure on the cutting action, a large number of

tests were carried out on a beater known as S3. This

was a double roll HofFsuemer beater from wlych^ine

roll had been removed and replac^ by an agitator
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or propeller intended to lift the stuff over the backfall.

The beater was furnished throughout *vith bleached

sulphite of one and the same cook. Beating was
continued until a certain definite shortening of the

fibres had been effected regardless of the degree of

wetness attained
;

the precise moment of reaching this

point being decided jointly by the engineer conducting
the tests and the beaterman. The beating time re-

.rzri

ofpu/fey f7o fry

Vertical com/3onent 0/ deff /sufl 0 ky
/hforf /7o -

—

/. Z800 ^
.

2530

270

r

755 ^ /7?5 ^

m yht

A

0/1

HSc

ill
/

oU

ky

ill

¥330
^

B

3ooky^ Weiyht 0/ s/i

Fig. 12,

quired (T,„) was noted. The roll pressure was also

noted and wa^9 kept constant during the tests. The
weights andtlocation of the centres of gravity of roll,

shaft an(? pulley being known, the roll pressure could
easily be calculated. The pull of the belt was hori-

zontal, and, therefore, had no effect on the pressure of
the roll on the bedplate.

The arrangement is indicated in Fig. 11. Bearing
A rests ^on a lighter-bar, a lever device with adjustable

counterweight enjibling the weight of the roll to be
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relieved at wilL The bearing pressure A can be varied

from zero to the point where the roll is practically freely

suspended. The bearing pressure thus being known,

it is simple to calculate the roll pressure P from the

conditions of equilibrium, provided that the roll pressure

is distributed uniformly over the surface of the bedplate.

Great care was taken in the tests that this distribution

should be even. Fig. 12 indicates the dimensions.

The value of pk was calculated from the roll pressure

P by means of the equation pf. = lOOK
The production

of stuff per hour (^) was calculated from the beating

time (T,„) and the furnish (Q) ;
• so that the value of

k could be found from equation (10^).

The dimensions of the beating tackle were as

follows :

—

Diameter of beater roll, 1*1 m.

Length on face, 0*85 m.

96 flybars, each 4*5 mm. thick.

12 bedplate bars, each 4*5 mm. thick.

cos 00 cos tty, = 1

.

Number of revolutions per minute of roll, « - 125.

Peripheral speed of roll, 7*2 m. per sec.

L = 12 X 96 X X 0-85 = 2040 m. per sec.
' 60 •

^

_ 12 X 96 X 0-009 X 0-85 _ ^
Vxhl

.

The results of the tests are illustrated in Fig. 13.

It is obvious that the curve showing ^ as a function

of pfi must pass through the axis of the co-ordinate

system, for if pj^ is equal to zero, then k will glso

be equal to zero. It is possible to plot the k-Pk ourve

with considerable accuracy. This i^ the curve for the
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production of stuff per hour and metre ^cutting length

per second for the given beating process.

{b) Experiments on the relation between the specific

shortening performance (k) and the consistency {p)}

(1) These were also carried out in beater S3

described above and using an exactly similar furnish.

The results are shown in Fig. 14a, the values of p^ and

k being calculated in the same way as before. Beating

was continued until a definite shortening effect had been

Fio. 13.

obtained regardless of the degree of wetness. A
similar test was also carried out with rag half-stuff. It

will be seen from Fig. 14a that with the edge pressure

remaining cortstant, the cutting effect increases as the

consistency decreases. This applies chiefly to beating

processes carried out with low pressures or when hard

rag half-stuff is being beaten. If the pressure is high

the consistency will have no influence on the cutting

action.

tThe increase in cutting effect with decrease in

^ ihe consistency henceforth be denoted by the symbol p, and

expressed in kilograms of fibre per litre.
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consistency can only progress up to a point, for it is

clear that when the consistency is nil {i.e.y when there

are no fibres present) there can be no cutting effect.

It therefore follows that somewhere between nil and the

consistencies employed in the tests there must be a

critical consistency at which a maximum cutting effect

will be obtained. Unfortunately the tests were not

carried out at a sufficient number of different con-

^ Zeoiaer. Ct^rt^r 3 C /J £'

» qSC 0,67 t>9i /.SZ

/>a/irr. Cttcoe /7 Pk’

of stuff per hour anot meter cutting ten^tti per

sistencies to afford more information about this limiting

condition.

Fig. 14a shows one apparently abnormal reading

(the left-hand point of curve B). This fhst^(B) was,

however, altogether abnormal, 'as it also corresponds

to the lower point indicated by a cross in Fig. 13.

The point in Fig. 14a seems to be too low : one would

expect to find it somewhere about the line for p =0-06.

Thus the cutting effect in this test was too small, apd

it was also found that the power consumption was toolow

.
in proportion. The explanation is to*be sought in the
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fact that the spaces between the bedplate bars were

clogged up with stuff, thus causing the cutting effect

as well as the power consumption to be reduced.

(2) An experiment may here be referred to which
has already been described in a former publication.^

According to this one would expect to find a much
more sloping curve than is shown in the previous

example for the reduction in cutting effect. Professor

Kirchner gave the following particulars of consistency,

furnish, and time required for beating until the required

degree of shortness had been reached :

—

1

1

Consistency.

I

Furnish Q,
Kilos.

Beatinp

Time, T,,,.

1!

1 Per cent. kg. hrs. kg.

1 7 450 2 225
7-6 500 3 167

I
8-0

1
1

520
I

1

over 3J under 150

It will be seen from Fig. 14b that increasing the

consistency from 7 to 8 per cent, has resulted in the

production being reduced by about one-half. The
author understood from Professor Kirchner, who carried

out the tests, Jihat the roll pressure was the same in all

three cases.

The greater slope of the curve in Kirchner’s tests

would ajpp^ar to conflict with the results obtained by

the author as depicted in Fig. 14a. The explanation

of the apparent discrepancy is that the decrease in

production (cutting effect) is not a direct consequence

of the increase in consistency
;

but is due to the fact

tljat at the higher consistencies the cells do not gather

up. and retain as much stuff, and the quantity of stuff

i 1917, p. 2119 ;
and 1918, p. 619.
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deposited on the bar edges (fibrages) is, therefore,

smaller than ^^^th a thin furnish. Kirchner gives the

rate of travel of the stuif in litres per second, and from

in o/siu// per hour shortened

^ to the required extent irrespective o/

opC o,o7 o,o8 ^,o9 p-c>to

Fig. 14b.

this the amount of stulf in the cells can be calculated

as follows :

—

If V is the quantity of stuff passing a given point

in the trough in litres per second, and a: is the depth

Fig. 14c.

to which the cells are filled (assuming for purposes of

calculation that they are filled to a uniform depth, and

that the stuff is evenly distributed in each cell as shown

in Fig. 15), then

{d, -
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The following arc the values for these depths (x)

calculated from Kirchner’s data on the^ basis of equa-

tion (16) :

—

Table I

Consistency.
Circulation in

Litres/Second.

Height of Stuff

in Front of Roll.

Depth of Stuff in

Flybar Spaces.

Per cent. mm. mm.
7-0 147 350 12*5

7-6 32 150 to 180 2-7

8-0 15 a few centi- 1-25

metres.

It is seen from the above table that at the higher

consistencies the stuff travelled very slowly and that

the roll was only submerged in the stuff to a depth of

a few centimetres, so that the cells could not have filled

properly. Under such conditions it follows that only

an extremely small quantity of stuff could be deposited

on the edges of the flybars and bedplate bars
;

for

in'^prdcr to form substantial fibrages an energetic eddy

action in the cells is essential. Moreover, the bars were
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spaced too closely together, the spacing being 04-21*5-

21*5-64 mm. aS shown in Fig. 14c.

It is obvious that with an interval of only 21*5 mm.
between bars and such a slow rate of travel as occurred

in Kirchner’s tests, the eddy action, and consequently

the formation of fibrages, would be materially diminished.

This accounts for the steep slope of the production

curve. The stuff in the 8 per cent, consistency test

actually turned grey in beating, indicating that the

small fibrages were so much abraded between the

surfaces of the bars that the latter came into direct

contact with one another.

(c) Experiments to determine the relationship between

the specific “ wetting ” performance k* and the edge

pressure p^.

As has already been explained, the wetness of the

stuff is produced partly by the treatment of the fibres

between the surfaces of the bars and partly owing to

the “ whipping ” of the stuff by the flybars. The

individual effect of each of these factors can be deter-

mined by first measuring the degree of wetness produced

by the whipping action and then subtracting this figure

from the total degree of wetness produced by whipping

and beating jointly. The difference gjves the effect

due to the actual beating (treatment between the bars)

alone. Before considering the effect of Consistency and

roll pressure on the coefficient c' it is, tli^refore, first

necessary to determine the effect of whipping.
*

In all the work carried out subsequently, the

Schopper-Riegler beating tester was employed for

measuring the degree of wetness (beating degree) of

stuff. At the time the tests just about to be described

were carried out, however, this jyiparatus had not^yet

become available, and it was necesaary to employ a
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home-made apparatus of slightly different dimensions,

the readings of which are, therefore,*^ not properly

comparable with those of the Schopper-Riegler.

In order to determine the influence of whipping on
the degree of wetness of the stuff, the roll must from
time to time be raised for a period of half an hour or an
hour, the degree of wetness being ascertained at the

commencement and conclusion of each such period.

to-

If, as is indicated in Fig. 16, the wetness increases in

the following manner, viz. :

—

DjUring the first hour by AjW

„ second hour by Agto

„ third „ Agw

and during the «th „ A„a)

then it may be assumed that the effect of whipping

corresponds to a continuous beating process, and

w -
-f- AgW + , . . . +

In .experiment Np. 12 (see Fig. 17) the effect of

whipping was determined. In the first hour Jw was
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0*07
;

• later Ao) became equal to 0, there being no

further increase in wetness. Therefore

to' - 0)^ = 0*07.

The following tests were carried out in a modern
beater (number MI 1 13) beating Kraft pulp for spinning

CO

papers. The dimensions of the beating tackle were as

follows :

—

Diameter of roll, 1,350 mm.
Length on face of roll, 1,150 mm.
84 flybars, each 17 mm. thick.

19 bedplate bars, each 17 mm. thick.

Speed of roll, w = 125-130 revs, per min.

Peripheral speed, = approx. 9*2 m. per second.

Both the flybars and bedplate bars were set approxi-

mately parallel to the axis of the roll, so that

cos aj, = cos a^.oo 1. •
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On examining the beating tackle after the tests

ivere completed, it was found that of thS nineteen bed-

plate bars only fourteen had been actually functioning.

Lj = 2930 m. per sec. at 130 revs, per min.

= sq. m. per sec.

K = 9.9 m.

The degree of wetness of the original stulf (before

beating) was 0*40. As soon as the value 0*83 had been

reached, the beating was considered to have been

completed (see Fig. 17). Since the whipping had

produced an increase in wetness of 0-07, it follows that

the treatment between the bars increased the wetness

from 0*47 to 0*83.

Thus 0J 2 -o)' =0-83 -0-47 -0*36. From equation

(lie) we find :

—

r/ X 0*36 = + s^,) = e x 91

= x/ = 0.004

The furnish Q in these tests (Tests Nos. 10, 11, 12,

and 13) was in each case 285 kilos. The beating time

T^,, can be seen from Fig. 17 : from this the value of

and from the above equation the value of e', can be

calculated. ,

The values for e' so determined could if desired be

illustrated in i curve. This curve is, however,

not shown, since the effect of whipping is comparatively

small ancl tests are rarely carried out with sufficient

thoroughness to determine accurately the individual

effect of the whipping.

On the other hand, the k'-p/. curve has been drawn,

and this facilitates comparison with other similar

curyes.*- ,

The values of«^' and k! are given in Table II., and
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the values of k* are shown graphically in the k'-pk

curve in Fig. l8 (curve A).

Table II

Test

No.
Q. T,,.. g'.

,

c'. k'. P.
Shortening

Effect.

Mean Fibre

Length.

10 285 K 130
i

0-52 1-42 2400 2-42 1*23 mm.
11

1i

285 2} i
lOG

1

0-42 MG 2400 2-42 1-65 „

12
!

285 about;

4

1

82 0*33 0-90 1645 1-67

13

j

285

1

71 ;0-28 0-78 1645 1-67 about

T70 mm.

Every half-hour samples were taken from the beater

for microscopic examination by Clayton Beadle’s

method. The results are

shown in Fig. 19.

(1) From the lengths

of fibre measured at the

conclusion of beating for

wetness, which are given

in Table II., it is seen

that the cutting effect in

test No. 10 was greater

than that in the subse-

quent tests. This was due

to the fact that the roll

and. bedplate were ground immediately prior to this

test (with sand), leaving a burr on the edges of the

bars and increasing the cutting action. This burr

gradually wore off as the beating progressed.

(2) Tests were also made on B«ater MI 113 using

3.0

2.0

1,0

Fig. m

flB1
flBfl

i immmm
ammB
BflBB
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thinner bars. These tests were carried out in a similar

manner to those just described. The dimensions of

the beating tackle were as follows :

—

Diameter and length on face of roll as before, viz.,

diameter 1,350 mm., length on face, 1,150 mm.

84 flybars, each 7 mm. thick.

26 bedplate bars, each 8 mm. thick.

Lj = 5420 m. per sec. at 130 revs, per min.

+ J,,) = 8] sq. m. per sec.

K = 8*9 m.

Mean /ena^/i o/ /i6re mm

in hours.

Fig. 19.

In these lests also the wetness was measured with

the Schopllper-Riegler beating tester, but at a different

consistency from the previous tests, so that the respective

degrees of wetness are not directly comparable with

one another. It was, therefore, necessary to depend

on the judgment of the beaterman
;

and the beating

tim& slv)wn in Table III. were assessed in this way.

From the furnish Q and the beating time Tj^ the
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value of q'

then gives

can be calculated

;

and equation (11^)

Table III

Q. T„,. k\ P. pk. Shortening Effect.

1 285 about 66 0-81 760 0*85 Slip:htly too long.

1
H

2 285 2 143 1-76 2240 2*52 „ „ short.

3 275 1

5J„ 54
j

0-67 500 0-56
1
Very slightly too ,

1 1 ' long.

4 285
J

3i^ 88
,

' 1-09 1520 I *71
I

Right length.
j

5 250 laboutj 58 ! 0*72 760 0*85 1 Very slightly too

;

i

1

1

long.

Table III. shows the values of k' found experi-

mentally for various values of : they are also illus-

trated graphically in curve B of Fig. 18. It will be

remarked that this curve, which must pass through the

origin, commences as a straight line and then rises

more steeply at the highest edge pressures.

As previously mentioned, Dr Schubert ^ in 1919

published data relating to a few series of tests carried

out with a small experimental beater at the Technical

College in Darmstadt. For the purpose* of measuring

the degree of wetness of the stuff, he design'bd a special

apparatus which indicates the reluctance of the stuff

to part with its water and thus furnishes a guide to its

wetness. The raw materials under test were all beaten

to the same definite degree of wetness. The beating

time required to effect this is denoted by T^ (hourj).

This time is dependent on the pressure and consi^ency,

^ Dr. Ing. Schubert, Dissertation, Darmstadt, 1919.
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and the curves shown in Figs. 20a, B, C, D, and E have

been drawn on the basis of Dr Schubert ^s curves. They

illustrate the relation between the specific wetting

performance and the pressure at consistencies of 1 per

cent, and 4 per cent.

The principal dimensions of the small experimental

beater were as follows :

—

Diameter of roll, 0*3 m.

Length on face, 0-4 m.

Peripheral speed of roll, 7*67 m. per sec.

51 flybars, each 3 mm. thick.

16 bedplate bars, each 3 mm. thick.

a.,= 7°
;

a., = 0°.

From the dimensions it is found that

and MH m.

Substituting 9 sq. m. for the expression

in equation (11^/) we have *

At a consistency of 4 per cent, the furnish of the

beater was 1 kg. of dry stuff : for thinner consistencies

it was correspondingly less. The beating times (T„,)

have been taken from Schubert’s* original curves.

The graphs in Figs. 20.A,B, C, D,and E, corresponding

to Schubert’s tFigs. 5, 8, 11, 14, and 17, represent the

curves for linen, cotton, sulphite, mechanical

wood arxl straw at consistencies of p ^0-01 and 0-04 kg.

of stuff per litre (1 per cent, and 4 per cent.).

(tf) Experiments to determine the relation between

the specific wetting performance k' and the consistency p.

%

* Figs. 21a, B, C, D„and E, corresponding to Schubert’s

Figs. 4, 7, 10, 13», and 16, show the k'-p curves for linen,
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fhM the'i cilrves, just as the i-p curves, show a maiamom

a Linen, b Cotton i. Straw.

C C/iemical d A/ec^a^eca/
u/ooef luoo^ pulp.

Fig. 20 .

value for p, so that at consistencies above or below tfiis

critical point the wet beating effect is less than Jthe

maximum. ^
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In other words, with a given raw material, beating

tackle and roll speed, there is a certain critical con-

CU Linen. b Cotton,.

h! k'

u/ooct pvilp.

Fig. 21.

sistency at which the maximum shortening effect will

be obtained, and similarly, a critical consistency at

which^the maximum wetting effect will be obtained.



CHAPTER VI

^COMPARATIVE BEATING TESTS

We shall now endeavour to apply the theory which has

been developed to a few examples taken from practice.

Unfortunately few records of tests are available in which

all the conditions (particularly the roll pressures) have

been observed with sufficient care and thoroughness

to afford a reliable basis for a comparison between two

beaters.

It is only possible to compare beating processes

in which similar half-stuff is converted into similar

whole stuff. Comparisons are impracticable between

beating processes in which different raw materials or

half-stuffs are employed
;
because the inherent character-

istics of the materials, such as divisibility, softness,

capacity for absorbing water, etc., are not taken account

of in the formulae, and also because the beating process

is influenced by the initial condition of the stuff (length

of fibre, whether kollcrganged or not, etc.).

(1) Clayton Beadle and Stevens have •carried out a

beating test with sulphite in a large and a small beater.^

(For experimental data, see p. 7J3.)

In both of these tests the beaten stuff turned out

exactly the same. The roll pressure was not stated
;

and it must, therefore, be assumed to have been such

* The tests are described in Clayton Beadle and Stevens* “Thftjry

and Practice of Beating,” and in Kirchnej* “ Das Papier. iV., Qtinz*

stofFe,” p. 191.

77
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as to produce the same edge pressure in each beater,’^

as this offers the most likelihood of producing two stuffs <

of similar character. Since the consistencies were

approximately equal, it follows that with equal edge

pressures, the values of the coefficients c and c* must

have been the same for both beating processes. The
productions (y) should, therefore, be in the same ratio

to one another as the cutting lengths (LJ of the two

beaters
;
and the wet beating effects in the same ratio

as the magnitudes LXSg.+s^).

Small Beater. Large Beater.

Roll diameter (D) - 940 mm. 1,400 mm.
1,050 .,,, length on face (L) - 890 „

Weight of roll (tons) 2 3^
Revolutions per min. (w) -

No. and thickness of bars :

320 130

Roll - - - - 60 at 7 mm. 100 at 7 mm.
Bedplate - 15 „ 5 „ 25 ,, 6 „

Cos = - cos 27- = 0-891 !cos 12° = 0-978

Dry contents of beater (Q) 180 kg.
1 380 kg.

Beating time (T„,)'hours - n
Consistency per cent. 6 per cent. 6-5 per cent.

Production per hour (^)
- 72 kg. 152 kg.

Cutting length (L,) - 3,300 m./sec.
I

6,340 m./sec.

3-58 m. ' 8-33 m.
ttD cos a,

i
1

*

The Cutting length^ (L,.) are in the ratio of 100 to

192
;

while the productions per hour are in the ratio

of 100 to 211. The experimental results thus differ

by about 10 per cent, from those predicted by calculation

on the basis of the foregoing theory.

'According to the ^theory, the wet beating effect of

each beater showld be proportional to the value of
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+-^
7/)

for each beater, ix.^ the wet beating effects

.should be in th% ratio of

3300 (0-007 -f 0-005) to 6340 (0-007 + 0-006) or as 100 is to 208.

The experimental observations showed that the

stuff attained the same character in each beater
;

that

is to say, the wet beating effect - wj) in each beater

was proportional to the production per hour. In other

words, the tw’o “ wetting ” (wet beating) effects yrere

in the ratio of 100 to 211, which coincides almost exactly

with the calculated ratio of 100 to 208.

(2) Kirchner ^ describes four tests, of which two

produced dissimilar stuffs and will, therefore, not serve

for purposes of comparison. The other two tests were

carried out in one ancTthe same beater with rags, with

and without the employment of a Strobach stuff pro-

peller.2

The tests without the propeller were carried out at a

consistency of 5 per cent.
;
and those with the propeller

at a consistency of 5*77 per cent. The use of the pro-

peller caused the rate of travel of the stuff to increase

to the extent that the cells were filled to a depth of

15 to 16 mm.
;
whereas without the propeller this depth

was only 10 mm,^ In the aggregate the propeller was

found to increase the production of the beater by

37 per cent.*

This increase in production may b® attributed to

the fact that the propeller enables stuff ofthicker con-

sistency to circulate, the increased consistency* causing

larger fibrages to be deposited on the bar edges.

1 1918, p. 102.

Strobach’s stuff propeller is described in Kirchner, “ Das Papier.

IV., Ganzstoffe,” p. Cl.

^ These values are calculated from equatjpn (16).

* Because the beating time was reduced from !^0 to 240 minutes.
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Against this argument it might be urged that according

to Fig. 14a the cutting effect diminishes as the con-

sistency increases. Such diminution can, however, be

amply counteracted by slightly increasing the roll

pressure, as is also clear from Fig. 14a. The success

of the Strobach propeller may, therefore, be attributed

in many cases to the higher consistencies which it

enables the beater to handle.

A propeller can, however, also be successful in

operation for purposes other than employing a higher

consistency. If the head of stuff in front of the roll

and the rate of travel of the stuff arc too small to allow

the cells to fill sufficiently, the propeller will improve

matters by helping to increase the head of stuff in front

of the roll and so cause the cells to fill better and larger

fibrages to be deposited on the bar edges. An example

of this action is given in Kirchner, “ Das Papier. IV.,

Ganzstoffe,” pp. 61-62. The consistency both with and

without propeller was 5 per cent. With the propeller

working, the cells were filled to a depth of about 11 mm.
;

without the propeller this depth was about 2 mm. It

is obvious that the latter depth is quite inadequate

to induce a proper eddy action in the cells
;
and that

there can consequently be no deposit of fibre on the

bar edges {cf. also Fig. 14b). Moreover, when the

propeller was in use the beating time was reduced from

6J hours to 4 hours 50 minutes.

(3) Caseg also exist in which increased speed of

circulatian has caused larger fibrages to be deposited

on the bar edges without the aid of a propeller.

Kirchner has carried out some experiments ^ in this

connection which are of sufficient interest to warrant

the whole of the data being reproduced here.

• Both the following tests were carried out with spin-

J

W.f.P., 101§, p. *1734. Tests Nos. 12, 13, 21, and 22.
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ning paper furnishes for a sheet of 40-43 g. per square

metre substance.

Test No. 12. Test No. 12.

Roll diameter (D) - 1,400 mm. 1,200 ram.

„ length (L) 1,400 „ 900 „
Roll bars and thickness - 96 at 7 mm. 75 at 8 mm.
Bedplate bars and thick- 41 „ (! „ 24 at 6 mm., 4 at

ness 10 mm.
Surface pressure in 5*9 6-5

kg./cni.“)

Revolutions per minute - 138 158

Dry furnish (Q) 300 kg. 235 kg.

Consistency 7T per cent. 6-9 per cent.

Beating time - 4*9 hours 5-75 hours

Production per hour (</)
- 61 kg. 41 kg.

Cutting length (L.) - 12,700 m./sec. 4,970 m./sec.

Production per hour per 0-0048 kg. 0-0082 kg.

metre cutting length
;

per second (k) (specific

shortening perform-

ance)

According to the theory, one would not anticipate

such a marked difference as is indicated by the figures

in the last line of the above table, for the consistency

was practically the same in each beater and the difference

in edge pressures between the two beaterstwas also not

sufficiently great to account for the very* material

difference in cutting effect.

1-9 and 244 kg./cm. respectively in each case.
Sr + s.

The proper explanation of tfae large differ^ce in

production between these two beaters <s to be found by
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examining what quantity of stuff was contained in the

cells in each case.

The contents of the two beaters were 4,200 and 3,400

litres respectively. During the entire beating period

these quantities of stuff travelled round the respective

troughs 188 and 369 times, corresponding to a circula-

tion of 44*6 and 62-5 litres per second respectively, or to

a cell filling of 3*7 mm. and 11-8 mm. depth respectively.

The filling of 3-7 mm. depth was too small at that

comparatively high consistency (7T per cent.) to cause

the requisite size of fibrage to be deposited on the bar

edges.

The two following te.sts. Nos. 21 and 22, were

carried out with one and the same beating tackle. For

the latter test, however, the trough had been rebuilt

in such a way as to permit the use of higher consistencies

and therefore of higher beating pressures. The final

constructional alterations resulted in the originally

slow rate of travel being increased sevenfold, and enabled

an adequate fibrage to be deposited on the bar edges.

Kirchner’s data are as follows :

—

Test No. 21. Test No. 22.

Furnish (dry) (Q) - - 170 kg.

Consistency - - - 5*7 per cent.

Surface pressure (/y)
- '-

! 4T kg./sq. cm.

Speed of circulation - -,1*8 m./mim

Beating tim^ -
.

- - 160 min.

Production per hour - ^
-

1 64 kg.

i

186 kg.

6*2 per cent,

i
5-9 kg./sq. cm.

12*5 m./min.

115 min.

97 kg.

The results thus show that the production was

increased by 50 per cent, owing to the causes described

abpve.

P' ,(4) ‘On p. 1734, Wspchenblatt fuer Papierfabrikation^

'1918, Kirchner discusses two further tests (Nos. 14
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and 15) carried out in two different beaters with bast

fibres. The following data are given :

—

Test No. 14. Test No. 15.

Diameter of roll - 1*25 m. 0*80 m.
Length on face of roll 0*85 m. 0*80 m.
Flybars - - - - 72 at 7 mm. 66 at 8 mm.
Bedplate bars 30 „ 5 „ 14 ,, 6 „
Surface pressure {/>,) - 5*7 kg./sq. cm. 5*0 kg./sq. cm.i

Furnish (Q) 124 kg. 81 kg. J
Revolutions per minute 130 200

Consistency 4*1 per cent. 3*1 per cent.

Beating time 2 hours 2i hours— —
The following values were calculated from the above

data :

—

Cutting length per second - 3,980 m./sec. 2,470 m./sec.

Production per hour (^)
- - 62 kg. 32*4 kg.

Production per hour per metre 0*0156 kg. 0*0131 kg.

of cutting length per second

(k) (specific shortening per-

formance)

Edge pressure (//)
- - - 1*66 kg./cm. 1*71 kg./cm.

Approximately the same edge pressures, but different

consistencies, were employed in each test. The value

of the coefficient (k) (the specific shortening perform-

ance), as calculated from the results of these tests, is

found to be 20 per cent, higher in the ca^ of the stuff

of 4*1 per cent, consistency thaji with that oTf 3*1 per

cent. This is in apparent contradiction with what one

would expect according to the curves in Fig. 14a
;
but

the contradiction is only apparent, as the latter curves

! must possess a maximum value for (k), and somewhere

between this point of maximum^ value and the* origin

(the value of (k) must decrease with® decrease of con-
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sistency, since the curve must necessarily pass through

the origin. It is interesting to note that with these low

consistencies depths of stuff in the cells as small as 2-4

mm. and 2-0 mm. were sufficient to ensure the deposit

of adequate fibrages on the bar edges (see below).

With thin consistencies, the friction produced by that

portion of the stuff which is not directly carried round

by the roll is so small that fibrages will adhere to the

bar edges, notwithstanding the poor eddy effect in the

cells.

Test No. 14. Test No. 15.

Contents of beater 3,000 litres 2,600 litres

Number of times stuff circu- 369 369

lates round trough during

entire beating time
10 '6 litres /sec.Rate of circulation 15-4 litres/sec.'

Depth of stuff in ceils - 2-4 mm. 2-0 mm.

(5) It was attempted to carry out in beater Mil 13

the same beating process with various bedplates. The

following tackle was employed :

—

(i.) That described in Chapter V., p. 73, Tests

Nos. 1-5, with 7 mm. flybars and 8 mm. bedplate

bars.

(ii.) That cfescribcd in the same chapter, pp. 69-70,

Tests Nos. lV)-13 with 17/14 mm. bars.

In assessing the progress of the beating, regard

was had exclusively to the wetness of the stuff. The

specific “wetting” performance {k') depends only or

the nature of the stuff, its initial and final condition

th^ pressure, and on the consistency. The value of k

should", therefore, be the same irrespective of the desigr

and construction 'bf the bedplate. In Fig. 18 curves an
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drawn showing as a function of pj, for both bedplates.

According to the theory, these two curves should

coincide with one another. This they fail to do and
there is a discrepancy of some 25 per cent.

It will be seen from the foregoing that the theory

which has been elaborated provides in the main an

explanation for all the observations made during the

various tests. Results obtained by calculation have

agreed fairly approximately with those obtained by

experiment. Moreover, it has been seen possible to

detect errors of design in the beater, where the cause

of these has been due to too small a deposit of fibre

on the bar edges. The tests show further that with

thick consistencies the formation of eddies or revolving

rolls of stuff in the cells is a condition essential to the

deposit of fibrages on the bar edges. With consistencies

of 6 per cent, to 7 per cent., the cells must be filled with

stuff to a depth of 12 mm. to 15 mm. in order for an

adequate eddy action to be developed. With thinner

consistencies smaller depths of stuff are sufficient : with

quite thin consistencies, 2 mm, may even be considered

deep enough. The internal friction in the stuff increases

very rapidly as the consistency increases. Consequently,

that portion of the stuff which is not directly carried

round by the roll, and therefore remains comparatively

stationary, strongly tends to wipe off th$ fibrages from

the bar edges if its effect is not counteracted by the

eddy action in the cells.

Again, if the consistency is tnick, it is necessary

for the stuff to be thrown with considerable force

against the edges of the bedplate bars in order to be

retained thereon as fibrages. This can only be effected

in the case of thick sluggish stufl^ if the cells ard f^rly

well filled. It must be remembered tthat a depth of
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10 mm. of stuff in a cell corresponds to a pressure head

over the bedplate of 100 to 150 mm. (the centrifugal

force is generally ten to fifteen times greater than the

force which would be exerted by the stuff in virtue of its

mere weight alone).

It is true that some of the experimental results

deviate from the calculated ones : in one case the

difference is 25 per cent, where the conditions were

favourable to the deposit of fibrages on the bar edges.

While such variations naturally do not confirm the

theory, they should not necessarily be allowed to shake

faith in it. It must be borne in mind that there are

many possible sources of error in carrying out beating

tests. Thus it is frequently very difficult to assess the

beating time accurately : differences occur in the

characters of the half-stuffs used in comparative trials
;

bedplate bar spaces are liable to become clogged with

stuff to a fluctuating degree
;
a roll may not be running

evenly and truly on its bedplate
;

the sharpness of the

bars vary, and there are numerous other variable factors.

Nevertheless no other beater theory has yet been

advanced which agrees so closely with practice.

It is to be regretted that so few results of beating

tests have been published, and that many of these

embody insufficient data, or have not been carried out

with the requisite care to enable them to be investigated

critically on the lines laid down above. The author

hopes, howeVer, that his treatment of the subject will

have aroused interest for scientifically conducted experi-

mental work on these lines
;
and that the publication of

a considerable number of k- and ^'-curves may be

awaited at an early date. Investigations of this kind

in^jolve some expenditure of time and trouble
;
but the

results? will be an ample recompense. A deeper insight

into the beating ^process will rapidly lead to improve-
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ments and to a more rational utilisation of time and

power. Unfortunately the figures and results of tests

published hitherto have not assumed an importance

commensurate with the amount of labour spent in

obtaining them ; for the reason that up to the present

there has been no basis on which to compare them. It

is hoped that the present treatise may provide such a

basis.
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POWER CONSUMPTION





CHAPTER I

MEASUREMENT OF THE POWER
CONSUMPTION

Hitherto we have dealt with the mode of operation of

the beater, its output, and the character imparted to

the stuff, without taking any account of the power

consumption. The question of power consumption,

however, is of equally great importance in any thorough

investigation of the beating problem. The beaters

are frequently the largest power-consuming aggregates

in the mill, so that a few per cent, of saving may be

of considerable economic importance. Moreover, the

beaters absorb a large number of horse power which

are wasted in the sense that they do not contribute

to the actual beating of the stuff. The power which is

consumed in the actual beating of the stuff is often

only 25 to 50 per cent, of that required to drive the

beater. It is, therefore, important to investigate not

only the power used for beating but also the losses

which occur.

Let Nm be the number of horse power required for

the actual beating of the rolf agjainst the

bedplate. (Powei* consumption of beat-

ing tackle.)

,, Nr be the power required merely to rotate the

roll in the stuff (circulation and friction).

And let N^p be the balance of the power consumption

which represents chiefly friction loSses in

the bearings.

91
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The value of N, can be calculated from the bearing

pressures, which vary with P, the roll pressure.

If N is the total number of horse power consumed
by the beater, we then have

N = Nm + Nk + Nu. - -
- (17)

Let Nlo be the power consumption when the beater is

empty and the roll lifted clear. This is the

no-load power consumption and represents

bearing losses and a little air resistance.

If now the beater is filled and the roll rotates in the

stuff without beating, the power consumption will be

N. =Nk + Nh, - -
-

(
18

)

The values of N, N^;, and Nj^q can be directly

measured where direct electric drive is available. The
value of Ni p can be calculated with fair accuracy, as

will be shown later, and we then have from equations

(17) and (18)

Nm = N-N< +(N,o-N,,.) - -
- (19)

Several authors ^ have laid down for the value of P
the following expression

= - -
- (

20
)

where /x is termed the beating coefficient.

From equation (18) we have

,

' Nk = Nc-N,„- - - -(18^)

This portion of the power consumption is absorbed

in the following two ways : for the whipping of the

flybars against the stuff (in the cells) and for overcoming

the friction between the rotating bars and the stuff

in the cells on the one hand and the stuff in the trough

’ Kirchner, “ Das Pi?pier. IV.,” p. 39 ;
Pfarr, “ Hollaender,” p. 10.
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on the other hapd. These two sources of loss of power

can be allowed for separately as will be shown later.

The tests described below were carried out with

two direct electric-driven beaters, allowing speed varia-

tions of 1 : 1*7.

The no-load losses, armature resistance, and field

currents were very carefully measured. Millivolt

and ammeters were installed and the efficiencies of the

motors determined at all loads and all speeds, so that

for any given kilowatt input the horse power output

to the belt was always known. The belt pull was

practically horizontal and the motor mounted on slide

rails.

The no-load power consumption of th(' beater

was measured before and after each test and the mean
value taken into account in the calculations. N and

were frequently measured during the beating process.

The value of Nlp had to be calculated, as it was not

possible to measure it directly.

The subjoined specimen beater test sheet indicates

how the values of N and were determined during

the tests. Each time N was determined from the

voltmeter and ammeter readings, the roll was immedi-

ately raised and the value of also measured. This

naturally eased the load on the motor, causing it to speed

up a little, and in determining the value of N(_; allowance

had to be made for the altered motor speed.

By way of example we shall now proceedito calculate

the value of for experimenl^al beater No? MI 1 1 3.

The roll was fitted with steel flybars 17 mm. thick and

weighed 3,115 kilos. The weight (T) of the shaft was

600 kilos, and the weight (U) of the pulley was 640 kilos.

The pressure on the bedplate will as usual be denoted

by P. R is the pull in the slack side of the belt ahd

(R + r) the pull in the tight side, is therefore the
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effective tension. Figs. 22 and 23 indkate tne lorces

which are in equilibrium during the rotation of the roll,

Fig. 22 showing the vertically acting forces, while

Fig. 23 shows the horizontally acting forces.

The vertical bearing pressures Aj^ and can be

found from the following equations :

—

^ Al+B„-V + T + U-P,
Aaa + /^) = V^ + T/!ii-U^-P^,
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The values of Al and as well those of (Al^)

and (Bl^) corresponding to various values of P are

shown in Table IV.

Table IV

p A,.. Bl. Air.

kR.

0 2,263 i 2,092 5
,
120,000 4,360,000

925 1,640 1,790 2,700,000 3,310,000

1,645 1,156 1,554 1,340,000 2,420,000

2,400 648 1,304 420,000 1,710,000

3,155 138 1,062 19,000 1,130,000

Referring now to Fig. 23 and taking moments, the

following equations are obtained for the horizontal

bearing pressures, the friction in the bearings being

neglected :

—

Bv(« + />)-(a + l’ + f)(’2 R + ?•) +

where Di is the diameter of the pulley, and D = 1,350 mm.
The effective tension (r) in the belt is :

—

^^75x 60 N^1430 'n
TT 1)^;/ 1)^ ?i*

where N is the number of horse power transmitted by

the belt.

The diameter of the pulley was 2-3 m. and the speed

« = 125/evs. per minute, so that

*1430 N ...
"=-2:3-

• ITS

Taking the tension in the slack side of the belt to be

200 kilos (R) and substituting in the above equations,

vje get :

—

• ' .Av = 5N-58

Bv = 8.5N+458.and
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The values of Ay and By so obtained, as well as

those of (Av^) and (By^) corresponding to various horse

powers, are given in Table V.

Table V

1

N.
1

Av.
1

Bv. Bv‘’.

II.P.

2-7 -45 481 2,000 232,0(K)

10 - 8
1

543 64 296,000

15 17 i 585 289 342,000

20 42 i 628
j

1,760 395,000

30 92
1

713 8,400

20,000

510,000

40 142 ! 798 640,000

50 192 i 883 37,000 785,000
60 242

'

1 i

968 58,600 940,000

Tables VI, and VII. give the values of the bearing

pressures A and B calculated from their components

Al, Ay, and Bl, By for various roll pressures (P) and

various horse powers transmitted by the belt.

Table VI

Bearing Pressure, A= v/Ai.^ + A^^.

P.

2-7

N =

10 ' 15 20 30 40
•

1

50 ^OOH.P.

kg-

0

625

1,645

2,400

3,155

2,263

...

i

I

2,263 |2,263 |2,263

1,64011,640 4,640

1,156 1,156 1,156

...
1

648
1

650

... ' 138, 144

2,265

1,642

1,160

654

145

1,650

1,165

663

198

• i

]

1,170 ...’
i

675
1

690,1
236 1 278
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Table VII
,

Bearing Pressure, B= n^Bl^ + Bv^.

N =

I

2-7 U) 15 20 30 40 50 60 H.P.
|

i 0 i2,1 40 ,2,155 12,165 ;2,180 ,2,200. ... . ...
, ...

1
625

I
... 1,870 1,8851,900 1,930 1,960

i ... i ...

1

1,645 ... 1,650!i,660 1,680 1,71011,7501,790' ...

2,400 1,430 1,450,1,490 11,530 il,575j 1,625

3,155 1,210 1,235 11,2801,330 1,380 1,440

The coefficient of friction, /x^, for the journal friction

is calculated from the following equation :

—

where A and B are the bearing pressures corresponding

to the power consumption at no-load. In the present

case n = 125 revs, per minute. The diameter of the

journal di^ is 130 mm. and Nlo =2-7 H.P. Therefore

/al =
230

A + B
= 0.053

(the value of (A+B), according to the tables, being

4,403 kilos for P -=0 and N^q =2-7).

With a roll pressure P, horse power transmitted by

the belt and at (n) revs: per minute we get

N,p=0-05.3(^®^-",
60 X 75

or with = 130 mm. and n - 125 revs, per minute, '

Nlp = 0-0006(A + B).

*The values for N^p (friction losses in the bearings)

at 125 revs, peg minute are shown in Table IX. as
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calculated from this equation taken in conjunction with

Table VIII.

Table VIIL—Sum of the Bearing Pressures (A + B)

at 127 Revs, per Minute

p.

j

2-7
1

10 20
1

:I0 , 40 r.O
1

00 II. P.

:

kf?- i’
0 4,400 .4,410 4,430 4,440(4,465

925 . . .
'3,61 0 3,525 3,540 3,570 ,'3,61 0 . ,

. (

...

1,645 ... '2,800 2,820 2,830 :2,870 ,2,915 2,!»60
' ...

2,400 2,080 2,100 2,145 2,190 2,2501 '2,315

3,155 1,350 1,380 1,445 1,510 1,620
(

1,720

Tabt.e IX.—Friction Loss, Nj,,., in the Bearings

Calculated for 125 Revs, per Minute

2-7
1

10 15 20 ,30 40 1 50 00 H.P.
'

kR-
1

i

0 2-70 2-70 2-72 2-72 2-74

925 ... 2-11 2-12 ! 2-12
,

2-14 i 2-16

1,645 1-68 1-69

;

1-70
:

1-72 i 1-75 ]’-78

2,400 1-25
1

1-26 1-29 L31
:

1*35 l
’-39

3,155 0-81
:

0-83 0*87 ' 0-92 rS-97. 1-03

i* The friction loss, Nj^p, at other speeds with the roll

raised can be found by assuming that the loss is directly

proportional to the speed. Table X. gives the valines

. calculated in this manner from the figures in the top

^ow of Table IX. This method of calculation is not
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strictly correct, as the belt tension will v#iry at different

speeds
;
but for all practical purposes the error involved

may be safely neglected.

Tabi.k X

n.
j

Ni.o
1

N =

20 40 H.P.

85 1-81 1*84 1-87

!

94 2-0(l 2-03 2-07

' 103 2-lfi 2-19 2-26

1 115
i

2-44 2-48 2-52

129
1

2-70 2*80 2-80

;

134 2-85 2-90 2-95

143 !
3-04

1

3-08 3-15



CHAPTER II

THE POWER CONSUMPTION OF THE
BEATING TACKLE. SPECIFIC POWER
CONSUMPTION

In the previous chapter the work done in beating

between the roll and the bedplate was shown to be

expressed by fiF.v. The coefficient /x is termed the

beating coefficient, and we have seen how it is possible

to measure the power consumption of the beating

tackle and so to determine the value of the beating

coefficient.

In the literature on beating there are still evidences

of uncertainty as to the nature of the beating coefficient.

In the majority of cases it is regarded simply as a

coefficient of friction. Some assume that the stuff

is present between the roll and bedplate in a similar

manner to the oil between a journal and bearing,^ while

others appear to believe that there is direct friction

between the roll and the bedplate.^ Again, there are

those who regard the resistance to the rotation of the

roll as being caused simply by friction between the

surfaces of the bars and the stuff, looking i^pon both

these as solid elements
;
while ytt others ® consider that

friction and shearing effects also occur in the interior

of the thin layer of stuff between the bars, which effects

^ Pfarr, “ Hollaendcr und dcren Kraftverbrauch,” pp. 10-11.
^

- Clayton Beadle and Stevens, “ Theory and Practice of Bdating.”

Kirchner writes in this sense, “ Das Papier.
^
IV.,” p. 41.

101
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contribute towards the beating of the stuff. In addition

to all these factors there is yet another source of resistance

to the movement of the flybars, namely the cutting resist-

ance which originates from the cutting action of the

bars. When a shearing machine is in operation, a

resistance to the shearing action of the blades is set

up at the exact point at which the blades intersect

one another. Referring back to Fig. 4 on p. 25 it

will be seen that there are two different sources of

resistance to the movement of the top shear blade, viz. :

(1) the actual shearing resistance of the material being

worked, and (2) a frictional resistance due to the lateral

pressure which holds the two blades close up together

and prevents the material from being “jammed’'
between the blades. If it be assumed that the material

to be cut is the same length as the lower shear blade (L)

then the work done in cutting can be expressed as (^L),

where e is the amount of work (measured in metre-

kilograms) which is required to effect a cut 1 m. long.

Even if the lateral pressure should be insufficient to

keep the blades tightly pressed together, so that jam-

ming occurs and the material instead of being severed

is abraded on both sides, then the expression will

still represent the work done by the upper blade during

its downward movement in passing the lower blade
;

for e represents the work required to move the blades

past one another over a cutting length of 1 m. The

frictional work due to the lateral pressure also has to be

taken into consideration in addition to the work e.

Everything that has been said above of the shearing

machine can be applied directly to the beater bars,

having regard to the analogy which was developed in

the earlier part of this book. The friction in question

between the surfaces of the bars may under some con-

ditions be simply ordinary friction between the bars

A
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and the stuff
;
but it may also arise from a tearing of

the layer of stuff between the bars (as Kirchner has

envisaged) : in either case the effect is to produce a

resistance to the rotation of the roll. If / denote the

coefficient of resistance, and P is the pressure of the roll,

then/p will be the total resistance. In the first case

/

would be termed a coefficient of friction
;

whereas in

the second case it would be more in the nature of a

coefficient of tearing
;

but at the moment very little

is known regarding it.

Employing the same symbols as before, the work

done per se cond by the roll in passing over the bedplate

may be expressed in the 'following way :

—

75Nm=/P.z' + ^U.

In the previous chapter this work was expressed by

fiFv, so that we now have

li?v=/.V,v + eU - - - (:21 )

or .... (i2)

If the beating coefficient fi is measured in the manner

indicated in the last chapter it will soon be noticed

that its magnitude depends on the working conditions

which prevail in the beater, and it appears to be affected

by so many factors that analysis seems at first sight to be

hopeless. But a knowledge of these factors will tend

to throw so much light on what occurs during beating

between the bars, that they are well worthy of investiga-

tion. All records of the variation of power consumption

during beating show that when beating rags the value

of fjL varies very considerably over the beating period

and is much lower at the end than at the beginning.^

^ See the power consumption curves of Arnold Rchn in “ fraft-

verbrauch beim Mahlen von Halb- un^ Ganzzeug.” Also^Strobach,

W.f.P., 1904, p. 2304, and Kirchner, fF./.P., 1918, p. 910.
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On the other hand, when beating chemical wood

pulp, the value of the beating coe&cient remains

practically constant throughout the whole of the beating

period. In a number of cases the author has investigated

the behaviour of the beating coefficient and particularly

the relation between the beating coefficient and the

peripheral speed of the roll and the roll pressure (P).

Below are given the results of investigations on the

relation between the beating coefficient and the peri-

pheral speed of the roll.

The curves in Fig, 24 show the values found for fi

at various gteripheral speeds (v). The data for curves

A to E were obtained by beating sulphite in beater S3

at roll pressures of 305 to 448 kg. Although consider-

able errors occurred in taking the observations, the

results of the tests clearly show that in the main the

beating coefficient is independent of the peripheral

spfced^ In the next chapter it will be shown that the

value of the coefficient / is also independent of the
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peripheral speed, and it is thus possible to prove that

the power consumption for cutting (e) is also independent

of the peripheral speed of the roll. This can be

demonstrated quite simply as follows :

—

V ft

Substituting for in equation (1) we have
7tD 60

T T

Vl)

and substituting this value for in equation (22) we
then get

ttDP”

It is thus clear that the power required for cutting (e)

must be independent of the peripheral speed (v) of the

roll, because jjL and/ are independent of v.

A large number of experiments has been made with

the object of determining the relationship between the

beating coefficient and the roll pressure, from which

it appears that as the pressure increases so the value

of the beating coefficient decreases. In the beaters

employed for these experiments, chemical wood pulp

was beaten mostly with /i=0’09 to 0T2 and rag half-

stufifs with somewhat higher values for p, (O' 12 to 0'20).

In the graphical representation of the results, the

values of are shown as abscissae. In the course of

the numerous investigations it has appeared that the

diagrams are much easier to read if the values for

instead of those for ft are taken as ordi<iates. This

method of illustration affords a clearer survey'over the

effect of the individual factors on the power consumption.

The expression will be denoted by the symbol ft.

P
Now p^ = and from equation (21) we therefore

get

1 OOfip^K.v= 100/pj^ .V + |L

,
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and dividing both sides by lOOKt/ ;

—

+ • -
(
23

)

Putting Kz/ = L,(5-^ (see p. 29) we then have

H.p. /i

Fig. 25b.
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From the equations 75 N^ =/xPz; = 100/xKz/ it is

seen that jjl is me power consumption of the beating

tackle per square decimetre of beating surface per second,

/3co /cy

measured in metre-kilograms, ft is, therefore, termed

the specific power consumption. ^
Figs. 25a and 25b show curves for Jjl expressed as a

function of These curves ate based on the mean
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value of fji (averaged over the whole beating process and

calculated on the basis of the momen*tary values of

determined during the course of the beating process) at

various roll pressures.

This method of procedure is applicable in the case

of beating chemical wood pulp because the specific

power consumption only changes slightly during this

beating process.

A

It was not possible to carry out the beating process

at a higher pressure than approximately 2‘5 kg. per

square centimetre, and for this reason the curves cannot

be taken b^ond this pressure.

A few fi-pj,. curves were, therefore, obtained by

varying the weight cfn the roll counterbalancing gear

for short periods, and so obtaining readings of the

power consumption at different loads. In this manner

it was found possible to take readings at edge pressures

up to 5 to 6 kg. per centimetre. If, however, it had

been 'attempted to caJry on beating for any appreciable
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of tJ/}2c at such high pressures^ the stuS wou]d

have hecn rendered assess.

€t. JLinerv Chemical
. wootipulp.

to

^9/

b. Cottorc.

to Pjg^s^oh^/c

Afeehan teal
toooei pulp.

m
to p^=^pl9/e'n

''

. t^

Fig. 26a-e.

* All these curves indicate that different raw materials

and different boaters give very varying values for Ji.



mie some curves are practically straight lines, others

uch as in ¥ig. 25a, are S-shaped for tho reason
po’wei coTVSMTupUon oi\\y mcreases s^\gt\v\y

within a certain zone. The variety in the shapes of the

zurves is probably closely related to the size of the

ibrages on the bar edges : to the relation between

:he coefficients / and e, and the roll pressure : and to

:he condition and nature of the surface of the bedplate.

H.P. Tun.^

Fig. 27 .

The coefficient / exercises most influence on ihe

specific power consumption. It will be shown later

how from the p-pk curves important conclusions may
be deduced regarding the working conditions iDetween

roll and bedplate, when the factors are known which

govern the magnitude of the coefficient /.

Schubert has carried out some similar experiments

in connection with the power consumed for beating.

The author has calculated the specific power edn-

sumptions corresponding to the results^ of these experi-
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ments and they are illustrated in Fig^ 26A-E in the

same manner as those in Fig. 25.

It is of special interest to note that the experiments

have shown that in order to beat chemical wood pulp

(in these cases, sulphite and sulphate) a certain definite

lumber of horse-power hours are required, irrespective

)f whether the beating is carried out under heavy or

slight beating pressure. As has been pointed out,

in beating these pulps, the power consumption (N^,)

of the beating tackle only varies very slightly during

the beating time. The total power consumption (horse-

power hours) will, therefore, be :

—

NmI

where ft- is the mean value of ft during the process.

Furthermore,

Q = AL..T.

Dividing the former equation by the latter, we get

the number of horse-power hours required to beat

I kg. of stuff :

—

the values of ft and ^ are taken from the curves in

Figs. 25b ar>d 13 which apply to the same experiments.

It will bt seen from Fig. 27 that the number of horse-

power hours required to beat I kg. of chemical wood

pulp remains approximately constant irrespective of

whether the beating pressure is high or low.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTS ON FRICTION AND
TEARING

A LONG series of experiments was carried out with the

object of investigating the conditions which determine

the value of the coefficient /. Their original aim was

to examine the relation between this coefficient and the

pressure
;

but the experiments were soon extended so

Fig. 28.

as also to cover the investigation of other factors. At

the commencement the coefficient/ was regarded merely

as a coefficient of friction, and the first experiments were

accordingly carried out as friction tests.

The investigations will be described in the sequence

in which they were carried out, in order to enable 4he

stages of development to be followed clearly.

8
113
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The following materials were employed in the first

experiments (friction tests) :

—

(1) A steel bed with

T n machined transverse grooves

« rr-l (Fig- 28). .

-i-l—LJ —IJ-S
(2) A smooth steel bed.

lA (3) A smooth phosphor-

\ \/A !

bronze bed.

All three beds were planed

and showed coarse tool marks
r 1

1
1 hole

j
running along their length

1
SmiitCfgQpl directions.

1 1 1 (4) A steel friction block

Fig. 29. with a sliding surface 19'

2

sq. cm. in area (Fig. 29).

(5) A steel friction block (Fig. 30) with a sliding

surface 9‘6 sq. cm. in area.

Both friction blocks had their sliding surfaces

Fic. 30. Fig. 31.

rough planed similarly to the beds with the tool marks

running in the direction of motion of the blocks.

' (6) A steel friction block (Fig. 31) with a sliding

surface 4 sq. cni. in drea.
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(7) Two friction blocks (steel and bronze) (Fig. 32)

with a sliding surface 2 sq. cm. in area.

(8) A steel friction block (Fig. 33) with a sliding

surface 1 sq. cm. in area.

These friction blocks had their sliding surfaces filed

smooth.

The bed was erected as shown in Fig. 34, and before

commencing the tests, was adjusted so as to be exactly

horizontal. A screw-threaded spindle was employed

to draw the friction block over the bed, the spindle

being connected to a spring balance which indicated

the force required to move the block. Fig. 34 also

1*IG. 32. lUG. 33.

shows the yoke which with its attached weights enabled

the friction blocks to be loaded to any desired

extent.

First of all the coefficient of friction for steel on steel

was determined, during which time water was poured

over the bed. For the smooth bed the value for / Was

found to be 0T7, and for the grooved bed / = 0'24.

Sulphite pulp of beater consistc^ncy was then' poured

on to bed No. 2.

A little water ran off and the stuff remained as a

pulpy mass on which the friction block was placed and

then weighted down. In this manner, using the friction

blocks shown in Figs. 29 and 30,^coefficients of friction

between 0*65 and 0*82 were found corresponding to
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loads of /=Q‘75-r50 kg. per square centimetre.

Similar values were found for the grooved bed.

As stated in the previous chapter, the value of the

beating coefficient /x was determined under the most

varied conditions
;

but in no case was its maximum
value found to exceed 0*22. It is obvious that the

coefficient of friction / for the stuff rubbing against the

working surfaces of the bars must be less, than the

beating coefficient [xfief. equation (22) ) ;
and it therefore

follows that the above described method for the deter-

mination of the coefficient of friction is unsuitable for the

purposes here in view.

It appeared likely that the surfaces of the beds and

blocks were so uneven as to offer in reality far more

resistance to the motion of the stuff than would generally

be offered by the working surfaces of beater bars. All

the beds were, therefore, ground with emery and then

filed accurately flat with the file marks running in the

same direction as the planer tool marks had previously

been. The intention was to produce a surface corres-

ponding as closely as possible to the working surface

of a beater bar. The latter is also not quite smooth,

but usually has grooves worn into it in the direction of

rotation of the roll.

After making these alterations the tests were resumed,

the coefficient of friction for steel on steel and bronze

on bronze being again deterrmned as a preliminary step.

In order to saponify any fats possibly 4Dresent, the

surfaces of the beds were washed^ with caustic soda and

then flushed with cold water and a dilute solution of

alum. The results of the friction tests then carried out

„ are shown in Tables XI. and XII.
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Table XL—Friction Tests with Bronze on Bronze.
Smooth Bed. Friction Block as shown in

Fig. 32

Lubricant Consisted of Water Containing a Slight

Quantity of Alum

Load on
Friction Block.

Surface Pressure

in kilos/sq. cm.

Coefficient of Friction after

Washing Surface willi Solution

of Alum.

kg.

8-2 41 0-18

13*2 6-6 0 *19-0*23

18*2 9-1 0*25

23-2 11*6 1 0*26

28-2 14*1 0*28

33-2 16*6 0 *27 -0*33

38-2
1

• 0 *31 -0*36
1

Table XII.—Friction Tests with Steel on Steel,

Smooth Bed. Friction Block as shown in Fig. 32

iMbricant Consisted of Water Containing a Slight

Quantity of Alum

Load on
Friction Block.

Surface Pressure

in kilos/sq. cm.

Coefficient of Friction after

Washing Surface with Solution

of Alum.

kg.

8*2 4*1 0*18

13*2 6*6 0*23

18*2
f

9*1 0 *22-0*27

23*2 11*6 0*26

28*2 14«1 0 *28 -0*32

33*2 16*6 0*30

38-2 : 19*1 0 *29 -0*31

i

'With a view to determining the value of the friction

in the presence pf sulphite pulp it was attempted to
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repeat the plai* friction experiments described above
;

but it did not prove at all easy to maintain steady

conditions by these means, the tendency being for

only that pulp to follow the block which was actually

carried along by the block edge. Moreover, it was
difficult to form any estimate of the thickness of the layer

of stuff between the block and the bed
;
although this

thickness affects the value of the coefficient of friction.

Table XIIL—Coefficient of Friction for Sulphite
Pulp with Various Surface Pressures on a Ground
AND Filed Bronze Surface

Area of

Friction

Block in

sq. cm.

1 Surface

Pressure in

kg./.sq. cm.

' Creped Serviette Paper in

1 1

l Layer.
j

2 Layers. 4 Layers. 10 Layers.

f
0-75 040-0431 0-50 '0-50-0-53 0-50

19-2CII1.2 1-25 0-38-0-42 0-50 0-52-0-54 0-52

\-n 0-39 049 0-51-0-54 0-51

14 0-14 0-48 0-56 0-48

9T) cm 2*5 0-38-0-45 0-49 0-!j3 0-51

4-0 0-39>0-42 042-047 0-51 0-51

4-1 0-36 049 0-49 0-48
!

5-4 0-42 0-42 1

6-G 040-0-49 0-45 04,
7-9 . 0-45

2cm.2 9-1 044 0-44

i

11-6

14-1
'o-39 ^

043
044

0-43

0-39-0-43

0-47

1

le-o 0-44 0-36-f>-42

19-1 444 0-37-0-39 0-43-0-44

i

In order to obviate these uncertainties, the beater pulp

was replaced by one or more layers of creped serviette

paper (creped from unsized sulphate paper). The creped

paper was thoroughly softened in w%ter containing a
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small quantity of alum and then laid on the bed. The

lubricant consisted of water with a slight addition of

alum. In this way it was found to be comparatively easy

to establish constant conditions. In the tests with the

bronze bed and a movement of the block of 10 cm.

the creped paper only tore when a single layer was

used, and the surface pressure reached or exceeded

6-7 kg. per square centimetre. With the steel bed the

sheet tore at slightly lower pressures. The results of

the tests are shown in Tables XIII., XIV., and XV.
It will at once be remarked that the grinding and

filing of the surfaces did not have the anticipated effect

;

for the coefficients of friction are still considerably less

than the values found for the beating coefficients. One
must, therefore, conclude that the roughness of the

surfaces is not a determining factor. Tests were carried

out at various pressures (0*5 to 38 kg. per square

centimetre) with friction blocks of contact areas varying

from 1 to 19 sq. cm. and with 1 to 16 layers of creped

paper
;

but the values found for the coefficients of

friction were all substantially higher than those of the

beating coefficients. We find here the same lack of

agreement as Haussner met with in carrying out

similar experiments,^ and which led him to doubt the

accuracy of his experimentally determined beating

coefficients.

Since there can be no doubt as to the correctness of

either the beating coefficients or the coefficients of

friction determined in the experiments described above,

it is probable that the method adopted for measuring

the coefficient of friction was not properly suited to the

objects in view and that at speeds of 6 to 10 m. per second

^•At the time of carrying out the above experiments, the author

was unaware of Haussner’s fw’ction tests with woven materials between

fluted blocks, Cf. W.jkP., 1909, pp. 1 900-65.
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the friction effects are totally different from those obtain-

ing at a speed of a few millimetres per second on which
the above experiments are based. In fact, in some of

the tests with the steel surface, the block moved forward

in jerks, so that the statical friction was measured instead

of the friction of motion. It may be mentioned, how-

ever, that as a general rule the tests in which the block

showed a tendency to jerk were disregarded
;

as it was
not possible under such conditions to determine the

actual coefficient of friction.

Table XVI.- -Coefficient of Friction of Sulphite
Pulp against a Smooth Polished Brass Plate.
Water as Lubricant

Pres^^urc.

Surface of Friction Block in sq. cm,
'

1 2 4

13-25 0*15 0-23
I

0-23
:

1

23-25 0-13 0-22

i

1

0-22 !

In the tests with polished beds it was remarkable

to note that the coefficient of friction rose rapidly with

the speed at which the block was drawn over the bed.

At the instant of ceasing to turn the activating screw

the spring balance continued to ^raw the block a short

distance at a diminishing speed
;
and the reading was

only taken when the block had come to rest completely.

The coefficients of friction corresponding to these

conditions are shown in Table XVI. and apply to

statical friction : they are lower than the values foulid

with even the slightest movement, pccasionally, as
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a matter of experiment, the block was, moved rapidly

and the coefficient of friction then rose as high as 0‘8
:

the block (the sliding surface of which was not polished)

then commenced to slide on the stuff, which cc>nsisicd

of four to eight layers of creped paper. In these

experiments it was also very difficult to obtain reliable

results
;

trivial details being apt to exercise a very

important effect on the values found for the coefficient

of friction.
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With a vie^ to carrying out friction experiments

under conditions approximating as closely as possible

to those obtaining in the actual beater, the following

arrangements were adopted ; A cylindrical pulley

90 mm. in diameter was fitted to an electric motor of

about -rrd horse power at 2,400 revs, per minute. The

cylindrical surface of the pulley was intended to take

the place of the flat bed already described and was

rough filed. After a few tests had been carried out,

it appeared that this motor was too small and it was

therefore replaced by a 1 horse-power motor with a speed

of about 2,000 revs, per minute. The pulley was pro-

vided with a brake device, as shown in Fig. 35, con-

sisting of a lever arm with a fitment for securing to it

the friction blocks illustrated, in Figs. 31, 32, and 33.

A hook at the end of the lever arm carried the weights

for varying the friction load on the pulley.

In the following equations the pressure exercised

by the friction block will be denoted by p, and the

velocity of the pulley by v. After the motor had been

started up, the lever arm was placed in position and

various layers of soaked unsized paper (made from the

pulp under examination) were laid between the friction

block and the pulley. During every test the power

consumption was recorded from the readings of a

combined millivoltmeter and ammeter. This instru-

ment measured the armature current and the potential

difference across the supply mains, i.e., between the

points marked + and -. The armature resistance

and the amount of current taken at no load were

first measured. The potential difference was 220 volts.

In this way the bearing and air resistance losses together

with the iron and other losses (T) were determined.

T = 220./„ - ilr^ (measitred in watts).
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The armature current i and the voltf^ge e were then

measured with the motor loaded. The horse power
developed was, therefore,

U-Pr^-J
736

'

Considering now the brake, the horse power
developed is given by

fp.v

75
*

So that we have

r 75
•^“736

In this calculation no attention is paid to the fact

that the pressure of the friction block on the pulley

will increase the friction loss in the adjacent motor
bearing. If the coefficient of friction in the motor
bearing is taken at 0*03, it will be found by calculation

that the effect of neglecting this additional loss is to

make the value of the coefficient / appear higher than

it should by 0‘004.

It was possible to reduce the speed of the motor

considerably, by means of the starting gear, thus also

reducing the voltmeter reading. The observations

obtained from the motor tests arc recorded in Table

XVII.

It will be seen from this table that at constant current

the speed of, the motor decreases in approximately the

same ratio as the voltmeter reading. In other words,

the work done by the motor at constant current con-

sumption is approximately proportional to its speed.

This fact was made use of in determining the value of

the coefficient / at the lower velocities
;

it having been

prefviously ascertained by test that the flow of current

was practically constant for any position of the starting
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handle. From |his it follows that, certainly within the

limits of 7-11 m. per second velocity, the coefficient

/ must be regarded as being independent of the velocity.

Table XVII

For 1*00 Ampere.

Starting Handle on
Stop No.

Rev.s./min.

in).

Voltage

(.).
?i : c.

5 2,350 224 10-5

•1 2,200 212 10-4

2,050 196 10-5

2 1,750 168 104

For 1*30 Amperes.

Starting Handle on
Stop No.

Revs./min.

(«).

Voltage

(^).
: r.

1

5 2,350 224 10*5

1 2,200 208 i()-«

2,000 188 10-6

2 1,550 152
i

1

10-2

During the tests the stuff was retained in position

under the friction block solely owing to the edge of the

block holding the sheet fast. This was proved by

trying to retain a small piece of sheet under the block

without any of it projecting beyond the edges of the

block : at every such attempt the sheet was instantly

torn away by the pulley. Where several sheets of

creped paper were used together at low pressures, the

fl!‘ction was very great at the moment of starting the

test, but rapidly diminished as the load caused the lay«rs

to be pressed together to a thicknfes at which the friction
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would rcmaiFi constant for a fraction of a iuiuulc

A t this point the reading was taken, 'fhe pulley natui

ally wore down the paper very rapidly and as soon as i

got thin the power consumption would suddenly begi:

to rise and frequently only a few seconds elapsed befor

metal was running on metal. When working w'it

only a few layers of paper or at high pressures,

diminution in power con.sumption in the early stage

of the lest could be observed.

The folk)wing tests were aU carried out with block

of 1 sq. cm. area w’hich had previously been groum
with emery exactly to fit the cylindrical surface of th

pulley.

The friction experiments were carried out parti;

with unsized uncreped paper and partly with sampl

pieces of the bleached sulphite pulp from w'hich th

paper had been prepared. These latter samples vveri

in lap form, tt*85 mm. thick.

The results arc shown in Tables XVI IT, XIX., am
XX., and it will be seen that the governing factor is th(

condition of the stuff. In the experiments wdth th(

sulphite lap and the uncreped paper, the test sample:

immediately became compressed into a compact masi

of wooden or leathery consistency, not easily worn aw^ay

and which gave a high value for the coefficient of frictioi

throughout. Owing to the rapidly varying condition:

great difficulty was experienced in taking observations

The crOped paper, on the other hand, behaved quiti

differently Itnd gave one the impression of being in a

condition corresponding to that of stuff in the beater.

Just as in the beater tests the beating coefficient fell to

very low values as the pressure increased : so also in

testing these samples of creped paper the coefficient /,.

f<^l to similarly low values. Even at very considerable

pressures—up to 100 kg. per sq. cm.—the stuff did not
j
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."t' Table XVllft (Corresponding to Fig. 30). -Cnsi/elt
CrI'Ped Serviette F.\i»er

*

Pressure / 1

in
; IP- f.

' kg./.sq.cni
•i

4 Layers, C’urve A.

4 0-42 ' 0-1(15

8 0*80 O-KK)
12 M3 ' o-(m4

10 1-43
i

o-ol?o

4 Layers, Curve B.

4 0-31 0-077

8 0-'13 o-or)4

12 0-00 0-050
.

10 o-Tn 0-017

20 ()-7!) 0-010
j

24 0*01 0-038

1 8 Liivcrs, Curve C. I

1 s:r

.

4
4

;

0-35 0-088

8
I

0-58 0-072

12 : 0-91 0-070

10 M4 0-071

20 1-47 0-074

24 1 -80 0-075 1

28 1 -05 0-070 '

8 Layers, Curve 1).

4 . 0-33 0-083 .

8 0-42 0-052
1

12 0-58 0-048 I

10 0-67 0-042

20 0-80 0-040 :

24 1-00 0-042
,

28 M8 0-042
!

32 M5 0-030

36 1-29 0-030
‘ 40 1-33 0-033

< 44 1-44
i

0-033
tor*

Pressure/

in //. f.

kj; /s(j t 111,

1

\i\ 1

1

.lyeis, ( ‘iirw

!

0-58 o-lll

8 0-‘ll o-llt

12 1-02 0-085

10 I -13 0-071

20 i

1 -30 (P008

21 1 -52 0-003

28 1-71 O-()02

• >2 2-02 0-003

30 0-002

10 2-55 0-001

10 l.,.»yi rs, (’urve 1'',

4 0-10 ()-115

8 0-80 0-100

12 1-07 0-089

10 1 -25 0-078
1

20 1-55 0-079 .

24 1-80 0-075

28 2-02 n-m
‘

32 2-09 0-005

30 2-29 0-003

10 2-38 0-000 ’

44 2-50 , 0-057

48 2-45 0-051

52* 2-50 0-048

50 2-50 0-045

00 2-83
1

0-047

04 2-62
!

0-041

08 2-80 i 0-042
!

72 - 3-05 0-042 •'

76* 3-11 0-041
j

80 A-33 0-042
j

9
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Tablk XVIII .—continued

Pressure p
in

kg./sq. cm.
// /•

Pressurep
in

kg./sq. crn.

fp-

]

/•

32 Layers, Curve G.
i

1

!

4 0-66 0-172 56 3-25 0-058

8 0-91 0-114 r60 3-20 0-053
j

12 1-09 0-091 64 3-27 0-051
i

16 1-58 0-099 68 3-45 0-051
1

20 2-02 0-101 72 3-55 0-049
,

24 2-11 0-088 76 3-80 0-050
i

28 2-19 0-078 80 4-28 0-053 i

32 2-17 0-068 84 4-50 0-053

36 2-34 0-065 88 4-45 0-051 !

40 2*34 0-059 92 4-80 0-052 i

44 2-47 0-056 96 4-90 0-051
I

48 2-76 0-057 100 4-95 0-050

1

52 2 ‘96 0-057 i

become compacted, but retained its loose structure.

The characteristic curves arc illustrated in Fig. 36, and

show the variation of the coefficient / with increasing

pressure as well as the variation of the force fp with

the pressure.

One would have expected to find that the higher

the speed, the smaller would be the value of the coefficient

/; but loo^^ing at Tables XVIII., XIX., and' XX. it

will be seen that this expectation is only realised fully

in the case of loosel^ felted stuff. Even then at the

lowest pressure (1-2 kg. per sq. cm.) the value of/was

often fairly high (0T7-0-20). For the purpose of friction

tests which are intended to imitate as closely as possible

the conditions in the beater, it is, therefore, essential

to work only with Ibosely felted stuff
;

because the'

closely felted sWucture of a sheet of paper, even if
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unsized, is not a^raded and torn in a manner correspond-

ing to beater stuff.

TaDLK XIX.—L'ACRfPLD SkRVIKTTK rAPKK

I

] 'resell ri‘ Pressure
1

p in

kfr./sq.
' ./>

p in

kp Isq.
//’• y.

cm. cm.

1 Layers. • Hi Layers.

1 0-85 0-212 4 0-97 0-260

8 1-09 0-1 39 8 2-70 0-350

12
1

1-1:1 0-091 12

16

3-85- 4-5OO-321-0-376

1-28- 5-7&O-268-0-3(i0

20 5-70- 7-070-288-0-353

8 L.iycrs, 24 4-55- 8-f)2;O-190-0-359

1 28 0-50- 7-301)-232-0-2e2

32 1-95-10-410-155-0-325

1
1

0-69 0-172 !

8 !
1-02 0-128

1

12
i

2-13 0-178 :i2 Liiyers.

16 2-184-720-136-0-265I !

20 2-60-1 -75 0-130-0-2371 -
1

24 3-G7-5-760-153-0-240! 32 about 10-0 about 0-31

28 3-25-6-900-116-0-245j

'

1

36

1

I'ABLE XX.—Bleached Sulphite Pui.p in the

t Form of Board

Pressure p in kg./sq.cm. fp- .

•

/•

4 0-80 0-200

14 3-25- 3-67 0-032-0-262

24 2-60- 5-76
;

0-108-0-240
1

34
!

5-36- 9-20
;

0-158-0-272 1

44

j

• 5-16-10-20 0-117-0-232
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The force fp which was measured in fhe experiments

with the crcped serviette papers should, therefore, be

characterised as a tearing force and not as a frictional

force
;

and the coefficient / in this case becomes a

tearing coefficient.

Fig. 36 shows that as the pressure rises so the tearing

force also increases : the layer of stuff gets forced into

the depressions in the surface of the pulley, thus causing

the tearing effect to be increased and the power con-

sumption to rise.

The same curves also show that the increase in power

consumption docs not take place steadily, but that it

rises periodically. Thus, for example, in curves F and

G the tearing force remains constant at 2-2*5 kg. over

a fairly wide zone. It is only when the pressure exceeds

about 40 kg. per sq. cm. that the layer of stuff

begins to become compacted and to offer somewhat

greater resistance. The curves for/ and fp as functions

of p are, therefore, discontinuous, and / always

diminishes as the pressure increases. Seeing that the

value of/ is neither constant nor a simple function of

the pressure, it is unreasonable to deal with it through-

out as a coefficient for purposes of calculation. In

future we shall, therefore, refer only to the tearing force

per square centimetre and not to the tearing coefficient.

It was also found desirable to investigate whether

other raw materials would yield similar results. ^ fresh

series of experiments was, therefore, carried out with

pieces of sulphate pulg board, cotton filter paper, and

paper made from linen and cotton. None of these

samples of paper, however, was in a sufficiently loosely

felted condition to enable a tearing action to take

place as in the beater. These experiments then had-

to^e discontinued, and the author was only able t<i

resume them af^pr an interval of two years
;

but hi?
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was then in a {Position to supplement the original some-

what primitive tests and to carry out the investigations

with greater thoroughness. Means also became avail-

able for examining other raw materials with greater

promise of success.

The apparatus illustrated in Fig. 35 was again

employed, but this time the paper samples were

specially prepared with hand-made moulds. Sulphite

pulp was taken from ^the draining chests or beaters,

beaten up by hand with a large quantity of water,

and thick Tiand-made sheets prepared from it. The

sheets were couched on a felt and then lightly pressed

between two felts, as far as possible under the same

pressure in every case. The wet sheets produced in

this way possessed just sufficient cohesion to enable

small pieces to be introduced on the under surface of the

friction block of the test apparatus. For the purpose

of investigating the effect of the thickness of the layer

of stuff, two or more layers of samples from these sheets

were employed. The sheets were of such thickness

that ten layers under a pressure of

4 kg. per sq. cm. yielded a thickness of 2-3 mm.

44 ,, „ „ T3-2mm.;and

, 84 „ „ „ 1-1-7 mm.

Samples prepared in the manner just described were

/ound to be in a suitable loosely felted condition for the

work
;
land a long series of experiments was carried out

with them. Sheets were hand-made from #he following

^materials :

—

Linen half-stuff.

Cotton half-stuff.

Cotton whole stuff.

Bleached sulphite pulp. ^
Finished beatwi bleache^f sulphite (whole stuff).

The results are shown in Figs. 37 t# 41.
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Two pulleys were used in the exjieriments, both

made of steel and revolving at a speed of about 9 m.

/ fp
c,2o /qo/cgf

per second. One of the pulleys was gone over with i

coarse file so as to give it a thoroughly rough surface

and the experimental results for this pulley are indicatec

in the figures l^y continuous lines. The other pulle]
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was smooth polished, and the results which it gave arc

indicated by the dotted lines. Each scries of tests was
carried out with various numbers of layers (2, 4, C, 8,

arid 10), and for each different number of layers a curve

was drawn showing the relation between the tearing

force and the pressure.

One of the first points to be observed during the

experiments was that the rate at which tearing took

place invariably increased with increase in tearing force.

It is, therefore, possibfc to formulate the rule that the

greater the tearing force in the beater the more intensive

will its action be. The output will, therefore, rise

steadily with the tearing force.

The torn stuff was flung freely off the pulley
;
and

in some cases was caught on a glass plate for microscopic

examination. It was found that in the case of eight

layers of sulphite which had been subjected to a pressure

of 4 kg. per sq. cm. the stuff had become very “ wet,”

and some cellulose mucilage and lacerated fibres were

observed in addition to a few pieces of fibre in a more or

less well preserved condition. On the other hand, the

same number of layers of sulphite (eight) tested under

84 kg. per sq. cm. pressure were transformed into a slimy

mass from which every trace *of the original fibrous

structure had disappeared. The same experiments

were attempted with two layers of sulphite, but presented

considerable difficulty owing to the stuff being rapidly

shredefed into small pieces, so that no real beating took

place.

The following further ccfriclusions were drawn

from the results of the experiments :

—

The rougher the surface of the pulley^ the greater

was the tearing force and the more rapidly the layer

of stuff was abraded.

The tearing forc^is greater for half-stuff than for
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the. corresponding whole stuff, and ^-eater for rags;
than for sulphite, using the same surface of pulley
in every case.

ffp

The original moisture content of the sample affects

tha,magnitude of the tearing force such that the latterl
is greater where the sCuff is comparatively dry,
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t if the stuff contains much
water.

The tearing force is smallest with a thin layer of

stuff and increases quickly with increase in the thickness

up to eight to ten sheets. Beyond this point the effect

of the thickness ceases.

’ This may be explained by the fact that great thick-

ness results in a more uniform distribution of stuff on

the pulley. This causes stuff to be forced into every

minute depression in ?he surface of the pulley, thus

producing a more intensive tearing action and increasing

the force required to produce it. An exception to this

rule was found in the case of cotton half-stuff in which

the tearing force for two sheets in a layer was greater

than that for four sheets.

It will be remarked that the discontinuity of the

curves relating to the original experiments reappears

in the case of most of the new curves. It is seen most

clearly in the curves appertaining to cotton whole stuff

and linen half-stuff. In the latter curves the tearing

force becomes constant, or even diminishes with in-

creasing pressure. In this connection the experiments

have shown that the discontinuity is most marked with

thin layers of stuff and particularly where for any

reason the surface of the pulley has become slightly

less rough. In the diagram (Fig. 39) for cotton whole

stuflf, the curves for three, four, and five layers diverge

considelably from the approximately straight line which

is the characteristic form of curve for greatef thicknesses

^pf stuff. The smoother the surface of the pulley, the

Earlier the curves will commence to diverge from the

i^traight line characteristic
;

and a complete series of

intermediate shapes can be plotted down to the limiting

|burve for the smooth polished pulley,

r 'Each sheet of curv& also contains two curves which
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t

illustrate the variation of the coefficient/ ;
and in which

the curious discontinuity can be detected although it

f/p

is not so marked as in thefp curves. In the experiments

with the smooth polished pulley practically no tearing

of«the stuff could be observed to take place, and the

coefficient/ under thest circumstances must be regarded
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as a coefficient* of friction. The dotted fp curves, for

the smooth polished pulley only ascend slowly or not

at all, and the coefficient of friction, therefore, diminishes

rapidly with increasing pressure. This may be ex-

plained by the fact that even an increase in pressure

cannot bring the fibres into more intimate contact with

the smooth surface of the pulley
;
and it will be noted

that the curves for unbeaten sulphite half-stuff practically

do not ascend at all.

All the remaining stuffs contained a greater or less

quantity of small fibrillse, which with increasing pressure

were caught and torn away by the minutely fine grooves

in the surface of the polished pulley. For these materials

slightly ascending curves were, therefore, obtained.

From experiments carried out with oil and dead-

beaten stuff, Schubert has concluded that the minimum

possible coefficient of friction between half-stuffs and

the bar surfaces of beating tackle is 0-092. It will

be seen from what has already been said that this con-

clusion must be erroneous. The coefficient of friction

usually has a much lower value, being about 0-02 to

0-04 for the range of conditions with which we have

been dealing. Even the tearing coefficient is less than

0-092 providing the pressure is not too low. Schubert

has also produced curves showing the variation of the

beating coefficient /x with different pressures, obtained

by m^suring the power consumptions (in beating

various raw materials). He remarks in thjs connection

that “ the curves obtained from the values of /x tend

to flatten off to a constant value at a beating pressure

which depends on the nature of the half-stuff.” This

constant value Schubert terms the “ specific beating

coefficient ” for the particular half-stuff. The experi-

mental data now sujjpiitted by the author show tftat

this process of thought cannot bl correct : for any given
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material there can neither be a chaActeristic nor 4
specific beating coefficient.

^
Notwithstanding his incorrect conclusions, Schubert’s

investigations are of great scientific interest, and the

author has taken the liberty of reproducing a few of

/>

Schubert’s curves (see Fig. 26 A-E) modified to suil

the co-ordinate system ^adopted in the present work.

All the author’sfp curves embody an error of observa:

tion, inasmuch as the- points corresponding to the lowe^

pressures all 'lie slightly
,
too high, In reality th^

curves should descend rather more steeply at quiti

low pressures than is Shown (as may also be deduct
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Trom Schubect’l curves). The reason is that in owJer
for the samples of stuff to be retained firmly between
the block and the pulley it was necessary to make them
a little larger than the lower surface of the block. A
certain amount of adhesion was thus created between

Biecfchcf^ Su/p/tt^c, /tnts/i€(/ deaden.

Fig. 41.

fthe overlapping portion of the sample ancf the surface

,.pf the pulley. This produced an additional braking

^effect on the pulley such that the lowest observed values

l^ere from 25 to 50 per cent, too high.

Looking at the results of the tearinig experiments

a whole, a marked ^milarity will be noticed between

beating operation in the Beater and the tearing
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phenomena under investigation. The* fallowing arc

a few of the points of resemblance :
—

(1) Rag half-stuff requires more power for tearing

than rag whole st uff— exactly as in the beater.

(2) Sulphite cannot withstand as high a tearing

pressure (beating pressure) as rags. (The tests with

sulphite whole stuff could only be carried out up to a

pressure of about 30 kg. per sq. cm.)

(3) Sulphite was found to tear asunder best in a

thick layer—just as in the beater it works best at a

thick consistency.

(4) The general shape of the curves is similar to that

of the corresponding curves which were drawn for the

specific power consumption of the beater.

All these factors point to a close analogy between

the tearing process which has just been investigated

and the tearing process in the beater, so that it should

be possible to apply to the conditions in the beater

the experience gained from the tearing experiments.

We shall now try to make use of the above con-

clusions for the purpose of analysing the specific power

consumption of the beater.

Equation (23^?) reads :

—

^
e

If the cutting resistance c is sufficiently smaU to be

able to be neglected, then since

.A = V - - - (1^

we may rewrite equation (23^') as follows :

—

"Under these circumstances it therefore follows that

the curve c^uld be derived from the fp~p curve
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by simply al|cring the scales of the co-ordinates, i,c.,

by dividing these scales by t]. For example, with 7^
= 10,

a pressure of 84 kg. per sq. cm. on X\\q fp-p curves would

correspond to an edge pressure of 8*4 kg. per cm. on the

^-pj, curves
;
and a tearing force of 0 kg. per scj. cm. in

the fp-p curves would correspond lo a specific power

consumption of 0-0 m.-kg. per square decimetre of

beating surface per second.

If the tearing curve^ are compared with the curves

for the specific power consumption, it would actually

appear feasible to make these two sets of curves almost

coincide with one another merely by altering the scales

of the co-ordinates. It is, therefore, rc'asonable to

conclude that the value of the term containing c will

generally have only a minor effect on the value of the

specific power consumption.
*

Thus, for example, with rj = 10, the /x curve (Fig. 25c)

for beating rags corresponds exactly with the tearing

curve for cotton (Fig. 38) and is only slightly higher

than the corresponding curve in Fig. 39. With a

similar value of rj, the curves in Figs. 25b and E, for

edge pressures up to about 3-5 kg,, coincide very closely

with the tearing curves for thick layers (Figs. 41 and 40).

As the edge pressure increases above this value,

so the /i curves ascend much more steeply than the

tearing curves would lead one to anticipate. This is,

however, quite natural, for the beating pressure will then

have become so high that the fibrages are almost severed,

with the result that not only is, a considerable cutting

resistance introduced, but at the maximum edge pressure

there will also be direct contact and, therefore, friction

between the actual metallic surfaces (/ = 0T7). Refer-

ring to the two curves marked A in Fig. 25e, the lower

one represents readiiigs taken after twenty minutes,

while the readings for the upper curve^ were taken with
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finished beaten stuff after 4| hours beating-* time. They

indicate that towards the end of the beating operation

the fibrages are much more easily severed or torn than

on commencing to beat. The readings for curves C

and B in the same figure were taken after 3j and 6J
hours of beating respectively.

I'he curves in Figs. 25a and E refer to experiments

carried out with Kraft pulp in beater Mil 13. The

curves in Fig. 25d together with ^urve A in Fig. 25a were

obtained with 8 mm. bedplate bars and curve B in

Fig. 25a with 14 mm. bedplate bars. For i7<:10, the

curves obtained with the thin bedplate bars correspond

exactly with the tearing curves for sulphite in thick

layers (F'ig. 41). On the other hand, curve B in Fig.

25a is of a shape which is characteristic when the layer

of stuff is too thin in comparison with the intensity of

the tearing action which it is called upon to withstand.

The foregoing examples show that useful informa-

tion concerning the working conditions can be derived

by systematically plotting curves for the specific power

consumption of a beater at various pre.ssures and

various consistencies and comparing these curves with

the tearing curves. As far as the author is aware,

systematic tests of this nature have not yet been carried

. out for the ordinary range of consistencies met with

in practice (4 to 8 per cent.). Schubert’s results are

the only ones available, and they only apply 4o con-

sistencies uptto 4 per cent, and to edge pressures up to

1 kg. The effect of ijie resistance to cutting can be

clearly seen from these experiments : all the curves

for 1 per cent, consistency are above those for 4 per cent,

consistency, whereas according to the tearing curves

01^ would expect to find lower values. The explana-^

tion is that at 1 per ceqt. consistency the cuttiner resist-""

ance is greater tl^an at 4 per cent.



Unfortun|teV, it is fundamentally impossible* to

I'analyse the specific power consumption with exactitude

owing to the fact that equation (23^3:) contains two terms

-tj and e which cannot be directly measured. It is,

tlierefore, an equation with two unknowns and necossi-

' tates resort in some measure to estimation.



CHAPTER IV

THE POWER CONSUMPTION FOR
ROTATING THE ROLL IN THE STUFF

It has been seen from equation (18^7) how to determine

the amount of power (N,^) absorbed in rotating the roll

in the stuff when it is raised clear of the bedplate. More-

over, it was pointed out that this power is partly con-

sumed by the whipping of the flybars against the circu-

lating stuff, and partly absorbed in friction losses in the

stuff. We shall now proceed to investigate this portion

of the total power consumption of the beater.

The power consumed in the whipping of the bars

on the stuff has been investigated so frequently ^ that

it is almost impossible to add anything new. The

stuff approaches the roll quite slowly in an approximately

horizontal direction and is then suddenly compelled to

take part in the motion of the flybars. In addition to

this, if the backfall is incorrectly designed, it is possible

for a further quantity of stuff to enter the cells on the

backfall side of the bedplate, in which case there will

be still more stuff subjected to the whipping action.

Finally, evqn in the best beaters, a certain amount of

stuff will always be prried right round by the roll

(spitting). Presumably this stuff in its 4Dassage over

the top of the roll will be flung against the interior surface

of the hood several times prior to dropping down in

front of the roll and being caught up by the flybars

* Kirchner, “Das Papier. IV., Ganzstoffe,” p. 13; and Pfarr,

“ llollaender und dejen Kraftverbrauch,” reprint, p. 16.

140
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again (see ]^ig* 42). Thus this portion of the s*tuff

will be subjected to the whipping action repeatedly.

It may be assumed that the blows or impacts of the

flybars on the stuff are in the nature of impacts between

inelastic bodies (the stuff may be compared to lumps

of clay). The energy absorbed on impact or the work

done on impact will then be proportional to the square

of the speed of the flybars, if the slight velocity with

which the stuff approaches the roll be neglected. Now
since bo4;h bodies are inelastic, on impact an amount of

energy will be converted into heat, which# is equal to

the kinetic energy still possessed by the flybars after

impact. Therefore, if 1 kilo of stuff enters the cells,

the amount of energy consumed in whipping this

quantity of stuff will be

2 . metre-kilograms,
**.!»

# •

where g is the acceleration due to gravi^.
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The letter G will now be used to deno^; the number

of kilos of stuff which flow through any given cross

section of the trough in one second. This quantity can

be determined with some degree of. accuracy for a

portion of the trough remote from the roll, if the dimen-

sions of the cross section are known and a stick inserted

perpendicularly in the stuff. The speed of the stick

will be the same as the speed of the stuff, assuming

the travel to be uniform over the whole of the cross
I

section. (It will nearly always be found that the stick

retains its vertical position, thus showing that there

can be no appreciable difference between the speed of

the stuff at the top of the cross section and that at the

bottom.) This holds good for the average range of

consistencies and provided the interior surface of the

trough is not too rough or corroded. One would

accordingly be inclined to think that the power con-

sumed by the flybars in striking the stuff (whipping)

should be given by G.— . In point of fact, however,

g
the power consumption will be greater, because one

portion of the stuff in traversing the roll will be struck

two or more times, while a certain quantity of stuff

will not circulate round the trough, but will pass right

over the roll and will also be struck several times.

The expression for the power absorbed in whipping

will, therefore, be :

—

C.G. — m.-kg. per sec.,

where C is a coefficient (greater than 1) the value of

which depends on the shape of the backfall and thi

effectiveness of the doctor.

It was formerly thought that the amount of stuff (GQS

transported per secon^ by the roll increases with the

speed of the fjybars. This is not the case.
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beaters met yifti under industrial conditions, the trans-

.

porting capacity of the roll is far in excess of the rate of

flow of the stuff round the trough. The latter is only

affected to a small extent by the speed of the roll
^

and is chiefly influenced by the height of the backfall,

the smoothness of the interior surface and shape of the

trough, the slope of the trough floor, and by the con-

sistency of the stuff. As soon as the stuff reaches the

crown of the backfall it moves, under the pressure of

the frq^hly arriving stuff, as a composite mass, following

the slope of the floor until the roll is reached again.

Without a backfall it is, therefore, impossible to produce

circulation of the stuff (in the ordinary hollander).

The motion of the stuff is not in the nature of a flow

in the ordinary sense of the word. It may perhaps be

compared best with the valleyward movement of a

glacier under the pressure of the upper masses of ice.

We now come to consider that portion of the power

consumption which is due to friction losses in the stuff.

It will be necessary to investigate this question rather

more closely than the previous one, because erroneous

ideas are still generally prevalent in connection with

the internal friction of beater stuff. All the workers

who have so far been engaged in investigating the

matter have started with the assumption that stuff

may be regarded as a liquid, and have made use of the

ia'ws governing the flow of liquids.^ On this basis the

friction is found to be proportional to the square of the

speed and the power absorbed in friction to the cube

bf the speed. These results correspond to the laws

' Kirchner arrived at the same conclusion in his investigations, “ Das

Napier. IV., Ganzstoffe,’^ p. 224. •

^ * Pfarr, “ Hollaender und deren Kraftverbrauch,” reprint, p. H

;

Hauesner, “ Der Hollaender,” p. 9 ; Kirchner, “ Das Papier. IV., Ganz-

p. 231.
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governing the frictional resistance of^slyips and the

flow of water through pipes.
*

It must not be forgotten, however, that these laws

only hold as long as true liquids are being dealt with.

Before applying them to the beater it is first necessary

to examine whether the stuff actually behaves in a

similar manner to a liquid. The chief properties of

liquids will, therefore, first be enumerated and it will

then remain to be determined whether stuff of the usual

range of consistencies (say 5 to 16 per cent.) possesses the

same characteristics.

A liquid may be defined as a body the particles of

which become displaced relatively to one another under

the influence of even the smallest forces
;
notwithstand-

ing the fact that there is a certain amount of friction

between the individual particles. Moreover, according

to Maxwell, if one layer of a liquid is moved relatively

to another and parallel layer, then the friction between

the two lay('rs is independent of the pressure (contrary

to solid bodies), but is proportional to the area of the

surface and to the difference between the velocities of

the two layers. Successive layers of a liquid may,

therefore, possess different velocities, and the velocity

of any individual particle will depend on its distance

from the boundary surfaces of the moving layer to

which it belongs.

The fact that beater stuff can retain a sloping free

surface is already sufficient to demonstrate that it does

not fall within the definition of a liquid. Even if stuff

is allowed to stand in a%eater for twelve or twenty-four

hours its surface may not become perfectly horizontal.

A certain minimum of effort ^ is, therefore, required

‘ Eichhorn reports in one of his tests that a spanner weighing 11 lbs.

remained on top of the stuff in the beater without sinking in more than

half-an-inch.
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in order to^ pVoduce relative movement between^ the

particles of ‘stuff. The resistance to this movement

does not, however, decrease to zero when the rc'lative

velocities approach zero. It is, thiTefore, impossible

for the laws governing the internal friction (viscosity)

of liquids to apply to the stuff in the beater
;

for these

laws lay down that the friction is proportional to the

difference in velocities. Beater stuff, therefore, cannot

be regarded as a liquid, and it is incorrect to apply

to the beater such formtilt'E as Froude’s for the resistance

of ships or those for the flow of liquids through

pipes.

By carefully ol)serving the behaviour of moderately

thick stuff in the beater the impression is obtained that

a considerable amount of internal friction is at work.

The stuff “ rolls ” round the trough in a characteristically

turgid manner. The friction against the sides of the

trough is obviously less than the internal friction of

the stuff itself, and only where the surfaces of the

trough are specially rough or corroded is the friction

against them sufficient to disturb slightly the adjacent

portions of stuff.

If the laws covering the behaviour of liquids were

applicable to stuff, it would mean that ther(‘ would

exist in the beater conditions of flow similar to those in

a liquid moving faster than its critical velocity. That

is to say, the speed of the stuff would increase towards

the centre of the stream, and there would be an eddy

motion (in these circumstances the resistaifce is approxi-

mately proportional to the ^uarc of the vclocityj.

Such conditions of motion, however, do not obtain in

the beater.

A simple experiment will explain 4:he matter still

more clearly. If a coloured straight line is paiftted

square across the ^tirface of thfc stuff at the upper end
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of the open side of an ordinary beater ' trc^ugh, it will

be found that when this portion of the stun has reached

the lower end of the same side of the trough, the coloured

straight line is still straight and still at right angles to

the sides of the trough. This experiment and the one

already referred to with the upright stick inserted in the

stuff, together show that the velocity of the stuff is very

nearly constant over the whole of its cross section.

No internal movements take place in the stuff other

than those naturally produced by the curvatures and

contractions of the trough. The motion of the stuff

does not even resemble the flow of a liquid at less than

its critical velocity (where the resistance is proportional

to the speed), for even under these conditions of flow

the particles in the centre of the liquid stream would

travel more rapidly than those at the sides.

At the points of curvature, or where the stuff is in

juxtaposition to the roll, it certainly is possible for

cleavage surfaces to be formed, and a sliding action

then occurs. It is also well known that so-called dead

spots arc liable to be formed where a portion of the stuff

remains stationary and does not circulate while the

remainder of the stuff flows by. The friction between

the stationary and the moving surfaces, however, does

not appear to produce any internal motion in the stuff,

and it must, therefore, be assumed that the force

necessary to overcome the frictional resistance between

two layers of stuff is independent of the relative speeds

of the layers.* If the frictional resistance diminished

with the speecf, then as the speed was reduced one would

expect to find some internal motion in the stuff.

There would thus appear to be some ground for the

following assumptions :— r

I That the internal friction of the stuff in the

beater is independent of any difference in the speeds^
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different |»rfions of it (similar to the case of sojid

^'bodies). ^

.
2. That the friction between two surfaces of cleavage

is independent of the pressure between them, so that

an increase in pressure docs not bring the particles

forming the two surfaces into more intimate contact

’ with one another (corresponding to the friction in

liquids).

3. That the friction is proportional to the area of

the surface at which frfttion occurs (corresponding to

the friction in liquids).

We thus are called upon to deal with a special kind

of friction, the unit of which may be described as the

force (in kilograms) required to move one layer of

stuff over an adjacent layer, the area of the surface of

cleavage being 1 sq. m. (coefficient of friction of a pulpy

; mass).^

It is possible to investigate the truth of the above
“ assumptions by means of experimental apparatus

(comprising a beater roll fitted into a tall, enclosed

^dasing, stuffing boxes being provided at the points

rwhere the shaft emerges from the casing. The roll is

> driven by a variable speed motor. If the casing is

[filled with pulp up to above the level of the top of the

> roll, the power required to drive the roll can be measured

[^at various speeds and various pressures. Care must,

[I'of course, be taken that the cells are actually filled with

Stuff. Such experiments arc very troublesome to carry

|qUt, and were for this reason omitted from Ihe present

Iwork.

Observations were, however, obtained with the aid

unit possesses the same dimensions as cohesion; but the

P^nomenon differs from cohesion in that the latter operates in the main

td^the point where motion commences, whereas the internal friction

m^s occurs durii^ motion.
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of jhc simpler apparatus illustrated in Fi^. 43 and 44,

consisting of two wooden “boats.” F.ivh boat was

wtiighted with sufficient shot to make it weigh 1*02

times as much as the volume of water which it displaced
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on imnicrsiol\. *Thc specific gravity of the beater stuff

also being 1 it followed that the boats when im-

mersed in stuff tended to remain in equilibrium. Th(‘

wood was well varnished so as to avoid any possible

change of weight due to absorption of water. A
rectangular hole (()-2()x0-25 m.) was formed in one

of the Ijoats and fitted with sheet metal cross strips as

shown in Fig. 42). This boat was thrust down into a

Fig. 44.

beater pi such a way that the hole was filled with stuff

;

and with the aid of a spring balance it was then dragged

through the stuff. The spring balance registered the

total resistance to movement* This resistance was

partly due to the fact that the boat had to cleave for

itself a passage through the stuff, and partly to the

internal friction of the stuff acting ov^r an area of

2x0*20x0-25 =0*1 sq. m.

The boat withofft the hole •(Fig. 41) was used to
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measure the Vesistancc clue merely to the cleavage of a

passage. Th^ difference between the readings of the

two boats gave the resistance due to internal friction

over an area of 0-1 sq. m. It appeared that the value

of this friction was quite independent of the speed at

which the boat moved. The results of these experi-

ments are shown in Table XXL, the “
^7
” values having

been obtained with the boat shown in Fig. 13, and the

“ 6 ” values with that shown in Fig. 4L

It is probable that ttic sharp variations in the value

of the coefficient of friction, which occur notably during

the first stages of beating just after the beater has been

filled, are partly attributable to the stuff not being

thoroughly broken up and varying in consistency in

different parts of the beater. It is probably also due

to this that the power consumption of a beater generally

fluctuates so considerably during the first half hour or

so after filling.

Following what has been said above, the frictional

resistance over a surface area of A sq. metres will be

^A, and is independent of the pressure or the speed.

If this surface is moved at a speed of metres per

ipbnd. then the amount of work required to overcome

tr^ frictional resistance will be (j>Av. The accuracy

of the latter statement has unfortunately not been

established with absolute precision
;
and having regard

to the jiature of the available experimental data exact

proof is impracticable. It will be found, however,

that in adopting this theory of the friction of the stuff

as a basis of calculation, nothing arises which is in-

bonjpatible with it
;
which fact tends in a measure to

slibstantiate the truth of the theory.

'^Tn the case of the beater, which invdlves measuring

^he, friction between the stuff rotating in the cells Mid

|]^e practically stati^ary stuff iff the trough or backfall
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pocket, the area A must be rcpresei>ted b/ that portion

of the surface of the roll which is submerged in the stuff

(LU), as shown in Fig. 42. For the sake of simplicity

the working surfaces of the bars may be included in

this area. If the stuff located in each cell were not

eddying, then the difference in speeds to be considered

would for all practical purposes be equal to the speed

of the fiybars, viz., v metres per second. On this

assumption the energy consumed per second in over-

coming friction would be ^LlJz^ metre-kilograms. In.

reality the conditions are not quite so simple, for, as

will be seen from Fig. 7, the difference in speeds is

only V,.. As against this, however, there are other

frictional losses due to internal friction in the eddies

and to the friction of the stuff in the cells against the

surfaces of the flybars. In addition, there may be a

rotary movement of stuff in the backfall pocket which

will also cause friction losses.^ It must be assumed

that all these friction losses each increase in proportion

to the speed of the flybars, and the total friction loss

can, therefore, be expressed by metre-kilograms

per second, where c is a coefficient which is independent

of the speed of the flybars.

At this point reference may be made to Haussner’s

experiments on the internal friction in stuff.^ Haussner

regarded the stuff as a liquid, and employed the formulae

governing the flow of liquids through pipes
;
,but he

nevertheless reached a conclusion which, to some

extent, tallies with the view expressed above, namely

that the internal friction is independent of the

^ It is not necessary to take account of the friction of the end f^tces

of the roll against <he stuff
;
because the bangers will ensure th^S[kny

stug^entcring the clearance between the walls of the trough and the* ends

of the roll will be at once removed.

- Haussner, “ Der Hollaenclcr,” pp. 10-38.
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• ^difference irt speeds between contacting layers .of

‘stuff.

His experiments were conducted with stuff flowing

through a pipe of 40 mm. bore
;

but could only be

carried out at (juite thin consistencies. Already at

consistencies of 3 to 4 per cent, the effect of the pipe

w^alls was such as to cause the stuff to form lodgments

through which the water drained out. Had larger

pipes been used, the stuff would no doubt have flowed

through at considerably* higher consistencies under the

pressure which was available.

The object of the (‘xperiments was to determine the

value of the coefficient of resistance which is contained

in the ordinary expression for the loss of h(‘ad in a pipe.

This expression is as follows :

—

^ F -iv’

where / is the length of the pipe.

u is the length of the wetted perimeter.

F is the cross-sectional area.

7U is the speed of the stuff.

//, is the loss of head due to th(‘ resistance of the

pipe.

Notwithstanding the fact that no observations were

obtained at high or even moderately high consistencies,

Haussner claims to have settled that the coefficient of

resistance of a pipe to the flow of stuff through it is

given by the following expression

^ - P sjw

where p is the consistency expressed in percentage, and

B, C, and D are constants depending on the nature

of the stuff.

In attempting tp corroborate this conclusion it vt^as

found that when the'stuff only tfavelled slowly through
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th€ pipe the loss of head was very much^ greater than^i

the value for ^ given by the above expression. Haussner

Ap*
compensates for this by introducing the term —̂

,
so

that the equation becomes

w-

B
1 ).

C - p XIw

According to Haussner the first term V alone

in this equation is the determining one when the rate

of travel of the stuff is slow and the consistency fairly

'

thick. Neglecting the last two terms and inserting

Ap2
the value $

= — - in the formula for the resistance of
zv^

a pipe to the flow of liquids, we have

It will be seen from this that Haussner’s investiga-

tions also lead to the conclusion that the pressure

required to deliver stuff through a pipe is independent

of the velocity, where the consistency is fairly- thigki

This conclusion agrees closely with that formulated by

the author on the basis of the experiments with the

wooden boats.

The power consumed in merely rotating the roll in

the stuff is made up of the power consumption foi

whipping plus that for overcoming the frictional

resistance Between the roll and the stuff : it may,

therefore, be written

'NR=i(?%2 + 4LUi;) - -
- (24)

During thfe course of the tests carried out witK

bd&ters with individual drive from a variable

motor, frequent readings of the power consumption^
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were taken various roll speeds. The values of ’Nj.

determined ift this way will now he examined with a

view to confirming the truth of equation (24). This

can best- be done graphically and by employing a fresh

variable T in place of the variable Nj^. It

V

should be noted that T will now represent the total

resistance offered by the stuff to the rotation of the roll,

if this resistance be imagined in the form of a force

acting tangentially to the surface of the roll. Substitut-

ing T for N,> in equation (24) we then get

T =^% + «j>L\) - • - (2irt)

in which T is expressed as a function of v. This is the

equation to a straight line originating at a point

T^=e<^LU distant from the T-axis, and having a slope

CG
tan j3 =—

,
being the angle between the straight

line and the 7;-axis. The equation may, therefore, be

simplified and written as follows :

—

T = z;tan/^ + T, - -
- (M)

For the purpose of investigating the experimental

results, the values found for T at various roll speeds v

are plotted and a straight line drawn through them

in each case. The values of T^ and tan j8 can then

be measured direct from these graphs. If now the

amount cf stuff (G) transported per second and the

internal coefficient of friction ^ have been determined

"^previously to taking the power (jpnsumption readings,

then it is quite simple to find the values of C and €

^respectively from the equations :

—

r -S tan ^c—

—

(25)

md
</.LU

(26)
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'Table XXIV. (see Fig. 45h).—Beater ^No. S5

WITH Sulphite '

j

LU,'- T.

0 *-*
i

Fig.

m.-’ kg. kg.^m.“
sec. ^

i

l-OS 7-5

1

0-3 7

i

45ii

The values found experimentally are shown in

Tables XXII. to XXIV., those for v and T also being

plotted in Figs. 45a-H, and a straight line drawn

as closely as possible through them. (It will be ex-

plained later why, in drawing this line, no notice was

taken of the point corresponding to =5 rn. per second.)

The values deduced from the graphs for tan jS and

are also shown in the tables. (In evaluating tan /5 it must

be remembered that the scale adopted for the z/-axis

is ten times larger than that of the T-axis.) The

last columns of the tables contain the values of CG
and as calculated from those of tan j8 and T^. No
direct observations were taken of G and

(f).
This is

unfortunate, as they would have been illuminating

and have affo^rded some measure of check on the calcu-

lated results. At the time of carrying out the experi-

ments, however, the importance of mathematical treat-

ment was not realised as fully as it came to be later,

and the desirability of taking the observations in

question did not suggest itself.'

The Power Consumption Occasioned by the

Whipping Action on 'the Stuff.—It will be seen
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jFrom Table XXII. that with the consistency remaining

practically urfchanged the value of CG increases very

rapidly as the furnish (0) increases. During the

various experiments the rate of travel G did not vary

appreciably, so that the increase in the value of CG
must be due to the factor C increasing in value, probably

owing to fresh stuff entering the cells after the latter'

had passed over the bedplate. For the observations

recorded in Tal)le XXJI. no hood was fitted to the

beater, and when filled with the maximum furnish, the

level of the stuff reached to 300 mm. above the crown

of the backfall. It is, therefore, easy to understand

that the high power consumption may be attributable

to the re-entry of stuff into the cells.

In drawing straight lines through the points in

the graphs, the point corresponding to the lowest flybar

speed is disregarded, and frequently falls considerably

above the straight line. This is due to the fact that

at a flybar speed of about 5 m. per second the stuff

possesses so little centrifugal energy that it is not

flung off the roll quickly enough. The roll, thcTefore,

carries it right round, and heavy spitting takes place,

thus producing an abnormally high point in the

graphs.'

For the observations recorded in Table XXIII. a

doctor was fitted into the hood of the beater, as shown

in Fig. ^2, the edge of the doctor being only about 8 mm.

distant from the roll. The backfall was glade a little

higher and the width of the backfall pocket reduced

from 50-60 mm. to 10 mm. These alterations produced

no appreciable reduction in the power consumed for

whipping
;

but slightly increased the rate of travel,

thus reducing the value of the coefficient* C.

The experiment^ with beater No. S5 (see T^lile

XXIV.) were carried out with* a consistency of only
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5*4 per cent., and showed that the greater part of the<

power consumption Nr is absorbed in Vhippirig the

stuff. This can also be seen from the graph in Fig.

45h, for the line here forms a very large angle with the

z^-axis. With this beater no difficulty was experienced,

owing to the stuff not being flung off the roll properly

at low roll speeds.

The Power Consumed in Overcoming Friction

in the Stuff.—Table XXII. shows the values for

found from Figs. 45a-B, at consistencies of about

8 per cent. These values vary between 27 and 33 kg.

per square metre. For the moment it is sufficient to

note that there is no apparent discrepancy between

thena and the figures for ^ shown in Table XXL which

correspond to the wooden boat experiments. When
it is remembered that the former values were obtained

at roll speeds of 5 to 8 m. per second, while the latter

relate to speeds of only a few centimetres a second, it

must be agreed that the two sets of results coincide

very closely with one another. It was to be expected

from the beginning that the coefficient € must be less

than 1. The foregoing lends additional probability to

the assumption that the internal friction in the stufi’ i^

independent of the speed factor.
'

‘

f

.

After the backfall had been altered and a l^^i^

fitted as described above, the values found for ’

60

(see Table XXIII. and Figs. 45e-G) became mu<?h

lower. Thif was to be expected, owing to there being

no eddy motion in the backfall pocket. The clearance

between roll and backfall being only 10 mm., the whole

of the stuff in the backfall pocket was able to keep pace

with the flybars
;
and instead of there being frictiqj|

of stuff against stuff (internal friction), the friction;

no^ took place between the stuff and the smooth sheet!

copper surface of the blickfall.
*

<



Table XXIV. shows that at 5*4 per cent, consistency

the friction %ss is only small. This also was to be

expected, for the internal friction diminishes rapidly as

the consistency decreases.

The various points which have just been discussed

indicate that it is no easy matter to ensure efficient

delivery of the stuff by the roll. An apparently un-

important alteration to the shape of the backfall or an

unsuitable roll speed may be sufficient to cause un-

necessary waste of power The speed of the roll

must be such that at a minimum of power consumption

it will just deliver the quantity of stuff corresponding

to the circulation round the trough. If the roll runs

too slowly, the centrifugal energy of the stuff will be

too small" to allow it to be flung over the crown of the

backfall. The roll will then commence to spit
;
and the

cells will have to handle the stuff which is carried right

round the roll in addition .to thclt which circulates round

the trough. This means that they will be required to

hold more stuff, and so the power consumed for whip-

ping will be increased.

If the roll speed is too high, the power consumption

for whipping will go up (the tangential force T increases)

unless the increased centrifugal force causes the roll

to spit less.' At the highest roll speeds a sudden

diminution in the tangential force T has frequently

been remarked
;
and possibly this is due to a reduction

in the spitting action.

(If it were true that the laws^governing the frictional

resistance of ships also apply to beater stuff, it would

^ The whole of the considerations involved in ftiis connection have

dealt with thoroughly by Kirchner :
“ Das Papier. IV., Ganzstipffe,’’

the authorjrecommends to those interested|)p. 214-234, a study of wlfth

I subject.
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1
.

" f

ihon be necessary to write equation (24) in the„

form t

7r)NR = A?;- + B7;^

whence
'V = Av ^ B?'-,

where A and B arc coefficients which are independent

of V. This equation represents a scries of parabolas

which all pass through the origin of the system of

co-ordinates. Their axes are parallel to the ordinate

axis
;

and as A and B are always positive the co-

ordinates of the vertices of the parabolas will all be

negative. If, for example, such a parabola is drawn

through one of the experimentally found points in

Fig. 45e, the impossibility of making the parabola

coincide with the remaining points will at once be

realised. (The parabola is shown dotted and marked
‘‘

<2 .”) The limiting parabolas to the above equation

arc also shown, and it is quite clear that no |)arabola

within these limits can pass/ through the remaining

experimental points.

It is thus established that the internal friction in

beater stuff does not obey the same laws as apply to

the frictional resistance of liquids.)



CHAPTER V

PARALLEL BEATER BARS. MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM CUTTING ANGLE

Although flybars and bedplate bars exactly parallel to

one another have seldom if ever been employed for

any length of time, accounts of experience in working

them are on record. For example, the author was

informed by an experienced beaterman that with a

beater roll about 1,200 mm. length on face, no cutting

effect can be obtained, unless the bedplate bars arc

set back at least 50 mm. From another source it was

stated that the power consumption of the boater is so

great when the bars arc parallel that the belt is thrown

off. Clayton Beadle and Stevens, in their oft-quoted

treatise, say that if roll and bedplate bars are parallel

to one another, a maximum drawing-out effect but

practically no cutting action will be obtained. At the

same time the beater will require more power, as a

greater amount of power is needed to draw out the fibres

than to cut them. It is not intended to enter here into

a criticism of this explanation of the increase in power

:onsumption
;

but it will be shown that the theory of

:he adhesion of fibrages to the^bar edges explains how

:t is that a beater with parallel bars takes a great deal

af power and only exercises a slight cutting effect.

It will be assumed that in the ca§e of the lawn-

mower already referred to, the stationary knives are

Darallel to the revolving one|, and that the knives

173
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ire wrapped round with hemp fibres afon^ their entire

length. It will then be impossible withcyit using force

to cause one of the revolving knives to pass a stationary

knife : resistance to motion will be offered along the

entire length of each knife. It will be otherwise,

however, if the knives are set at an angle to one another.

At any particular moment the stationary knife will then

only offer resistance at a single point, and it will be

possible to move the mower and overcome this resistance

with ease.

Let us now compare this example with the conditions

obtaining in the beater.

A beater with roll and bedplate bars set obliquely

to one another will absorb practically a constant amount

of power over short intervals of time, since the cutting

resistance is exerted at a large number of individual

points.^ The smaller the angle between the roll and

bedplate bars, the smaller will be the number of points

of intersection (see equation (2)), and the greater will

be the fluctuation in the number of points of inter-

section during the course of rotation of the roV bars.

Since, when there are few points of intersection, each

individual point exerts a greater cutting resistance, the^

operation of the beater must, therefore, become un-.

steady. This becomes most noticeable when the bars

are exactly parallel, as in that case each bar will offer a

resistance to the rotation of the roll along its entire;

length at the moment of engagement. This resistance^

may be so great that the momentum of the roll, together'

with the pull of the belts will be insufficient to overcome;

^ (?) the number of bar intersections, remains practically constant thC;

whole time. Kirchner has shown that the area of contact (F) at varioui-

positions of the flybars does not fluctuate much if the bars are set fairly}

obliquely
;
and as (?) varies with (F) it follows that (?) also will hot chang^|

much.
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it : and instfad'of cutting the fibre the roll will be lifted

up over the ]^yer of fibre on the bar edges, and then

drop again. This jumping action of the roll will

necessarily involve a considerable additional power

consumption. It is thus seen that the effects of.setting

roll and bedplate bars parallel can be fully explained

by the fibrage theory.

Having regard to the above it is clear that the

cutting angle a=a^±a,, must not be too small. The

minimum permissible limit may be taken to be :

—

50
tan = = 0*042

;
that is to say, a>2J°.i

It has been shown previously that the shortening

effect of the beating tackle is proportional to the cutting

,

length, and we have

L
w,..;;/-, .

" cos a^,

From a first glance at this equation one might be

' led to suppose that the srfiortening effect increases with

the angle a^, seeing that cos a occurs in the denominator.

.This is, however, not the case, for the term, m ' —
^ cos

as a whole, represents the aggregate length of the

working edges of the bedplate bars. It is this length,

/ and not merely the size of the angle a^, which determines

the cutting effect. If the area of contact (L.B') of

^the beSplate is fixed, it is only possible to increase the

/ cutting effect either by using thinner barspr by spacing

; the bars more closely together.,

p' ’ Either of these measures will result in the aggregate

f^length of the bedplate bars, and therefore also the

^ The minimum cutting angle should be grtfeter when handling

t^Jialf-stuff or if the roll is light, as the latter then has a greater teijdency
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cutting length, being increased. The mofe effective of the

will probably be to employ thinner bars
;

for this"

will also give a higher beating pressure (for the same

weight of roll).

It .is generally considered that the greater the

cutting angle adopted, the greater will be the shortening

effect obtained on the stuff.^ This view is based

principally on the extensive cutting effects observed with

elbow, zigzag and similar bedplates. The most likely

explanation of this fact, however, is that such bed-

plates usually possess a far greater aggregate length

of bar edge than ordinary bedplates with straight

bars. 2 M the bars are bent zigzag fashion they will

form a larger angle with the flybars, and a thin bar

bent in this manner will be just as strong mechanically

as a thicker bar set at a smaller angle with the flybars.

By employing thinner bars a longer aggregate cutting

edge can be embodied in the same area of bedplate, and

this is the only reason why such bedplates appear to

give a comparatively large cutting effect. Jagenberg,

who possessed an instinctive knowledge of the,mode

of operation of the beater, was also of opinion that the

cutting angle is apt to be made excessively large

;

and that for the purpose of obtaining the most efficient

shortening action, the cutting angle should be kept as

small as possible.^

If the cutting angle is very large it may happen

that the flybars will carry away the fibrage on the

bedplate barr. so that the fibres remain uncut
;

or if

^ Cross and Sevan, “ Text-Book of Paper Making,” pp. 213-214;

Clayton Beadle and Stevens, “ Theory and Practice of Beating.”

“ Hofmann states that the bars in elbowed bedplates are frequently

only 2-4 mm. thick, ^nd also draws attention to the comparatively large

cutting surface of zigzag bedplates.

^ Jagenberg, “ Das Hollaendergeschirr,” 1894,
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tile bedplate bars are elbowed the flybars may for.ce

the stuff into 4he elbow angles of the bedplate bars and

only a part of the fibres will be cut.

This is demonstrated by the fact that the maximum
wear on the flybars takes place at the points which

engage with the angular portions of the bedplate bars.^

Clayton Beadle, therefore, seems somewhat illogical in

expressing the view that the maximum cutting eftcct

is obtained with a cutting angle of 45°. It must, on

the contrary, be assumed that the cutting effect per

metre length of bar has already commenced to decrease

at this angle, or as jagenberg puts it, this extreme

^ angle. represents “ too much of a good thing.” Since

there is a minimum limit for the cutting angle which

can be usefully employed, it is to be assumed that there

- is also a maximum limit to it. This upper limit can

be determined from a knowledge of the coefficient of

friction (/) between the bars and the stuff, as follows :

—

Fig. 46 shows a particle of stuff located bctvv^een a

pair of bars engaging with one another. The flybar

presses on the particle with a force A, while the bedplate

Clayton Beadle and Steens, “ Theory and Practice of Beating ”

;

Das Papier. IV., Ganzstoffe,’' p. 102.

.

12
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bar exercises a pressure B on the particle. The condi-.

tions for equilibrium will then be :

—

A cos a 4-/A sin a = B cos a., +/ sin

and 0

A sin 0
, + B sin fJt..=/A cos a +/B cos

whence

tan + =

If we put (a„, 4a^)=a, which represents the total

cutting angle, then the expression can be written in

the following way :

—

tan

Under certain conditions the coefficient of friction

(/) can be as much as 0*30 to O-dO. For / = 0'40, a

(the cutting angle) is about 43®.

It thus appears that with a cutting angle of 43®

there is alre ady a danger ef the fibres being carried

away by the roll bar edges instead of being cut. This

value must, therefore, be looked upon as ih€ upper

limit for the cutting angle, and the latter should, there-

fore, never be less than 3° of greater than 43®,



PART 111

THE CONDITIONS GOVERNING

THE FORMATION OF FIBRAGES
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THfi CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE
FORMATION OF FIBRAGES

In the early part of this book three main equations

(lOfl?), (IW), (12^) wei^ evolved to express the output

of the beater. The applicability of these equations

was then investigated with the aid of comparative

‘ beating tests.

In a number of cases it was found that the equations

gave results which corresponded closely with those

obtained experimentally. In other cases, where the

calculated values were not in agreement with the

experimental values, the discrepancy was explained

by the fact that one of the beaters did not give a

sufficiently high rate of travel : the stuff circulated so

slowly, that insufficient quantities were available for the

proper formation of fibrages.

The first essential to obtaining satisfactory output

from a beater is, therefore, that the conditions should

be favourable for the formation of fibrages, and it is

thus not without interest to examine these conditions

more closely.

Un/ortunately, it is impossible to observe the

fibrages visually,^ for the moment the fiybar leaves

f £ •
' Translator' sNote .—The author informs me that on one occasion

,, he was able actually to observe fibrages. The housing of a Jordan refiner

in the mill suddenly fractured. One of the fragments fouled the plug,

;
caosiftg it to jam and stop dead. On removing the lop half of the hous-"

I mg, fibrages were seen to be adhering to the plug bars precisely in the

manner described in the Resent work in connection with the theory of

action of beating tackle.—R. M.
' ^
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the, stuff its fibrage is naturally flung off at once. One

is, therefore, necessarily confined either to (investigating

7mm

O

Fig. 47.

analogous phenomena visually, or else dealing with the

matter by theoretical methods.
'

Previous reference has repeatedly been made to the

Fig. 48.

formation of a ^fibrage on the .blade of a knife, and the

most promise seemed to be offered by commencing the

investigations with some experiments of this nature.
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A smooth steel rod mm. long, fitted with a handle

and of square cross section, was employed (see Fig.

47)

. The rod was drawn through the stuff (see Fig.

48) with one of its sharp edges kept continuously to

the front, thus causing a fibrage to collect on thte edge.

The size and appearance of the fibrage was found to

depend on the speed at which the rod was drawn through

the stuff. In order to ensure that every part of the rod

should be moving at the same speed, it was accordingly

necessary to keep it pat^illel to its initial position during

the whole of its advance through the stuff. Moreover,

it was important that its speed should approximate

roughly to that of a beater flybar, i.e.y say 9 to 10 m.

per second. To effect this by hand required a certain

amount of practice, which was acquired by repeatedly

throwing a stone upwards to a height of 14 to 18 ft.,

for which purpose it is necessary for the hand to travel

at a speed of some 9 to 10 m. per second. Having

thus attained the required standard of skill the experi-

ments were commenced.

Tbe first showed that at thin consistencies the fibres

readily tend to lie transversely across the edge of the

rod in a continuous uniform fibrage. The thicker the

consistency the more the fibres tend to deposit irregularly

and in bundles, particularly if the rod is not moved

sufficiently quickly. The ^^cardmg'^ action of the edge of

the rody that is to say its tendency to separate the fibres

from one another and so enable them to deposit uniformly

across the edge, increases very rapidly iki.th the speed

at which the rod is moved. In these experiments the

rod was moved through the stuff as described, and the

fibrage wiped off each time from the whole 250 mm.

length of edge. -After^ repeating tht process eight

, times the total quajatity of stuff which had been '\yiped

off was dried and weighed. Jn this way the weight
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of fibrage S was determined in grams per metre length of

rod. The results are shown graphically in Eigs.49 and 50.

lyg. 49 shows the relation between the size of the^

fibrage and the consisI,ency of the stuff. At higbi'
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consistencies the size of the fibrage grows extremely

rapidly. If the consistency is thin the fibres are much

more readily drawn apart, and therefore slide over one

another more easily, so that the edge of the rod will

not retain as much fibre. Fig. 50 shows the felation

between the size of fibrage and the mean length of fibre

in the stuff. As was to be expected, it was found that

the mean length of fibre has an important bearing on

the size of fibrage, such that with an average length

of ,fibre of about 2 mrrf. the rod will retain more than

twice the quantity of fibres which it retains from stuff

of an average length of fibre of 1 mm. As was also to

be expected, the experiments showed that the edge of

the rod exercises a selective action, in that it chiefly

retains the longest fibres. A fibrage taken from stuff

of an average length of fibre of 0'87 mm. proved, on

microscopic examination, to possess an average length

of 'fibre of I’Ol mm., thus clearly demonstrating the

selective action which takes place in favour of the

longer fibres.

It is desirable to examine to what extent the results

of the rod experiment correspond with practical

experience of the behaviour of flybar fibrages.

It is known that the flybar fibrage diminishes in

size as the consistency decreases, just as was found in

the case of the rod. This is shown by Green’s tests

(A. B.^Green, “Management of the Beater Room,”

Paper^ 1917, No. 23). At a thin consistency (3-6 per

cent.) Green observed that, under the same^oll pressure,

the clearance between roll and® bedplate was less than

at a higher consistency (about 5 per cent.)
;

that is to

say, the fibrages were smaller.

r
" The knowledge that the size of th& fibrage varies

;^ith the consistency -of furnish, helps us also to un^er-

^tand why stuff beaten at thiclj consistencies becomes
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“ wet.’ If the size of the fibrage increases so rapidly

with the consistency, the treatment of the ^tuff between
*

the roll and bedplate will be far less harsh as the con-

sistency increases, for the fibrage then acts as a cushion

betweeft the bars, and the latter only produce a

relatively slight cutting effect.

Practical experience with beaters also shows that

the size of the fibrage diminishes as the shortening of

the fibre progresses. Thus it is well known that the

cutting action of the roll ceasesfafter the stuff has been

treated for a certain period, and is only resumed when

fhe roll is let down further. (A good illustration of this

may be found in the curves published by Clayton Beadle,

“ Chapters on Papermaking,” v., p. 151.) The

explanation is that after beating for some time, the

fibrage becomes so attenuated that no more cutting

can take place until the clearance between roll and

bedplate has been reduced accordingly.

Moreover, the micro-measurements carried out by

W. Gruenewald {Zellstoff und Papier^ 1921, No. 1,

p. 23) indicate clearly that the edges of the flybars

exercise a selective action similar to that of the edge

of the square rod. Experiments by the same authority

show that the shortening action of the beating tackle

principally takes effect on the longer fibres, the short

fibres slipping through untouched. This is precisely

what one would expect of the selective action of the

flybar.

It will Le appreciated from the foregoing that

practical experience agrees in all essentials with what

one would expect according to the theory of the fibrage

and the rod experiments. This certainly affords a good

support for the. theory.

JVe shall now proceed to examine from a theoretical

standpoint the conditiqns which obtain when the stuffs
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enters the cells in the roll. A knowledge of these

conditions readers it possible to design a beater which

offers the most favourable conditions for the formation

of fibrages.

As the stuff approaches the roll it flows in an approxi-

mately horizontal direction. Fig. 51 illustrates a beater

roll and shows on a greatly exaggerated scale the

dimensions which govern the entry of the stuff into the

Fig. 51.

cells. JThe horizontal velocity of approach is denoted

by u (mm. per second)
;
and will probably be less nearer

the top surface of the stuff than lower dc^n, for there

are two factors which have to 1^ considered. On the one

hand, the stuff possesses a motion caused by the anterior

masses pressing continuously from the backfall towards

the approach to the rolj : the velocity due to this is

probably the same ^ the top as it is at the bottom the

stuff. On the other hand, th^ hydrostatic pressure of
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the upper layers of stuff on the lower layers tends to

impart to the latter an increased velocity of approach.

It has already been pointed out that stuff is certainly

not a liquid in the physical sense, since a force of definite

magniiude is required to slide one layer over another.

At a sufficient depth beneath the surface, however, the

weight of the upper layers may produce such a high

pressure as to outweigh the effect of internal friction
;

.in which case the stuff will flow into the cells in a manner

similar to that, for example, oT a viscous fluid. It is

not proposed to differentiate here between these two

component factors of the motion of the stuff, our

immediate object being to determine merely the general

characteristics of this motion. It will, therefore, be

assumed that u represents the mean horizontal velocity

with which the stuff enters the roll cells.

This velocity can easily be found if the amount of

stuff (G) transported per second by the roll has been

measured by the method indicated in Part II., Chapter

IV. Instead of denoting this by G kilograms per second,,

we will now express it as V litres per second*^ For

the moment it will be assumed that the flybars possess

no thickness and that the width of the approach channel

for the stuff is the same as the width of the roll (L).

The depth of stuff in front of the roll may be denoted

by H (metres). We then have

V = 7/.L.H.

In actual' fact, of course, the flybars possess a

definite thickness (j,,) and the effect of this thickness is to

make the effective height of the channel of approach

somewhat less than H, the depth of the stuff. The mean

pitch of the flybars is given by^ irrespective of whether
I

they are spaced equally or not
;

and is denoted by
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d^. The true value of u is, therefore, given by the

equation :— ,

V = a.L.H^:^',
d,,

whence
V.d,

LHK-V)*

Let us now consider a cell the bars of which are
!!

spaced any given distance a (in metres) apart. From •

the moment at which a flybar leaves any given position

until the moment at which the next flybar occupies

^this same position, an interval of time ^ (in seconds)
V

ejapses, v being the speed of the flybars. During this

time the stuff moving at a velocity of u millimetres

per second will travel through a distance of s milli-

mfetres, where

Inserting the value found for w, wc have

As the flybar progresses through the stuff its action

•to some extent resembles that of the cutting edge of a

planer
;

and it, so to speak, planes off a “ shaving
”

of stuff. The thickness of the shaving is approximately

s cos The equation for s shows that thi» thickness is

directly proportional to the inteival a between the bars.

The length of the shaving is equal to the distance

between the surface of the stuff and the first bedplate

bar, and is, therefore, the same for cjl the flybars.

It will thus be seen that the amount of stuff which enters

rpll must hp Hi.rectly proportional to the interval
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between the flybars which form that c^il. If it be

imagined that the stuff in each cell is distributed in*

a layer of uniform thickness (see Fig. 16), then in the

same beater roll there will be an equal depth or thick-

ness df stuff in every cell irrespective of whether the

cell is wide or narrow, irrespective of the spacing

of the flybars. The capacity of a cell for transporting

stuff is, therefore, in theory directly proportional to

the interval between the two flybars which bound it.

Equation (16) for the depth df cell filling which was

evolved in Part L, Chapter V., without regard to the

'pitch of the flybars, is, therefore, theoretically correct

irrespective of whether the flybars are spaced equally

or in clumps.

Experience in practice, however, does not entirely

corroborate this theory. Wide cells will transport

relatively more stuff than narrow cells, particularly in

cases where the bars arc arranged on the roll in clumps,

Kirchner has demonstrated this with the aid of two

examples described in the Wochenblatt fuer Papier-

fabrikation^ 1919, p. 191. In the first examples a roll

with bars spaced 64*5—21*5—21 '5 mm. was replaced

by a roll with bars spaced 74-5—12—12 mm. apart
;
and

at the same time the thickness of the flybars was in-

creased from 7 mm. to 10 mm. The total number of

flybars remained unchanged. It might have been'

expected that the transporting capacity of Jhe roll

would thus have been diminished, because the sum

of the intetv^als between the flybars in each clump

had been reduced from 107-5 mm. to 98*5 mm., and

because the individual intervals are theoretically of no

consequence. Nevertheless, it was found after the

change had been made that, the travel of the stuff in

thci beater was greatly improved. It must be concluded

from this that the transporting capacity of the wide cells
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was increased to a comparatively greater extent than

that of the narrow cells was diminished.

In the second of Kirchner’s examples, the spacing

of the flybars was changed from 50—17—17 mm. to

25—25—25 mm., and the transporting capacitj^of the

roll was then found to be considerably diminished.

It is thus seen again that the wide cell fills to a greater

extent than the theory would lead one to anticipate.

' It may be imagined that the stuff being inert requires

a certain length of tinfe to set itself in motion after a

flybar has passed
;
and consequently will not penetrate

as deeply into a narrow cell as it otherwise might.

It has already been seen that the primary essential

for obtaining efficient beating is that sufficiently large

fibrages shall be deposited on the edges of the flybars.

A necessary condition to the deposit of such a fibrage

is, however, that, during its passage through the stuff,

the edge of the flybar must encounter at least as many
fibres as it is expected J;o retain. It has furthermore

been seen that the edge of a flybar following a wide

cell CECounters more stuff than one following a narrow

cell. It therefore follows that if the circulation is

such as to cause a fibrage of the correct size to be

deposited on a flybar following a wide cell, then a flybar

following a narrow cell will take up too small a fibrage.

" Conversely, if the circulation is so rapid as to provide

adequate fibrages for the bars following narrow cells,

then a great deal of stuff will be transported unneces-

sarily in the wide cells. This superflifbus transport

requires power which represeifts so much loss, and the

beating, therefore, loses in efficiency. Arranging the

flybars in clumps must, therefore, be regarded as

uneconomical. The only advantage of rapid circulatiort

‘is that due to the proper formation of fibrages, which

thereby accrues.
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^

It will be assumed that the fibrage aepositea on the

edge of the square rod is of the maximun> size possible

under the given conditions (consistency, mean leAgth of

fibre). The size of this fibrage is denoted by 8 reckoned

in grams of air-dry fibre per metre length of edge. Th^

consistency of the stuff in the beater is given by p as

before in kilos of fibre per litre of stuff. The interval

between two consecutive flybars has been taken as {a)j

and the depth to which the cells are filled as {x)'. A*

cell 1 metre long will then contain a.x litres of stuff, or

'

1,000 p.a.x grams of fibre.

The most advantageous conditions possible would

be produced if all the available fibres were retained

by the edges of the flybars so that only fibre-free water

actually entered the cells. If 1,000 p.a,Xi which

represents the cell content, is less than 8 (the largest

possible fibrage), then it will clearly be impossible for

the beater in question to operate with the largest possible ,

fibrage
;
and the beater will, therefore, not be working

efficiently. In all probability it is practically impossible

for all the fibres to be retained on the bar edges^^} and

only a certain percentage of the fibres entering the cells

will collect on these edges. It therefore follows that

for efficient operation of the beater, 1,000 p.a.x must

be greater than 8. How^ much greater can only be

determined from comparative observations on the work-

ing of good and bad beaters.
^

A number of beater tests will now be taken and the

amount of fibre available for the formation of fibrages

(1,000 p.a.x) will be cdculated and then compared

with the corresponding value of 8 (for example for 1*76

mm. length of fibre—see Fig. 49). If it is found that a

‘satisfactory beaming output is obtained when the value

of lyOOO pax is so-and-so many times greater than thd^

value of 8, this will th^n afford some supporter for the
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assumption* th*at the fibrages measured in ttie rod

• experiments correspond exactly with those deposited

on the.edges of the beater roll flybars.

() For the first example reference will be made to

the tests described in Part L, Chapter VI. (Tests •No. 2).

In the test with the stuff propeller, p=0'05, the depth

(x) to which the cells were filled = 11 mm. and =0‘0351

m. The quantity of fibre available for forming fibrages

was, therefore, 19 grams per metre, or roughly 7.8. In

the test without a propeller, /)=0‘05, x =2 mm., and

the amount of fibre available for fibrage formation

became reduced to 3-5 grams per metre, or roughl}f

1*28. The beating output with the propeller was far

greater than that in the test without the propeller.

() Test No. 13 described in the same chapter was

carried out at a consistency of /> =0*069. The cells

were filled to a depth a: = 11*8 mm., and the interval (a)

between the flybars was 0*042 m. The amount of fibre

available for the formation of fibrages was 35 grams

per metre, or roughly 78.* In the second test (No. 12)

the ou^ut of the beater was only about half as great,

p=0*07l, a; =3*7 mm., and =0*039, which gives only

10 grams per metre of available fibre, or roughly 1*88.

(c) The experiments described under section 4 of

the same chapter were carried out on bast fibres and

at a comparatively thin consistency. The one beater

(No. 14) worked with a consistency of p =0*041, :r=2*4

mm., ^*=0*048 m.
;

the quantity of fibre available

for fibrage formation was 5 grams p^ metre or

approximately 2*58. In beater^o. 15 the consistency

was p=0*031, ;r = 2*0 mm., ^=0*030 m.
;

while the

quantity of fibre available for fibrage formation was

1*9 grams per metre, or roughly 1*68., The specific •

output of this beatej was much lower than that
^
of

beater No. 14.

13
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(d) In Part I., Chapter V., section an example

is described which shows that the output^ is materially®

diminished by increasing the consistency. The. figures

given are : p=0*07, and x==l2-5 mm. The spacing of

the flybars is 64—2T5—21*5 mm. From this it -will

be found that the quantity of stuff available for fibrag^

formation is 56 grams per metre for the bars following

the wide cells, and 19 grams per metre for those follow-

ing the narrow cells. These values correspond to 118

.

and 48 respectively. The consistency was then in-

creased to p =0*076, giving a depth of cell filling of

‘only 2*7 mm., and lengthening the beating time by>!

50 per cent. In this case the amounts of stuff available >

for fibrage formation were 13 grams and 4*5 grams

per metre length of bar following the wide and narrow

cells respectively, these amounts corresponding respec-^'^^

tively to 2*28 and 0*758.

On then increasing the consistency to 0*08 (8 peti

cent.) the rate of travel of the stuff became so slow that^

the depth of cell filling was reduced to at = 1*26 mm!?.;

At this stage it was practically impossible to cqrnpletc^^

the beating process as the stuff became discoloured grej^:

before it was finished beaten. The amounts of ^ stuff

available for fibrage formation were 6*4 and 2*1 grams

per metre respectively, corresponding to approximately

0*88 and 0*258 respectively. '
' o’

(e) According to Kirchner, Arnold Rehn in his

well-known experiments worked with a circulation of ,

95 litres pet second. This circulation corresponded to

a depth of cell filling oi, 10 mm. The experiments were

carried out at 5 to 6 per cent, consistency, <2 =0*036 m. *

The amount of stuff available for fibrage formation was, i

therefore, 17*5 to 21 grams per metre, or about 68. :

^Looking at the results of all the experiments enumer*

;

ated above, it will be seen that the working of the beater^;

.becomes comp^atively unsatisfactory, and its oufpull
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decreases considerably as soon as the amount of stuif

available for^fibrage formation becomes less than 2|

to 3 times as great as the fibrage formed on the square

rod from stuff of an average length of fibre of 1-75 mm.
It is noteworthy that whereas at 4 per cent, consistency

® grams of available fibre per metre were found to be

ample (Experiment c), this amount of fibre was quite

inadequate in the cases where higher consistencies were

employed. Owing to the rapid increase in the size

of the fibrage as the consistency increases a far greater

available ” quantity of stuff is required : that is to

'Bay, for thick consistencies a much higher rate of travel*

of the stuff is required than for thin consistencies.

As a rule the speed of circulation in the beater is

sufficiently high to cause the cells to be filled to the

depth required for the formation of fibrages. Some-

times it has to be assisted by one or other form of

propeller. In many beaters, however, especially old-

fashioned types with very^little slope to the floor of the

trough, the speed of circulation is too slow to secure

^adequaie fibrage formation. If on occasion such

^beaters nevertheless give a satisfactory output, this must

be attributed to the spitting of the roll. It is naturally

a matter of indifference, as far as the mere filling of the

cells and the formation of fibrages is concerned, whether

<he stuff necessary for these purposes is supplied from

'the normal flow round the trough or whether it is

carried right round over the top of the roll.

The author has found in the case of aft old beater

t)f this kind working on a consistency of 4 per cent.,

a^il mm., that the depth of cell filling due to normal

circulation round the trough was only 0*5 mm.
;
while

i the depth due to spitting^ was 1 *5 mm. • It was only

yrhen this amount oftspitting took place that the still

^jpneagre quantity of 4 grams of §tuff per metre became

^available for fibrage formation.
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SUMMARY

The most important points embodied in the fore-

going treatise may be briefly summarised as follows :

—

Mode of Operation.—The action of the beater

may be regarded as a two-fold one, comprising a cutting

action between the edges of the flybars and the bedplate

bars which produces a shortening of the fibres
;
and

a wet beating action caused by pressure and abrasion

between the working surfaces of the flybars and bed-

plate bars. The extent to which the fibre is shortened

can be determined by microscopic measurement in the

manner described by Clayton Beadle. The wetness

of the stuff can easily bg determined with the aid of

the Schopper-Riegler beating tester.

Thms the effect on the stuff of beating can be

expressed numerically
;
and by combining the numerical

expressions for the shortening and wetting effects it

is possible to characterise any given beating operation.

In addition to the foregoing, the action of the bar

•edges (partly assisted by the whipping of the flybars

on the ^tuff) tends to drkw out, brush, or card the stuff,

thus promoting the disintegration of the fibre bundles.

The wetness of stuff may be defined af its capacity

for retaining water and, therefore, only parting with it

slowly on the wire of the papermaking machine. It

is to be presumed that the softening effect produced

on the fibres by compression between the bar surfaces
*

has a considerable inlflience on the readiness with which

the stuff parts with its water on^the machine wire, that

197
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is to say, on the wetness of the stuff. As its water drains

away, wet stuff will form a more compact and thinnei

layer than free stuff. The numerous tiny drainage

channels will thus become more constricted and so will

retard ^the drainage of the water. The softness or

plasticity of the fibres, therefore, -tends indirectly in

two ways to improve the strength of the sheet. Firstly,

wet beaten fibres felt better than free stiff fibres,

Secondly, the reluctance of wet stuff to part with its

water allows more time for the shake on the wire to

fake effect and felt the she^t.

Wetness is also governed by the extent to which

water is absorbed into the hollow interior and walls of

the cells (hydration). The crushing and fibrillation

of the stuff contribute to producing wetness in so fat

as fibrillae and small fragments of fibre tend to fill

up the interstices or drainage channels in the sheet and so

retard the drainage of water.

The new theory of the action of the beating tackle

lays down that the stuff is actually beaten while lying

across the edges of the flybars and bedplate bars, ip

the same way as it will lie across the edge of a knife

blade if the latter is drawn through the stuff (fibrages).

This theory has been confirmed by observations carried

out on eighteen beaters in one mill. In these beaters

a fairly coarse china clay was employed and consider-

able wear took place on the front surfaces of the beater

bars. This wear, however, only commenced about

2 mm. abov§ the working edge of each bar, the edges

themselves having apparently been protected by th^

fibrages. Stuff eddies or rolls of stuff are formed iii

the cells between the flybars and probably cause fibrages

to be deposited on the edges of the bedplate bars.

The new mode of treatment of the beating operation

facilitates explanation- of a considerable number pi
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obse^ations, such, for instance, as the decrease, in

output of tht beater if the circulation is too slow or if the

bars^are set too closely together. Under these circum-

'Stances only a small quantity of stuff is able to enter the

cells and the formation of adequate fibrages on*the bar

edges is thus hindered. This accounts for the great

'importance which is often attached—particularly in

Germany—to rapid circulation.

It has also been established that when working with

thick consistencies, good circulation is essential in order

to secure a large output from the beater. Arising out

of this, Professor Pfarr has developed the untenable

theory that output is proportional to rate of circulation.*

It is a matter of general experience that the output

of a beater diminishes unduly if the flybars are spaced

too closely together.

Unless one assumes that the stuff is carried forward

by the bar edges it is difficult to understand properly

how it can manage to j)enetrate between the working

surfaces of the bars. Friction experiments carried out

*with«stuff sandwiched between a sliding metal block

and stationary smooth and fluted surfaces tend to bear

out the assumption that the stuff is carried forward by

the edges of the bars.

Output.—Let D, L, and P represent respectively

the diameter, width, and pressure of the roll, and

represent the numbet of bedplate bars and flybars

respectively, and and their respective thicknesses.

n is the number of revolutions per minite of ‘the roll.

The units are the kilogram %nd metre. If is the

'

cutting length per second of the beater, then

It has been sho%n that the shortening effect pf the

beating tackle is proportional^ to the cutting length L,
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an^ that the wet beating effect is proportional to

,

provided that the consistencies and pressures

per centimetre of bar edge are the same in any two

cases under comparison.

If /is the production of the beater in kilograms of

stuff per hour the furnish divided by the beating

time), Ai is the original mean length of fibre and the
m

mean length of fibre at the conclusion of beating, then

the following will be the equation for the cutting effect :

—

Further, if (cog - represents the increase in the

wetness of the stuff caused by treating it between the

bar surfaces, then the following will be the equation

for the wet beating effect :

—

^((Oo - a>i) = + 5,,).

The terms c and c' are coefficients which depend on

the consistency, beating pressure, and the initial and

final state of the stuff
;
but not on the dimensions pf the

beating tackle.

Eliminating q from the last two equations, we obtain

the equation for the character of the beating process,

viz. :
—

In order to secure adequate fibrage formation on the

bar edges, particularly when working with high con-

sistencies, it is important <:hat the cells should be suffici-

ently filled to enable the stuff contained in them to eddy

energetically. The speed of circulation in the beater

must, therefore,^ not fall below, a certain limit. With

thin fonsistencies it appears that the quantity of stuff

required in the cells is le|s than at high consistencies.
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The roll pressure exercises some influence on jhe

rapidity with which a given shortening effect or a

given *degree of wetness can be attained. As the

working surfaces of the bars are not completely covered

with stuff, but only carry stuff along and in the Vicinity

of their edges, it is not a question of the so-called

specific pressure, as calculated according to Jagenberg’s
“ crushing ” formula. The determining factor is the

edge pressure per centimetre length of bar edge, which

should be found from the following equation :

—

_p7rr)

Experiments have been carried out with a number of

fibrous raw materials for the purpose of determining the

influence of pressure and consistency on the rapidity

with which a given shortening effect or a given wetting

effect can be obtained. The results of these experi-

ments are illustrated b^ means of curves (Figs. 13,

14^, and 18) in which the ordinates represent the

numbers of kilograms of stuff beaten per hour to the

given final condition, per metre cutting length per

second, or per square metre beating surface per second.

The expression “ beating time ” is often taken to

mean the period of time required to shorten the fibres

in a furnish to the required extent, the beating action

being fudged according to the degree of wetness of the

beaten stuff. The cutting length L„ therefore, governs

the quantitative output (production), white the qualita-

tive output (character of the s%uff) depends on the size

of t.e.f on the thickness of the bars.

Since a certain minimum spacing must necessarily

be maintained between the flybars, it follows that the

output of the beate# (the cutting length per second)

will increase with the diametej and width of the roll.
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Tl^e output will also increase with the number of^

bedplate bars, and with the circumferential speed of

the roll. The two latter dimensions, however, 'cannot

.

be selected entirely at will. No advantage is to be

gained* by increasing the number of bedplate bars

beyond a certain limit, and the speed of the roll must

also be kept within bounds in order to prevent the

centrifugal action from becoming detrimental. Further

investigations in this connection must be reserved for

a future occasion.

Power Consumption.—If the beater is individual

motor driven it is possible to determine the power

required for actual beating (power consumption of the

beating tackle) as well as the power consumed for

rotating the roll in the stuff. Tests of this description,

as well as no-load tests, have been carried out and

gave the following results :

—

The no-load power consumption is principally

absorbed in bearing frictionj An example is ‘given

showing how the bearing friction can be calculated for

different roll pressures. #•

The power consumption of the beating tackle

(that is to say, the power consumed irx beating the

stuff between the bars) is made up of

(1) That absorbed in cutting the fibres, and

(2) That absorbed by th^ tearing action between

the surfaces of the bars.

A matherfiatical expression has been found to illus-

trate the effect of thesef two factors on the aggregate

power consumption of the beater. Hitherto, in calcula-

tions relating to the power consumption of the beating

^'tackle the so-called beating coefficient has been em-

ployed. In the present work, instead of calculating

with the beating coefficient, the specific power consunip-
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6 ,
tion per square decimetre of beating surface per second

has been adopted, as this renders the results more

readily comprehensible. The specific power consump-

tion is denoted by and fi-fi Further tests were

carried out to determine the effect of the speed of the

flybars and of the edge pressure on the power con-

sumption for beating. The results of this work are

depicted graphically in Figs. 25a-E
;
and an attempt

is made to explain the peculiar shape of the curves

shown.
*

Special tests have been devoted to measuring the

power absorbed in tearing the stuff between the surfaces

of the bars
;
and incidentally an explanation has been

*

found for the apparent discrepancy between Kirchner’s

measurements of beating coefficients and Haussner’s

measurements of the coefficient of friction of stuff.

It appears from these investigations that the work-

ing of the stuff between the surfaces of the bars, as

Kirchner correctly states is not a rubbing but a tearing

operation. This tearing only occurs if the stuff is in

a mo»e or less disintegrated or loosely felted condition :

it does not occur if the stuff is treated in the beater in

sheet or board form, even if unsized
;
a condition similar

to that of well-broken or half-beaten stuff is essential,

such as that of unsized, softened, creped serviette

paper, or hand-made, lightly couched sheets of waterleaf.

The power required for the’ tearing action has been

measured in numerous instances and under the most

widely varying conditions, so as to provide an explana-

tion of all the factors which can affect this part of

the power consumption of the beater. Finally, a

comparison is drawn between the curve for the specific

power consumption, and that for the‘power absorbed

in tearing at varioiS pressures.

Further discussion and experiments are devoted to ^
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i

' CO
the, internal friction in beater stuff

;
and the conclusion

is drawn that in all probability special laws of friction

apply, which differ from those governing the behaviour

of solids and liquids. The following law for the friction

of beatdr stuff suggests itself as the outcome of experi-

ments carried out with the aid of specially designed

apparatus :

—

The resistance to sliding motion along any cleavage

plane in the stuff is directly proportional to the area of

that plane, and is independent of the pressure on the

plane or of the velocity of the motion.

The power required to rotate the roll in the stuff is

partly absorbed by the whipping of the fiybars on the

stuff as it enters the cells, and partly in overcoming the

friction between the stuff which revolves with the roll

and that which remains more or less stationary in the

trough. The former item of power is proportional to

the square of the speed of the fiybars, whild the latter

is in direct proportion to the speed of the fiybars. It

is thus possible to determine each of these two compo-

nents of the power consumption separately, and this has

been done in a number of examples.

The new theory—namely, that the stuff is beaten

while in the form of fibrages adhering to the bar edges

—is applied to the case in which the fiybars are set

parallel to the bedplate bars
;
and affords an explana-

tion of certain peculiarities which are known tq arise

under these conditions, such as high power consumption

and diminished cutting effect.

The size of the cutting angle between fiybars and

bedplate bars is discussed. It is shown that in order

to maintain smooth running and an efficient cutting

jfetion, the cutting angle should not be less than 3°.

On the other hand, it must not exceed 43®, as otherwise

the fiybars will tend to j^ush away the stuff instead of
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cutting it. It is frequently assumed that the* cutting

effect increases as the cutting angle becomes larger.

No pi*oof could be found for this. Providing only that

the cutting angle is not less than 3° there is no reason

to believe that the cutting effect increases with the

cutting angle.

Conditions for the Formation of Fibrages.—

The fibrage formed on the blade of a knife when the

latter is drawn through the stuff serves as an example of

the fibrage formed orf the edges of the flybars. The

existence of a definite relationship between the size of

the fibrage and the consistency of the stuff and its meSn

length of fibre has been established experimentally.

These experiments confirm that the fibrage deposited

on the blade of a knife is comparable with the fibrage

formed on the beater flybar. If the circulation in the

beater is too slow, the roll will .not receive sufficient

stuff to enable adequate fibrages to be formed on the

edges of the flybars, and the desired beating effect

will not be attained. the accuracy of this conclusion

is substantiated by careful examination of the results

of numerous beater trials, many of which were carried

out by the author, the remainder having been published

from time to time in the technical press.
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Mathematical symbols, key
. to,^ii

Maxwell, 150

MecVianjjps of Ideating tackle,*

23

Micro-measurementsoffibres,
14

Mucilage, 16, 135

N

No-load power consumption,

82

O

Output, 50, 181, 193, 199— as effected by circulation,

5, 31, 199
— capacity, 41

Oxy-cellulose, 16

P
4

Paper, creped, substitute for

ieater stfiff, 119 r

Papers, wet beaten, 17

Parallel beater bars, 173

Parallelogram of contact, 52

Peripheral speed, 23

Pfarr, 4, 31, 41, 92, 101, 146,

149 .

•

Pipes, flow of liquids trough,

159 ^— flow of stuff through, 159

Poiseuille^s law, 19

Power consumption 9ue to

whippiiig,'146, 168
— consumption for beating

wood pulp, 112
— consumption,measHteinent

,
of, 91, 202 ^

— consumption, no load, 92
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, Power consumptiojk speciftc,

101, 107, U2,m
— consumption with parallel

bars, 195

Preface, author’s, v

Pressure, bearing, 61, 94

— heating, 39, '51

— edge, 27, 39, 47, 57, 108,

143
— roll, 39, 51,60
Productivity, 44 «

Propeller, effect of, 79, 195

Pulley, use of, in friction

experiments, 125
i

j

,

,
Rags, power consumption fo^

beating, 142

Rate of travel (see Circulation)

Refiner, fibrages in, 181

Rehn, Arnold, 103, 194 •

Resistance, air, 92

4^ coefficient of, 103
— cutting, 102, 144

— frictional, of stuff, 157

— of stuff to rotation of roll,

101, 161

Rods, fibrage experiments

with:, 183

Roll baj:s (see Flybars)
*

— cells, ^ddies in, 34, 66,

198
— cells, filling of, 32, 65, 81,

196"

Roll, delivery oP stuff by, 171

— depth of stuff in front of,

66,80
— eptyy of stuff ii\to, 3i, l67
— forcfis acting on, 94

— power consumed by, 92

Roll pressure, 39, 51, 60 .

— pressure, relation to beat-

ing coefficient, 105

— speed of, relation to beat-

ing coefficient, 104^

— surface, submerged, 158

— transporting capacity of,

149, 171, 190

S

Schopper- Riegler beatir^

tester, 18, 19, 43, 67, 72,

197

Schubert, 58, 73, 111, 139

Schwalbe, 16

Sedimentation tests (Klemm),

17

Shears, 13, 102

Shortening (see also Cutting)

— performance, specific, 48

Skark, L., 19

— beating tester, 19

Slant of bars, 23

Smith, Sigurd, 21

Softening (see also Wet beat-

ing), 16

Specific beating coefficient,

139

— power consumption, 101,

107, 142, 202

— shortening performance,

— shortening performance,
* relation of, to consistency,

62

— wetting’ performance, 48,

84
— wetting performance rela-

tion to consistency, 1i

Sjiitting, 146, 169, 171, 195
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Spitting, measurementof,

Stevens (see Beadle, Clajdon)

Strobach, 4, 5, 79, 103

Stuff, approach of, to roll^ 32,

187
— charJicter of, 11, 21, 39,

43, 46, 51

— depth of, in front of roll,

66, 80
— eddying of, in roll cells, 34,

66, 85, 198
— effect of warmth on, 21
— flow of, through pipes, 159
— inertia of, 191

— internal friction of, 151,

188
— -motion of round trough,

152

— resistance of, to rotation of

roll, 101, 161

Sulphite, friction experi-

ments with, 119

Surface, beating, 24, 28, 44

— of contact, 29, 52, 174

— tension, effect of, on drain-

age, 19

Summary, 197

Swelling of fibres, 18

Symbols, mathematical, key

to, xvii

Tearing action. 41, 142, 203

. action, mechanics of, 42

r^doefficient, 103, 132, 139*

force, 135

{ Teopiperature, effect of, on

sped)^, 93

comparative beato^,.

agmemait

practice, 88X' ,

" ' ' ’

Translator’a aot^ xiii->

Travel, rate of- (see Cmaila-

tion)
-

Trough, effect of,

tion, 149, 192

161 V*— motion of stuff in, 162

V

Velocity, critical,

— of approadt, 187

Viscosity of water, 21

W
Warmth, effect of, <mi

lister contoit of 1

fibres, 18 . >— viscosity of,

Wear of bars, %
Wet beating,

16,19,197,;
— beating, mechames of, i

Wetness, control ||(— effect, 12, 20, 43, lil

Wetting perforntpiice,«^g||

48, 84 \

Whippmg, 20,— inSitence of, on
i8;'«8^ .

— power conaw^
168
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Most economical in power. Everyday,
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inch cuts per minute per horse power.
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impressive.

The only Refiner which can be guaran-

teed to deliver absolutely uniform pulp.

The action is such that unreduced fibres

are automatically retained and receive

extra treatment until properly reduced.

No other Refiner has this property
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Large number at work on all classes of

paper from grease proof to news, in

every class giving an improvement in

quality, an increase in quantity and
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